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PeeJc end Uorrison (l958) claiaed a senuine metiiod of studying 
a t i i t u d o chenge "by ei^uenent as an intervening stimulus idLth 
Adorno et g l - s (i950) I? (fascisEi) Ecalo. "Jitli e/<riB\7 to studyiag 
a t t i t ude - fo rae t ion torrards dsr:ocr£r.cy« a scse-ihat Eodified 
technique of Peak and l i j rr iaon (1958) r a s followed in the 
present invs - t iga t ion riiicii r as denigned in 1958-59 in cuch a 
tray tha t 192 univers i ty ctudents spreading over the xiiolo range 
of univeroity t r a in ing fron "Eie I r s - u n i v e r s i t y c lass to the 
I'.A. f ina l c lass uere saapled according to ( i ) d i rec t c r i t e r i o n 
and ( i i / ind i rec t c r i t e r i o n and r t i : in ic te red three s c a l e s , 
naneli' icy-Ciiovdhury-Ahisad's Zon-Yiolent ITon-Cooperation 
Attitucis occles I^ysenclc'E Inventory of Social Att i tudes^ and 
Adorno ot r l ' s 7 (fascis;::} sca le ; cupposed to aeasure democracy 
in an ind i rec t ray . 
ijysenck (1947; 1956) and Zexl (1955) gave 'die precedence of 
cor re la t ing external Qz^^oz^s iLiiicIi -"siit cc-rrijle" pooled frora , 
"oith the t e s t va r i ab l e s , io study the at t i tude^formation in 
the present inves t iga t ion , ce r ta in factors^ assumed to influence 
the formation of a t t i t u d e s toT7ards democracyp uere chosen under 
( i ) d i rec t c r i t e r i o n and ( i i ) ind i rec t c r i t e r i o n . Thrso fac tors 
( a l l h e r i d i t a r y ) , such as age, sex, and "birth-order, r a r e cel led 
• fac tors under d i rec t c r i t e r i on* ; in addi t ion to the ahove 
he red i t a ry f ac to r s , other socio-economic f a c t o r s , such as 
l o c a l i t y , r e l i g ion and cas t e , and economic s t a tus of the parents 
•^ere ca l led ' f a c to r s under i nd i r ec t c r i t e r i o n * . In the ' d i r e c t 
c r i t e r i o n ' "Sie rge groups rrere divided into middle as * control 
group' and the extreme "bottom and extreme top a s the ^e::pari!aen-
t a l groups*. 
This method of study, e n t i r e l y c ross - sec t iona l , i s a va r i a t ion 
from the conventional techniques. Previous,workers, such as 
Annis et a l (1934), Carlson (1956), and Peak and Horrison (1958) 
have preferred the longi tudinal techn,iques and have administered 
some intervening stimulus or s t imul i to produce disn^^e in 
a t t i t u d e s . But here in the present inves t iga t ion the stimulus TTT.S 
suhstituiied "by the univers i ty t r a in ing and passing of an era 
under the same soc io-cul ture atmosphere of the na t ion . 
The re l ia"bi l i ty f igures of the scale rrere low "but not C3 lou^ as 
negligi"ble rnd trere qui te accaptalDle according to the p r e s c r i -
pt ion of Hay-CaioTTdhury in connection T/ith personal i ty ncales of 
V/estern or ig in in Indian s i t u a t i o n s . 
Similar ly , the v a l i d i t y , "both external and i n t e r n a l , uas s tudied 
and many i n t e r e s t i n g o"bservations uere made. 
The groups c l a s s i f i ed under ' d i r e c t c r i t e r ion^ and i n d i r e c t 
c r i t e r i o n ' r e r e t rea ted u i t h the rp^i technique to study the 
(ii) 
at t i tude-format ion tcwaxds desnocracy wi-Qi special reference to 
* control 'and * experimental* sroups se lec ted under the age 
fac tor . 
6, The r e su l t s u l t i n e t e l y revealed many in t e re s t ing pa t te rns of 
a t t i t u d e - f c r e a t i o n toTsards democracy under TDoth the c r i t e r i a . 
Eut under the income variE"ble of the socio-economic factorw, 
greates amount of va r i a t ion t^^^fta^m^tiom, has "been observed, 
suggesting tha t economic condition i s aore essen t ia l than any 
other e r t e rna l factor to over-lau with the t e s t va r i aMes . 
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ABSTRACT 
1. Peak and Morrison (1958) claimed a genuine method 
of studying the attitude change by argument as an 
intervening stimulus with Adomo et al's (1950) 
F(fascism) scale. V/ith a view to studying the attitude 
formation towards democracy, a somewhat modified 
technique of Peak and Morrison (1958) was follov/ed in 
the present investigation which \ms designed in 
1958-59 in such a way that 192 university students 
spreading over the lAole range of university train-
ing from the pre-university class to the M«A. final 
class v,'ere sampled cccording to (i)'direct criterion' 
and (ii) 'indirect criterion' and administered 3 scales^ 
namely Ray-Chowdhury-Ahmad's Hon-Violent Non-Coopera-
tion Attitude Scale, I^ ysenck's Inventory of Social 
Attitudes, and Adorno et al's j(fascism) Scale, supposed 
to measure democracy in an indirect wayo 
2. lirsenck (1947; 1956) and Karl (1951) gave the 
precedence of correlating external factors v/hich the 
sample pooled from, with the test variables. To study 
the attitude-formation in the present investigation, 
certain factors, assumed to influence the foimation of 
attitudes towards democracy, were chosen under (i)'direct 
criterion' and (ii) 'indirect criterion'. Three factors 
(all hereditary), such as age, sex, and birth order. 
( ii ) 
were called 'factors' under direct criterion;' 
in addition to the above hereditary factors, other 
socio-economic factors, such as locality, religion 
and caste, and economic status of the parents, were 
called 'factors under indirect criterion'. In the 
'direct criterion,' the age groups were divided into 
middle as 'control group' and the extreme bottom and 
extreme top as the 'experimental groups I 
This method of study, entirely cross-sectional, is a 
variation from the conventional techniques. Previous 
workers, such as Annis et al (1934)p Carlson (1956)j 
PeaJr and Korrision (1958) have preferred the longi-
tudinal techniques and have administered some inter-
vening stimulus or stimuli to produce change in 
attitudes. But here in the present investigation the 
stimulus was substituted by the university training 
and passing of an era under the same socio-cultural 
atmosphere of the nation. 
3. The reliability figures of the scales were low but 
not as low as negligible and were quite acceptable 
according to the prescription of Ray-Chowdhury in 
connection with personality scales of Western origin 
in Idian situations. 
( iii ) 
4. Similarly, the validity, both external and internal, 
was studied and many interesting observations were made. 
5. The groups classified under 'direct criterion' and 
'indirect criterion' were treated with the '^pbi' tech-
nique to study the attitude-formation towards democracy 
with special reference to 'control' and 'experimental' 
groups selected under the age factor, 
6. The results ultimately revealed many interesting 
patterns of attitude-formation tov/ard^  democracy 
under both the criteria. But under the income variable 
of the socio-economic factors, greatest amcfeurd: of 
sdi^ii^ieRs* prattatiwB ha« been observed, suggesting 
that economic condition is more essential than any 
other external factor to over-lap with the test-
variables. 
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CHAPTER I 
IHTEODIICTIOH 
I: Title and Meaning of the Terms 
The title itself is quite suggestive of the scope 
of our investigation. Still, there is no harm if a 
preliminary attempt is made hereby to put stress on 
the important term or terms employed in the title* 
Although an expositozy attempt will be made later in this 
very chapter to explain the terms separately, perhaps 
nowhere else but in this introductory phase will there 
be an opportunity to put emphasis on the term "attitude 
formation" and its "factors." The title was formulated 
in its present form with a view to differentiate the 
present work from those of others, like Adomo et al 
(1950), ^ ysenck (1947, 1956), etc, i«*io were engrossed 
in their attempts to asses democracy from the angle of 
psychological interest. Peak et al (1958) of course 
did study the attitude change and applied Ado m o 
et al's F (facism) scale. But here in the present 
investigation our main aim is not only to study 
(i) attitude towards democracy but also its formation 
under influencing factors. Hence, we have formulated 
the title as "Pactors in Attitude-formation towards 
Democracy." 
( 1.2 ) 
However, in this introductory note, neither the 
term democracy, nor ^attitude', nor 'attitude-formation 
towards democracy', has been either defined or given 
a historical touch of the research atteopts made in 
this direction. We propose to do so later in this 
Chapter* 
From the point of convenience, let us start with 
(i) Democracy, then discuss (ii) Attitude before we 
pass on to the term (iii) Attitude-Formation towards 
Democracy (under influencing factors) or Factors in 
Attitude-Formation towards Democracy, 
DEMOCBACY: Out of the various dictionary meanings 
of democracy (of*Funk, Kew Standard Dictionary, the 
Standard Literatur Co* Calcutta*), the most pertinent 
one is expressed in the following words: "Political 
and legal equality; a state of society without class 
distinction made or favoured by law or custom." Of 
course, there are different conceptions about democracy 
in different societies in the present day world. As 
far as democracy as a political form or technique of 
government is concerned, all agfee that it is a govern-
ment "of the people, by the people, for the people." 
Hundreds of years earlier, Herodotus used the word demo-
cracy to denote that form of government in which the 
ruling power of the state is legally vested, not in any 
( 1.3 ) 
particular class or classes, but in the menbers of a 
community as a whole, (cf« Majumdar, 1938). But to 
consider democracy only in terms of politice-economic 
forms, like the technique of elections on the basis of 
adult frenchise, presence of elected bodies, such as 
parliament or assemblies, the enforcement of a consti-
tution, or the sound economy of a country, does not 
embrace the entire, wider, concept of a modem d^nocracy* 
One who believes in idealist philosophy favours 
democracy not because of its material gains but because 
of the great extent of freedom it offers to the individual 
for the development of his character and personality 
according to his capacities. Being an idealist's view, 
it wholly ignores the objective aspect of democracy» 
but offers a better ground for understanding it from the 
angle of a psychologist. 
Ailport (1960) in one of his recent essays on 
"Psychology and Democracy" puts down an interesting 
picture of his own views on the issue: "Eighteenth-
V century conceptions of man, from which much of the early 
enthusiasm for dsnocracy originated, stood in need of 
correction. Modem psychology points to the marshland 
of imreason in human nature whose seepage clouds man*s 
judgement at the ballot box and stultifies his outlook. 
To a marked degree culture, class membership, and their 
( 1.4 ) 
respective prejudices mould both conscience and conduct. 
Early fixation in chafacter often leave infantile traces 
that bind the mind in such a way that democratic rela-
tionships in adult life are impossible. Infantile 
complexes of guilt may defeat the generic conscience of 
whose code is one of respect for all persons* 
All this is true yet the question is whether such 
"realism" is not as one-sided as the rationalistic 
theory of human nature upon which democracy was founded. 
May it not b e that partial methods and oversimplified 
models are adopted only to the discovery of the cruder 
mechanical determinants of personality? Animal analogies, 
pathologies, emphasis upon external rather than internal 
forces are understandable in the early stages of scientific 
psychology. It will take time to develop methods and 
theories suited to the less accessible regions of perso-
nality reflected in its structuring, generic conscience, 
and propriate schemata," In the opinion of Professor 
Allport all the behavioural sciences including psychology 
have failed to give a clear picture as to what type of 
man could be actually suitable for a democratic society. 
But then he is not all too pessimistic about the future 
of an objective study of democracy and hopes that 
psychology will some day be able to throw more li^t on 
the issue* He further expresses these ideas in the 
following lines: "Given time it seems probable that 
( Io5 ) 
psychology will ripen in the direction of democracy's 
basic asst!nptions» Sone of the considerations we have 
revie^ jcd indicate that the evolution is \jell under v;ay» 
The emersing figure of nan appears endowed v;ith a suffi-
cient margin of reason, autonoisy, and choice to profit 
from Iving in a free society© The portrait, however, 
does not discard the darker portion of truth discovered 
by the youthful psychology of the recent past. This 
truth stands, and it will ever remain the duty of 
psychology to correct idealistic exhuberanceo 
But since psychology is a nonnormative descipline 
it is unable by itself to provide the stencil of values 
by which to assess the course of becomingo Democracy 
is one such value-stencil offered to test growth both 
in the individual and the human societyo What psychology 
can do is to discover whether the democratic ideal is 
viable. According to some of the partial truths now 
established and widely accepted the answer seems negativec 
Bat thic cnsuer is far from final. As we become more 
adept in dealing with the whole fabric of personality 
we discover potentialities of greater promise, SooUp 
we venture to predict, psychology will offer an image of 
man more in accord with the democratic ideals by which 
psychologists as individuals do in fact live<," 
Firom the above suEmarization of Allport»s (I960) 
views on the picture of denocracgr in psychology v/e may 
( Io6 ) 
ssy that the tern democracy in its pure form does not 
frequently occur in the psychology of measurement of 
attitude, opinion, personality, etc. But in theoretical 
discussions connected with such topics as leadership, 
prejudice etco, the term has been frequently used (cf« 
Lasswell, 1930; Bellingrathp 1930; Bage^ 1935? Iliechlesp 
1950; Poudemaker, 1943; Kimaball Young, 194-8; Adomo 
et al« 1950, etco) Kimball Young (1948) dicusses the term 
democracy in these words: "Unless carefully defined, the 
term democracy takes on the features of a stereotype*, In 
our idea of denocraqy we emphasize equality of opportunity 
rather than equality of ability and action; advancement 
and status for merit and performance rather than for birth 
and class inheritance; individuality and tollerance of 
divergence of view and action. Democracy is5 psycholo-
gically, one of the most challenging patterns of human 
thought and conduct, for it denands a reasonableness, a 
live-and-let-live attitude and practice, that runs counter 
to maji's socially inevitable aggressions and needs, his 
emotions and fantasies, and his inevitable drive for 
power and security . We may say, in other words, that 
the practice of deziooracy is a measure of emotional and 
intellectual maturity. That uo have fallen short of the 
ideal denonstrates, that most of us are still motivated 
by childish end adolescent wishes for power and security. 
( 1*7 ) 
that \}e are dependent on obvious mother and father 
substitutes. \7e do not yet seea veiy disirous of subli-
mating our conflictive and conpetitive drives into channels 
of thou^t and action that remove them at least from 
their more personal formso Our continuing undemocrati^c> 
ways shou tliat u© are not ready to accept in practics 
a mutuality ead cooperativeness which recognize the 
stmgth and v;isdom of the other person asv3ll as our oim* 
In vieu of these practical limitations it is difficult 
to see hovf ue expect a complete sublimation of conflict 
or a thorough removal of prejudice. At best t/e must 
retreat to th3 compromise and accomodation \jhich has 
historically charactei^ ized our Anglo-American democratic 
conduct. Ihe idealist may wish for a perfect world, and 
others may scoff at democracy because of. its habit of 
half-measure and compromise, but in the long run this 
pattern of life has given man a formula which is less 
violent and more mature than any other so far developed"© 
From the above quotations we get further justification 
as to bhy psychologists have tried to study democracy 
in terms of either prejudice or leadership. But leader-
ship always brings forth some issue connected with the 
philosophy of the leader who may belong to any aspect 
of life, political , religious, social, theoretical, etc. 
Quite recently a theoretical exposition of Gandhian 
philosophy was drawn in psychological literature by 
Ray-Chowdhury(1952). According to Gandhian philosophyp 
( 1.8 ) 
democracy involves ' j u s t se l f i shness ' (cf. Dhawan, 1946). 
Fron t h i s sanss of ; a s t self ishness a r i s e s four basic 
a t t i t u d e s of a^-proach and avoidance Ccf» Ray-Chowdhury, 
1952). These fo-ir a t t i t u d e s a re : non-violent non-Coopera-
t i on , non-viol :nt Cooperation, violont non-cooperation and 
violent coopercticn. Accordinjly, to study denocracy in 
the l i gh t of aandhi 's philosophy of '^ust s e l f i s h n e s s , ' a 
t e s t including t*.:e33 four a t t i t u d e s v/as jo in t ly constructed 
by the or ig inator of the above hy o thes is and the present 
v/riter in 1353-30. 2he.33 four a t t i t u d e s v/ere divided into 
tv/o diiaensions-,violence and non-violence. To emphasise 
the universal i t ; - of the non-violent creed, we must make i t 
c l e i r that non-violence i s not reserved for any caste or 
community. '^B^ir.j the expression of love, i t i s a universal 
v i r t u e , something vhijh emerges fron one's i m e r oonsci<3Usness. 
Islam too , places much emphasis en nc.:-violence. According 
to Dhav/an (I34a), Gandhiji r2jarded Islam to be a r e l ig ion 
of pe-ce in the a-~-:3 sense as Gh.ristianity, Budhism, or 
Hinduism i s . He believed that the "ehief contr ibut ion of 
Islam has been t'.o brotherhood cf men. The prophet ' s 
was e s sen t i a l ly r message of hindness ?nd considerat ion, 
peace and love, love not only for human beings but also 
for the sub-hu:.iT. c rea t ions . The "uran, l ike b ib l e , and 
Geeta, prefers n :n-violence . The very v/ord ' Is lam' means 
' p e a c e ' , ' s a l v c t i c n . ' The comnon Iluslim sa lu ta t ion 
'Assalsimalaikum' oans oeace be on vou." 
( 1o9 ) 
Again, as we find that democracy can not be under-
stood without any reference to personality, Hysenck (1947) 
developed a scale T (tough-tendenaindedness) and R (rcdical-
conservative) (of^Melvin, 1956), and studied the group 
differenceso The major aim of Eysenck's (1947) study 
was to "isolate, define and measure 'primary social 
attitudes' "and to ascertain their relation to "such 
factors as age, sex, educations and political affiliation 
and the personality factors which mi^t be found to be 
associated with them". Probably these factors may provide 
important areas of information if included in the present 
investigation as well. However, the hypothesis behind 
Eysenck's scale is very similar to that of Ado m o et al 
(1950) in their F (fascism) scalee Adomo et al's F 
(fascism) or Anti-democratic scale has behind its theore-
tical structure, an authoritarian personality. Kimball 
Young (1948) has clearly given an exposition of the 
relationship between attitude and personality. So, we 
find that from the angle of measurement democracy, attitude, 
opinion, personality and the like are quite interchange-
able. Hence, I^ rsenck (1955) has "extended the heirarchi-
cal arrangenent to the description of personality traits. 
At the top of this heirarcl:7p which I^senck ©alls the 
"type level"p he places three broad factors; introversionp 
neurosisy and psychosis. Hezt comes the so called trait 
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levelo Introversion, for exaaple, can be further 
subdivided into such traits as persistence, rigidity, 
subjectivity, shjmess and irritability, as illustrated 
in Figure 1. The nert lower level IJrsenck terms the 
"habitual response" level. Here he places responses 
that tend to recur under similar circumstances, as when 
the same test is repeated. The usual reliability coeffi-
cient expresses the sort of behaviour consistency measured 
at this level. The fourth and the lowest level is that of 
specific responses. It should be added that the actual 
traits identified by i^ rsenck are based on meagre data and 
must be regarded as tentative untill^confirmed by further 
research"(cf. Anastasi, 1958). 
The above picture involving persistent problems 
of personology, for example, the problem of personality 
organization, of levels of functioning, of genetic vs. 
contemporary determination of personality, is also partly 
supported by the contributions made by the researchers 
in connection with Adomo's authoritarian personality. 
The (Study of the authoritarian personality actually began 
in 1943 as a result of an ananynous donation made for the 
study of an important prejudice, namely anti-Semitism 
(cf. McCary, 1956). But the studies of Adomo et al 
(1950) particularly, conmonly known as the studies with 
the F scale, are, it a way, connected with the study of 
democracy. But Adomo et al (1950) realizing the 
difficulty to attack a highly unscientific term like 
( 1o11 ) 
democracy gave it a scientific and psychological term 
•anti-fascism'. "In their thepretical work on the F 
scale the research group leaned heavily ug^n the concepts 
of superego, ego, and id. It was considered that these 
features of personality have characteristic modes of 
functioning in the ethnocentric subject. As a first 
approsimation, one mi^t say that in the hi^ly ethnocen-
tric person the superego is strict, rigid and relatively 
externalized; the id is strong, primitive and ego-alienj 
while the ego is weak and can manage the superego-id 
conflict only by restoring to rather desparate defenses. 
But this general fomulation would hold for a very large 
segment of the population, and thus, it is necessary to 
look nore closely at the functioning of these parts of the 
person in the authoritarian syndrome. The F scale works as 
if the superego, ego, id theory were correct, and there is 
0 
no cfubt but that without this theory the scale rauld not 
have been constructed. On the other hand, it can not 
be claimed that such lesults as have been obtained could 
not be explained as well in other terms. There is a need to 
knouj, of course, not only the essential elements of F 
but how these elements are organized. Is F one very gene-
ral factor that diminates a large number of minor ones, 
or a structure embracing a limited number of loosely cher-
ing major variables, or an aggregation of truely 
( 1o12 ) 
independent factors? In the Authoritarian Personality 
there was an inclination to stress the conception of one 
very general factor and a variety of relatively minor 
ones. Speaking of a general factor and of minor factors 
does not houever, imply thinking in terms of classical 
factor theory. The F pattern has repeatedly been referred 
to as a "sjmdrome". This conception came from Murray 
(1938), who gives major credit to L.J. Henderson; it had 
a central plade in the analysis of the data in Riysiqueg 
Personality and Scholarship (1943)9 and the thinking 
here about the matter may not have matured very much since 
the publication of that work. Syndrome is a concept 
from clinical medicine; it refers to a complex of function-
ally related variables. In the ideal case, the variables 
are so related that a change in one will usually be 
accompanied by a change in the others. 
It had been thought that one of the most promising 
leads for further research contained in this\ork would 
concern the suggested 'types' or subvariates of high and 
low authoritarianism. Evidently only two studies have 
been directly on this problem. Dombrose and Levinson 
(1950) differentiated empirically between low-authoritarians 
who tended to favour 'militant' programs - of democratic 
action and lou-authoritarians who tended to favour 
"pacifistic programs. The former obtained lov/er scores on 
the ethnocentrism scale than did the lateij. 
( ni3 ) 
Rokeach (1952) found that v/e could distinguish, low 
scorers on the ethnocentrism who were markedly dogmatic 
from those who were less so. He hsid in his earlier study 
on the relations of rigidity and etl^ ocentrism noted that 
some of his low extremes exhibited a rigid approach to 
problem-solving which resembled that found more character-
istically with what the Authoritarian Personality has to 
say about "the rigid low scorers". Prankel-Brunswick 
and her associates (1954), in their continuing study of 
prejudice in children, have added some empirical support 
for the distinction between a more constricted, conven-
tional pattern of authoritarianism and a more psychopathic 
one. It nay be well to review briefly here the typology 
of authoritarianism and non authoritarianism which appears 
in the Au1;horitarian Personality. Biere is still hope 
that further research in this area may yet be stimulated. 
This typology is largely the work of Adomo, and is based 
upon clinical obsEOvation and analysis. It is a modi-
fication and extension of a typology of anti-Semites worked 
out/published by the the institute of Social Research(1941)o 
There are six distinguishable patterns among the H i ^ 
authoritarians and five aaong the Lows. It is to be 
emphasised that High authoritarianism iSp in the view of 
this study, essentially one syndrome; what differentiates 
the "subsyndromes" is the emphasis on one or another of the 
variables that appears in the over-all structure* The 
patterns found among the Lows seem to be relatively more 
( 1«14 ) 
"independent"o Dils is in keeping with the fact that 
the Highs uore core alike as a group than were the Louso 
CC 
Although potential fascisn appears to be essent^lly one 
structure, there are a variety of ways in which it mayj 
so to speak, be avoided"o 
All that we have said above is connected with 
definition; nature, and measurement of democracy in 
psychological literature. Rat we have not so far dealt 
with the possible techniques of measuring democracy. 
Measurement of democracy, in fact, involves the measure-
ment of attitudes without which we can measure neither 
prejudice nor democracy. So, before proceeding further, 
let us discuss fully what we mean by "attitude"* 
ATTirJDE; According to the definition given by 
Drever (1955) in his Dictionory of Psychologya an 
attitude neans " a more or leos stable set or disposition 
of opinion, interest or purpose, involving expectancy of 
certain kind of experience and readiness with an appropriate 
response; sometimes used in a wider sense, but rather less 
( 1.15 ) 
definitely^ as in aesthetic attitude, in the sense of a 
tendency to appreciate or produce artistic results, or a 
social attitude, in the sense of being sensitive to social 
relations, social duties or social opinions"c But various 
other psychologists have given very many definitions includ-
ing the operational ones. While discussing the nature of 
attitude Vernon (1955) writes: "The term 'attitude' has 
been used by psychologists in great many senses, and there 
is no agreed definition (cf. Allport, 1935). But in this 
contest it generally implies a personality disposition or 
drive which determines behaviour toward, or opinions and 
beliefs about, a certain type of person, object, situation, 
institution or concept. It includes both Mcdougall's 
•sentiments' and the medical psychologist's 'complexes', 
though it is not necessarily thought to arise either from 
innate instincts or repressed wishes. Often our attitudes 
are adopted ready-made, as it were, from our parents, 
teachers, or friends, though usually modified by our own 
experiences". Similarly, Allport (1935) has defined 
attitude in the following words:" An attitude is a menatl 
(1.16 ) 
y 
or neural state of readiness, organized through experience, 
exerting a directive and dynamic influence upon the indivi-
dual's response to all objects and situations with which it 
is related". 
It is clear, however, that all attitudes have a state 
of readiness in common. But all the states of readiness 
of an organism are not attit udes. A child may develop 
a favourable attitude towards certain persons or objects, 
like a toy a toy or some kind of food. But he is likely 
to behave negatively towards these objects or persons at 
an other accasion if they prove as obstacles in his way of 
satisfying his needs. V/e may say, therefore, that temporary 
states of readiness aroused in the organism for the 
gratification of certain biological drives, like hunger, 
sex, fete, can be easily differentiated from an attitude 
which constitutes a eomewhat permanent mental set in the 
individual to behave in a prescribed fashion in respect 
to various social, political, religious and other situa-
tions. 
/ According to modem thinkers (cf. Kimball Young, 1948; 
lysenck, 1953; Sprott, 1952; Vernon, 1953), attitude. 
(1.17 ) 
interests, opinion, values, etc., refer to rather similar 
concepts. Ray-Chowdhury (1957), while discriminating 
attitudes from intersts quoted Vernon (1955) according to 
whom "interests are very much the same as attitudes, 
though their definition is also a matter of controversy 
(cf, Berlyne, 1949). Their subject-matter is usually 
more concrete. We are interested in or like athletics, 
music, model aeroplanes etc., whereas we have favourable 
or other attitude to religion, foreigners etc." Sprott 
(1952) distinguishes attitudes from opinion in the 
following words:" We can attend to the attitudes of 
particular people or groups of people or we can consider 
general atmosphere of attitudes which we call 'public 
opinion'". Similarly, Kimball Young (1948) though 
accepting that attitudes and ideas are closely linked 
together, further clarifies the difference between the 
two by saying that "while the logical idea or concept 
presents in verbal or other symbolic form some classifi-
cation, general quality, or relation of parts to whole, 
there is also some association with an action out of which 
( 1.18 ) 
the idea arose in the first instancec The attitude, or 
action tendency, is illustrated by the like-or-dislike, 
for -or-againstp approve-or-disapprove element, and, of 
course, always points to some overt response or habit. 
Anyway, attitude, opinion, values, interests etc. are 
interrelated terms which combine to forci a mode of behaviour 
in the individual. These modes of behaviour vary accord-
ing to the socio-cultural conditions in which they taJce 
shape. In the following lines Johnson (1948) describes 
the variations in attitudes by quoting interesting examples 
of different modes of behaviour of people living in different 
societies in respect to similar issues: "Anyone v/ho loolrs 
at the pictures in the travel magazines or listens to the 
tale of servicemen v;ho have been stationed in Burma or the 
Solomon Islands is aware of the diversity of social 
behaviour throu^out the worldo In sone countries women are 
GOt seen by men unless heavily veiled; in other places 
they wear less than an ounce of clothing. In our civili-
zation marriage is permitted between any but close relatives; 
but among the Zuni Indians and many African peoples the 
horror of incest is attached to relation of men and women 
( 1.19 ) 
of the same tribe. The special attitude of the Japanese 
toward suicide is now well known. Extreme suspiciousness, 
which is a mark of mental abnormality in Ameriiba, is the 
rule in the Dobu Islands of the South Pacific, where, 
because of the danger from sorcery and witchcraft, the 
natives do not walk alone, even in broad daylight. Homo-
sexuality is frowned upon in modern America and most of 
Europe but accepted by some American-Indian and Oriental 
cultures. Conduct that an American or European psychdSit^ ist 
would diagonose as catatonic stuper is similar to a mys-
tical technique used by manjj Budhist priets for approach-
ing nirvana. It would be hard to think of any kind of 
behaviour which is not practiced routinely in some sector 
of this revolving globe." 
If we analyse the attitudes in their historical 
perspective, we would observe that our attitudes are the 
outcome of a complex process of socio-cultural changes s/ 
that have taken place through the generations. Since 
his evolution from anthropoid apes man has prefered to 
live in Societies. Since the evolution of Societies theij 
( 1*20 ) 
structure has been continuously changing from time to time. 
These changes in the structure of the societies are brought 
alEOut by the changes in the entire outlook of man. The 
change in outlook takes place only when there is a change 
in an individual's whole set of valuesi intei/sts, ideologiesj 
perspectives and point of views. These drastic changes 
in the mental organization do not take place by momentary 
conditions but by a slow and complex process in which so 
many factors take part. \^en an individual is confronted 
with a novel situation, he starts thinking about it and 
certain ideas come to his mind. As his association v/ith 
that particular situation grows old, he becomes more and 
more intimate with it and ideas, influenced by socio-cul-
tural and other psychological factors, like needs, 
o 
motives and eijtions, take the shape of convictions and 
beliefs. Uhcn strong enough, these convictions and beliefs 
are moulded into attitudes, opnions, and values. To 
build something is always not as difficult as to demolish 
and rebuild. And so, if there are sufficiently strong 
preexisting attitudes about certain things, this already 
( n 21 ) 
slow and complex process becomes more slow and complex 
because, in that case, it involves two processes-that of 
disorganization and then reorganization. Any way, these 
changed or newly formed attitudes, opinions or values, 
being directed towards broader facts of life, become 
"either the determiners or correlates of one's behaviour, 
last for a long period and manifest themselves in a variety 
of situations in a variety of specific contexts"(cfo Asch, 
1952)0 llhen they direct individual or group action 
towards social events, we spesUr of them as social attitudes 
or social values. When they do so in respect to political 
issues, we call them as political attitudes, political 
values, or political ideology. And when they are refiSred 
to religion, we name them as religious beliefs and dogmas. 
Similarly, individuals' attitudes and\alues towards all 
other life situations emerge out of their peculiar mental 
organization which is the result of a number of influences 
acting from fifferent directions. The broad categories 
of attitudes and values, after much division and subdivi-
sion, give rise to smaller areas of attitudes, opinions 
and values which are localized towards particular objects, 
( 1.22 ) 
institution, or persons, like parents, the home, the 
country, the constitution or democracy,(cf. Sherreff, 1948)* 
e 
Our age has seen a tren^dous progress im almost all 
the fields of human activity. Side by side with the achiev-
ements of the physical and biological silences, our society +»AS 
also made a good progress. The highly complex and 
dynamic nature of the modem culture has made it indespeja-
sable for the scientists to make a thorough study of the 
cultural conditions which determine the reaction of the 
individual to these repidly changing pattenns of life. 
This change in social situations, or in othervords, the 
growth of society, usually takes place in two different 
ways. Either the individual outlook changes first, 
gradually and slowly, by the impact of centuries of progress 
in different spheres of life in different societies in 
different parts of the world, and with this change of 
outlook, the social situations are changed automatically. 
Or, in some cases, the situations are suddenly created, 
as if by the announcement of a startling scientific theory, 
or by the outbreak of war, for which the general public were 
not ready. In the later case it becomes atonce necessary 
for the masses to prepare themselves mentally ii^rder to 
( Io23 ) 
meet the challenge of time. MQ in India today are faced 
with a similar problem vdiich has been created by the 
imposition of democracy on a society vrhich has so 
recently been freed from age-old shackles of slavery. 
no9, there are only two ways open to us-either to retain 
democracy by adopting ourseleves quickly to the changed 
conditionsp or lose it by sheer misjudgement of the actual 
situation. Taken the first choice, we must now prepare 
ourselves for the great task. Althou^ this preparation 
has already began, but the psychological atmosphere which 
is very necessary for the success of democracy is still 
improper. The achievement of this end will not be an 
ecsy course to follow. Only the social scientists v;ould 
take the first sfep in this difection* It is they who 
can determine the conditions necessary for creating an 
adequate social-psychological foundation on v/hich the 
future of denocracy in India would rest. 
Later in this discussion v/e viould try to evaluate the 
influence of certain hereditary and environmental factors 
on individuals' attitude in respect to democracy. Before 
going over in detail to the study of these influencing 
factors, we cite here a historical background of the 
researches performed in related areas of attitude because 
that would help us a lot in our ovm study of the attitud(5s 
towards deziocracy* 
( 1.24 ) 
II. Attitude Research; 
The aim of a social psychologist is to study the 
reactions of an individual or group in respect to certain 
important social issues. As has been observed above, the 
individual or group reaction to certain situations is 
governad mainly by a particular mental organization which 
is a combination of different attitudes, opinions and 
values, 'ihen a psychologist studies the attitudes of an 
individual or group towards a certain problem by means of 
questionnairs studies, public opinion polls or interviews, 
he first of all decides which of these methods to apply. 
The most commonly applied technique in attitude studies 
is an 'attitude scale.' Ue can classify the attitude scales 
so far published broadly under two headings: (a) Ipsative 
scales and (b) Non Ipsative scales suitable for factorial 
analysis. 
(a) An ipsative scale is one "in which the individual's 
performance is expressed with reference to his own mean." 
•yhile citing the example of Allport Vernon's Study of Values 
Test as an ipsative scale, Anastasi (1958) remarks: 
"It is impossible for an individual to obtain high scores 
on all six parts of this test, or low scores on all six; 
a high score on one part must be balanced by low scores on 
his 
other parts.The individual's profile on this test shov/s/fcelativ 
( I«25 ) 
standing in the six values," The author, jointly with 
Dr. KoRa^-Chotrdhury, has constructed an attitude scale in 
I960 on the same principle to measure the attitudes towards 
democracy as understood by I^ ahatma Gandhi« 
(b) non Ipsative ocales are those which are suitable 
for factorization. In this category of attitude scales a 
number of scaling techniques employed in attitude research 
can be mentioned. Thurstone's (1920) technique for an 
'index of opinion' is a suitable example. To construct a 
scale on Thurstone's technique, the following procedure is 
adopted: Pirst, a number of statements relating to the issue 
in question are selectedo 55iey are written on cards and 
presented to a few judges who are required to assign them 
positions according to their favourableness or unfavourable-
ness to the issue. They give each statement a 'value' by 
placing thoa at one of the eleven positions provided for 
this purpose. Only those statements are included in the 
scale on which the judges agree substantially* The state-
ments included represent the various positions along the 
continuuDo Finally, a value which is the median of the 
positions vjhich the judges have assigned to it, is given 
to each statement« 
The score of the subject is the median of the 'scale 
values* of the statements he agrees with. It gives a 
ranking of the person along the continuum. It also gives 
( Ic26 ) 
a 'zero point' where no attitudes czist, Cfuilford (1936) 
has given a comprehensive description of the procedure 
followed in the construction of an attitude scale on 
Thurstone's technique. 
Sinilarly-p Bogradus (1925) deviced a different 
technique of attitude scale construction. Here the scale 
carries a nunber of standard questions to which the 
subjects respond by selecting any one of the standard 
answers graded according to the degree of theSr favourble-
ness to tho issue. The results thus obtained give a distri-
bution of the standard responses, according to v/hich groups 
can be ranked in order of their acceptability. Responses 
of the whole population can also be compared. By applying 
Bogardus technique the hoEOgeniety of opinion of a given 
population end the consistency of the individual can also be 
notedo Application of such a scale after an interval of 
time can fUmish evidence of stability of responseso 
Anzother technique of attitude scale construction is 
that of Likert (1932)o The scale carries a number of direct 
questions. Subjects respond to them by selecting one of the 
five ansv/ers: strongly approve, approve, undecided, dis-
approve, strongly disapprove. The items are scored from 1 
to 5« Total score is obtained by summing up the individual'! 
score on each statement. Adomo et al's (1950) scale, also 
used in the present investigation, is based on Likert's 
( 1.27 ) 
technique of scale construction* 
Psychologists fix>Ei time to time, jl^tried to study various 
important areas of attitudes and today a large number of 
research evidences are available to guide the newcomers 
in the field of socio-psychological research. Below is 
given a b rief summary of the researches previously 
performed in connection with different attitude areas which, 
in one way or the other, can be useful for us in our own 
undert airing* 
1. In 1944, Professor H.JoiJrsenck of Maudsley Institute of 
Psychiatryj Xx^ ndon, constructed an Inventory of Social 
Attitudes and factor analysed "Some 700 replies to a 
questionnaire containing 32 propositions." Ejysenck (1947) 
could thus extracct two factors, (i) radical conservativeness 
and (ii) tough-tenderaindednesso These two he calls primary 
social attitudes and expects the general population to fell 
along these two dimensions* I^ rsenck's Inventory of Social 
Attitudes is included in the present investigation and 
therefore for detailed discussion of this scale the reader 
is referred to Chapter III on "Source and Description of 
the Tests." 
2o Adomo et al (1950) carried out interesting researches 
on prejudice and anti-Scaitism at the insistence of the 
American Jewish Society's Social Research Department, A 
series of tests were used during a period of nearly 6 to 8 
( Ie28 ) 
yearse It was during the course of these researches that 
the authors constructed an attitude scale to measure 
anti-deEOcratic tendencies at the personality level© Nine 
hypothetical variables^ like 'conventionalism,' 'authori-
tarian submission', authoritarian aggression etc.pf^ selected 
as the likely sources through which anti-democratic attitudes 
would manifest themselveso Items were selected according 
to these nine variables and the test was applied on the 
students as well as the working class samples <, !Ihe scale 
variables were found to "correlate significantly with anti-
democratic trends in areas covered by the A-s (anti-Semitism) 
E (ethnocentrism), and PEC (politics-economic conservatism) 
scales." liiis scale is also used in the present investi-
gation, and as such, has been described in detail in 
Chapter IIlo 
3o Suchman (1953) and his associates studied the attitudes 
of the American college students towards the Korean war. 
2975 American students in 11 colleges were measured by 
using the Guttman scale. Favourableness towards the 
Korean war was found to be due to three political attri-
butes: (i) Ideological conviction, i.e. " the v;ar was 
fou^t for an ideology", (ii) Partisan allegiance-an 
intemationalistic rather than an isolationistic view, 
(iii) Political knowledge (favourableness was found to be 
positively related with more political knowledge)*, The 
relationship among these three dimensions of opinion as 
( 1.29 ) 
well as their connection with attitudes towards being 
called into military service was also analysed* 
4« A factorial approach to measure anti-democratic attitude 
was made by Floyd (1954)p using Adomo et al's (1950) 
F scale. The centroid method of factorial analysis was 
employed to analyse the data from the 33rd Purdue opinion 
Panel idiich polled 900 students j?rom 44 High Schools in 
27 states in the United States of Amorica« Questionnaire 
items measured authoritarian ideology, in-group glorifica-
tion, and submission to authority figures. Mg^t common 
factors emerged, two of which accounted for 67/S of the 
matrix variance. For factor I, social discrimination, an 
analysis of variance showed significant relationships to 
personal data variables of geographic regions and rural-
urban residence. Factor II5 a combination of authoritarianism 
and ethnocentrism, v;as significantly related to rural-urban 
residence, religious preferences and mother's educationo 
5. A study of the racial a&{?itudes during and after the 
war was conducted by Fitt (1956). Tests were constructed on 
s 
the basis of Thuittone's technique v;ith reference to racial 
attitudes towards Germans, Japanese, and MooriSo Tests 
were carried out on similar samples of students of the 
Auckland University College each year from 1940-47, and 
then again from 1950-53* Changes in attitudes, such as 
might be expected during the war and the succeeding years5 
were noted with reference to the Germans and Japanese© 
( Io30 ) 
The attitude towards the I'ooris changed similarly but at a 
more favourable levelo 
6, A coBparative study of the attitudes of the college 
students towards certain demoestic and world problems was 
conducted by Karl (1951)o Bie relationship between the sex 
of the students and years in college were studied with 
reference to dcmestic and world problems concerning the 
political and economic issues. Advanced students were 
found to be somewhat more favourable to the power of the 
UoNo, and men students more inclined to advocate war to 
counteract Soviet aggression* 
7. Breslaw (1938) planned an investigation on the assumption 
that basic qualities of the individual are not linked to 
the formation of political attitudes^ Ihe study was 
designed to investigate the social factors present in the 
adoption of a socio-economic attitude. 122 individuals were 
interviewed with a standardized procedure, although the 
data from only 94 was actually analysed. The general con-
clusion drawn \ms that many social influences are iDQ)ortant 
in the formation of political attitudes, but none is vital, 
either alone or in combination. The influences of the home 
and family were found to be statistically more reliable 
and were also prominent in the experimenter's personal 
impressions* The influence of the individual's social 
life was shown to outrank the more intellectual aspects in 
: 1.31 ) 
the development of the attitude, -he influence of the 
books was found to be minimum. 
Ill: Factors in Attitude Formation 
towards Democracy 
kt this stage it is quite relevant for us to introduce 
the main aim of our investigation with a historical back-
ground. Our main aim is: To study the Factors in the 
Attitude-Formation towards Democracy. It seems, therefore, 
quite necessary to survey the psychological literature to 
explain what we mean by attitude-formation and what we 
mean by its influencing factors. But from our survey over 
the relevant literature we find that some thinkers have 
given exposition about opinion formation, some about attitude 
formation and still some on the formation of interests and 
values. It is, therefore, clear that whatever the mental 
functions, the process of formation is more or less the 
same. Any kind of attitude-format ion involves the process 
or processes of learning. These processes later become so 
rigid that v/e can measure them by some psychological tests 
and classify them under 'factors'. Or it might so happen that 
these processes occur under certain external or internal 
environmental conditions which also could be called factots 
(cf. Lovell,1958). However, accepting the former meaning of 
the influencing factors, Kimball Young (1948) has given a 
wonderful summarization of the process of opinion or attitude-
fornstion in democracy. So, the present writer is tempted to 
depict the picture according to Kimball Young (1948). 
According to him the process of opinion or attitude 
( 1.32 ) 
formation "depends upon a numbei" of social factors. Ina 
a democracy, for example, it is assumed that all responsible 
citizens shall have a part in formulating the answers to 
public issues. Under dictatorship the leader or his class 
or clique may make up the mind of the public." The four 
basic steps in opinion or attitude formation may be 
summarized in the following way: 
1. Some important problem or issue comes before the 
public through the agency of an individual or an institution. 
Such an issue may relate to some political, religious or 
social problem. "In any case the essence of this first 
step is an attempt to define the issue in such terms as 
will permit the discussion by individual and groups# 
2. The next step involves "the preliminary and exploratory 
considerations." People try to probe into the exact nature 
and magnitude of the problem. Radio, newspaper, film 
documentaries, free debates and discussions etc. play an 
important role in the widespread circulation of the necessary 
information needed by the masses in this connection. The 
originators of the issue sometimes take an active interest 
in the mass spread of the relevant information in order to 
facilitate the process of communication* 
3« Before the public could make any decision regarding the 
issue in question, alternative plans and programe come 
( 1.33 ) 
forward for consideration. Different groups of people 
tend to fall pro-or-against sone programo In the process 
emotions are sometimes let loose and at this stage now 
d-VC. 
there/two considerations, emotional as well as rationale 
In other words, both rational and irrational values enter 
into opinion or attitude formation in a democracy. 
4* Out of the controversies thus ensued, people make some 
decision at last. These decisions are sometime measured 
by public opinion polls, lilce the Gallup poll, referendum 
or election of the candidates for government, semi-govern-
ment or private bodies, like municipal corporations, trade 
unions or other similar organizations which are the 
essential concomitants of a democratic society. Those who 
still differ with the majority form the minority and can 
change the consensus of opinion only through persuasions 
and suggestions, the two most favoured ways of mass appeal 
in a non-violent, democratic country. Those who differ 
from the accepfed opinion often continue to put forward their 
own ideas and may sometimes succeed in bringing about a 
radical change in the outlook of a large body of men. For 
example, in India a large nimber of people believe that 
out govemzment's development schemes have been a great 
success and yet there are a good many people who think 
otherv/ise. They take an unfavourable attitude towards the 
policies of the government because of the divergent 
( 1.34 ) 
political views or because of some other misxmderstanding© 
The govemhent, therefore, tries to give ample publicity 
to the success of Five Year Plans and other similar projects 
in order to mould public opinion in its favour© 
Also, the psychological interpretation of attitude 
formation towards any issue may be explained in terms of 
conditioning (cfo Pavlov, 1927)5 or in terms of the 
fixation of the libid towards any leader, or am ideology 
in place of a leader (cfo Freud, 1921)o Freud has further 
explained the situation in his book on Civilization and 
its Discontent (1930). 
V: Methods adopted to measure 
Attitude-Formation or Change 
Previous researches; In previous sections lot of 
discussion ha© already been made about the attitude 
measurement techniques and also about the scales used in 
such measurement. True, v^ile describing the above 
issues experimental designs have also been referred to. 
But little, if any, may be cade out of them to mention the 
systematic presentation of the relevant methods and tests 
used in the past to tackle with a problem similar to the 
present one. Hence we felt it necessary to separate out 
this section from the previous ones with a view to making 
a plea for an angular discussion of the methods and tests 
only used for this purpose. 
( 1.35 ) 
Several methods have been employed by several investi-
gators to study attitude-formation, or better say, change 
towards any issue-social, political,etc. As has been 
mentioned earlier in this chapter while discussing the 
meaning of the title of the present thesis, we do not 
propose to study the attitude-formation of a child grown 
from zero age onwards. According to the limitations of 
cxwoL 
space e€ time in the hands of the present investigator, it 
was decided to follow a convenient method to study the 
attitude formation in terms of change of attitude so that 
the work could be complete with definite conclusions within 
& definite period of time. Hence, it was very desirable 
that we would go through the relevant psychological litera-
ture. After having come across the available literature 
on the issue, it was found out that Kijball Young's (1948) 
summarization of the methods to study the change of attitude 
was very much to the point for the present investigation. 
But Kimball Young (1948) discussed the change in 'opinion' 
and not in 'attitude'. But it has already been observed 
in this chapter that there is very little practical 
difference in the measurement of opinion and attitude, 
and hence, the methods discussed by Kimball Young (1948) 
could hold good for the present investigation as well© 
According to Kiiaball Young (1948), broadly speaking, there 
are two methods for the study of opinion and attitudo: 
( I06 ) 
(i) The qualitative or the common sense method of case 
history or the case study and (ii) quantitative method in 
which questionnaires, test polls, and other statistical 
devices are applied. 
1. !Che Qualitative Approach: 
Historical, Qualitative Method: 
This method is not purely scientific and hence, not 
very reliable. But it "does give a picture of the process 
of change." This method can be employed by adopting any 
of the following alternatives: either by tracing the history 
of an individual or by studying the "historical account of 
a change in public opinion or attitude." Lasker (1920) has 
cited the example of the change of attitude of a v/hite man 
towards the Hegoroes, aid the environmental factors v/hich 
influenced such a change. The person concerned, while still 
a boy, was taught by his parents to hate the Negroes, and 
so, he considered the later as great foiends. As the boy 
grew older and began to read here and there about social 
problems and their relation to the Negroes he began to have 
a change of attitude." Bit he still continued to have the 
earlier feelings dominate his opinion about the Negroes. 
V/hen the boy joined the school and started reading all the 
relevant material connected with the Negro problem, " he 
saw the folly of his stand and that his attitude was based 
upon a false evaluation of the Negro entirely. He learnt 
( 1-37 ) 
that if he (Negro) were given a chance to educate himself 
he would not be a scourage to the state." 
The above example clearly shows how education and 
right information could change the attitude of an individuals 
a>gardus (1925) has also given an experimental evidence 
of the change of attitude of a student towards the Canadian-
French during the v/ar. As far as the broad historical 
approach to the study of the change of attitude is concemedy 
Matheison (1926) studied the change of attitude of the 
British population towards the abolition of slavery in the 
British colonies during the course of twenty years© 
2. !Ihe QaGxiSitatlve Approach: 
(a) The Quasi-experimental Method: This method has been 
a favourite of the psychologists and social scientists 
for a long time both in professional studies as v;ell as for 
purely academic purposes. But in the field of academic 
research it has often been found very difficult ito create 
experimental conditions similar to life situations. 
However, a few interesting studies can be quoted here 
to illustrate the process of attitude-formation and its 
measurement. Annis et al (1934) carried out an experiment 
at the University of loxm, to study the shift in attitude 
of the students towards l/.MoHughes, former Prime Minister of 
Australia. At the time of this study, William Hughes was 
travelling through the l^ited States on a goodwill missiono 
( Io38 ) 
Vfliat the experiment's did was that they "planted in the 
dS^y students' nespapers thirty carefully prepared 
editorials about the Prime Minister. Half of the editorials 
were favourable, half unfavourable to Hu^es. None of 203 
students who acted as subjects knew anything about him* 
During two months one group of students read only the 
favourable editorials, the other only the unfavourableo At 
the end of this time certain tests were given. Of the 
students who read the favourable editorials, 98 per cent 
became favourably biased tov/ards Hughes; of those who read 
the derogatory accounts, 86 per cent became adversely 
disposed. Another test four months later, revealed about 
the same views as the first test." 
An interesting study of attitude formation orchange 
was conducted by Peterson and Thurstone (1933) for the 
Payne Fvtnd Studies of Motion Pictures and Youth. Subjects 
from two High schools in Illinois were tested before and 
after they saw certain motion pictures. "The test and 
pictures dealt with prostitution, crime, war and peace, 
prejudice against Chinese and HegOi^ es, and other problems." 
The following results were obtained: (i) Regarding war a 
retest showed "a small change towards the disapproval of 
war;" (ii) regarding gambling and prostitution, no change 
in attitude could be found; (iii) regarding the punishment 
of the criminals, the picture The Criminal Code produced 
significant change in views. The subject's attitude was 
( I«39 ) 
shifted towards greater liniency to the criminals; 
(iv) regarding the attitude towards the Chinese, a picture 
favourable to the Chinese produced a positive attitude 
towards the later, while a picture unfavourable towards 
them produced a negative attitude; (v) regarding the 
attitude towards the Negroes, the picture The Birth of a 
Nation, produced a marked shift towards more unfavourableness. 
A very fascinating investigation of change of attitude 
towards Negro segregation through information is reported 
by Peak and Morrison (1958), who worked on a smaple of 
169 students of the University of Michingano In the summary 
of the conclusions the above authors write:"Attitude toward 
Negro housing segregation were determined by before and 
after providing college students in an experimental group 
with arguments about segregation, in a manner intended to 
produce involvement in the procedure» In a control group, 
attitude measures preceded and followed a session devoted 
to tasks unrelated to segregation. Finally, all subjects 
listed good or bad consequences that people might suggest 
to be the result of removing segregation. These protocols 
yielded evidence about the nature and amount of information 
known and accepted under various conditions. 'Information' 
refers to the content of arguments relevant to the issueo 
1, In the control group, attitude position is significantly 
related to pro-and antisegregation items of information 
( Io40 ) 
accepted by subjects (predicted)• 
2. As expected, in the control group amount of infonaation 
knoim does not consistently vary with attitude position* 
There is some tendency, hov;ever, for prosegregation subjects 
to know more pro-than antisegregation items (not predicted)* 
3c Ihe hypothesis that subjects vdio have seen a communication 
supporting one side of an issue and have assumed an attitude 
position compatible v;ith that view, have more accepted 
information than comparable controls, is partially confirmed* 
4. As expected, the difference betv/een the experimental 
and control subjects on amount of information known is not 
closely related to compatibility of attitude position and 
communication point of view. The significant differences 
are closely related to attitude position* 
5» A significant interaction between attitude position, 
F scale score, and kind of information (pro or anti) 
determines information known and accepted in the control 
group. Total information produced is related to the 
interaction of F scare and attitude position. 
6. Significant differences between the F groups receiving 
the communication and comparable controls indicate that 
the high Fs tend to conform more to the communication, 
while low Fs tend to know more information both congruent." 
Beside the methods just described, there are still 
some other methods, such as (i) Letters to public officials 
( 1.41 ) 
(cf. Analysis of 13,000 letters on the issue of Burke-
V/adsworth Selective Service Bill, V^ ant and Herzog, 1941)8 
(ii) Use of polling (cf. Cantril, "m&t 1942; Rogers, 1941) 
(iii) Interviews and mass observation (cf. Lazarsfeld et al, 
1938). As these techniques are not very relevant in the 
present investigation, details are avoided to save space 
at our disposal, 
N.P. As peak and Morrison (1958) v/orked on the 
attitude change with the help of the F scale particularly, 
the present investigator thought that this work would provide 
an index to the planning of the present research. Of coufse, 
Peak and Morrison (1958), while planning their own research, 
took the help from the v/orks of Carlson (1956), who worked 
on attitude change through modification of attitude 
structure; Feld (1951) who v/orked on "Persistence of attitude 
change," and Klein (1951) who worked on the "Personal 
world through perception." 
/ 
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CHAPTER II 
CMERAL PLAN OF THE RESEARCH 
Section 1 
DtSIGN OF THE inVESTIGATION 
To apply the most promising mrsthods of measuring 
attitude formation or change th§ following procedures 
were to be carried out: 
(i) It was decided to follow the cross-sectional method* 
Anastasi (1958) has described that psychologists, while 
studying the group difference in order to study any change 
in attitude, for the sake of convenience have, from time to 
time, had recourse to either of the two methods, namely 
the longitudinal or the cross-sectional. (For further 
discussion of the methods see Chapter I). 
The present investigator decided to keep age gradually 
increasing in order so that we could infer 'formation' or 
'change', if any, with reference to two criteria assumed 
in the present investigation for this purpose, direct 
* criterian and indirect criteriono (i) Direct criterion 
includes the hereditary factors, namely age, sex, and birth 
order regarded to bring about forward grov/th in the indivi-
dual pattern with reference to a standard. In our investi-
gation, the standards are: average age level falling at 
the 3rd and 4th year university training level and as to 
the sex, one equally checking the other, i.e« male vs. 
( IIo2 ) 
female, (ii) Indirect criterion includes other environ-
mental factors, such as educational standard and various 
socio-economic factors, like religion, caste, locality, 
and economic status of the parents, regarded not to 
contributing to the longitudinal pattern of grcrwth, but 
as secondary forces or factors partly responsible for 
the change or formation of attitudes (of. Floyd, 195O* 
In fact, the longitudinal and cross-sectional methods 
have been further split into several convenient ones, 
as has been summarized by Young (1948). These are: 
(a) Historical, qualitative, approach, as followed in 
the studies by Bruno (1929), Bogardus (1925), etc.; 
(b) the quasi-experimental method followed in the 
studies of Annis et al (1954), Peterson et al (1935), 
etc.; (c) letters to public officials, as followed in 
the studies of Vjyant et al (1944), and others; (d) use 
of polling as followed in the studies of cantril (1956), 
Rogers (1941)» etc.; (e) interviews and mass observation 
as followed in the studies of Lazarsfeld (1958), Madge 
et al (1939), etc. 
Hov/ever, considering the limitations of time and 
resources, the present investigator thought it practic-
able to attempt a method that would yield the same results 
as the quasi-experimental method. In fact, in quasi-
experimental method some intervening stimuli are given 
( II.3 ) 
to cause a change of opinion or attitude of an individual 
or group. But Fitt (1956) studied the attitude change 
in two different samples of students from 1940-47 and 
again from 1950-53i the war acting as an stimuli in the 
intervening period. So, practically the change we notice 
in the attitude structure is due to an interval which 
may be qualified by an experimenter as under experimental 
situation of attitude-formation. But such a broader 
aspect may be described under the longitudinal technique 
of measuring attitude or opinion-formation. Therefore, 
the freedom remains for an investigator to choose either 
of the two methods Jthe longitudinal or the cross-sectional, 
to study the formation or change of opinion or attitude. 
Of course, such a design v/ould be open to question as to 
whether the factors influencing the attitude-formation 
are due mainly to the direct criterion of growth factors. 
To support the design therefore, the indirect criterion 
of other influencing factors, such as various other socio-
economic differences, has also been included in the inves-
tigation. 
(ii) It v/as decided to measure the attitude-formation 
towards democracy as under various factors according to the 
plan of the investigation. It has already been mentioned 
that several factors likely to change individuals' attitude 
have been assumed in the present investigation with the 
( II«4 ) 
hope of getting valid results in connection with the 
attitude-formation towards democracy. It was, therefore, 
thought to select the best attitude tests available for 
measuring individuals' attitude tov/ards democracy. But 
in viev/ of the fact that no test available measures directly 
the issue in question, indirect attitude scales could be 
reasonably selected for this purpose. Several workers 
in the past have used indirect attitude scales for a 
direct measure of certain attitude areas. For example, 
Floyd (1954) made an interesting study of anti-democractic 
attitude of 900 students from 44 high schools in 27 different 
states of U.S.A. Question items measured authoritarian ideo-
logy, in group glorification, and submission to authority 
firgures. The centroid method of factorial analysis 
yielded eight common factors, tv/o of v/hich accounted for 
67% of the matrix variance. A combination of the 
authoritarianism and ethnocentrism v/as significantly 
related to rural-urban residence, religious preferences, and 
mother's education. 
That Ado m o et al's (1950) ^ scale as used in the 
above study by Floyd (195 0* bears a striking similarity 
to I^ ysenck's (1947) T scale is evident from the fact 
that E^ rsenck (1956) tried to defend himself against the 
criticism levelled against him by Boiph and Henley (1956) p 
for his not mentioning in his studies of 1944 and 1947 
( II«5 ) 
the similarity between the F scale and the T scale. 
However, with the above instances it is pretty clear 
that attitude tests constructed to measure any particulaf 
issue have been found to contain lot of overlapping among 
themselves. It may be due to the overlook of the 
hypothetical construct that whichever attitude the individual 
are 
might have|;nothing but one or several aspects of personality 
as a whole. That is v;hy lysenck (1953) clearly suggested a 
factorial approach to the study of personality in the same 
way as we find the factorists in the field of abilities 
have accepted a schematic diagram of heirarchy of abilities 
(cf. Vernon, 1950). According to E^ ysenck (1953) j the 
heirarchical arrangement cgn also be extended to the des-
cription of personality traits. At the top of this 
heirarchy, which Ilysenck calls the 'type level', he places 
three broad factors: introversion, neurosis, and psychosis* 
Next is the so called trait level. Introversion, for 
example, can be further subdivided into such traits as 
persistence, rigidity, subjectivity, shyness, and irritabi-
lity. The next human level Sysenck calls the "habitual 
response level." Here he places responses that tend to 
recur under similar circumstances, as when the same test 
is repeated. The usual reliability coefficient expresses 
the sort of behaviour consistency measured at this level. 
The fourth and the lowest level is that of 'specific 
responses.' 
( II.6 ) 
However, from the above dicussion it is cleax that 
whatever measures we take to assess the attitude towards 
democracy, we must not forget to select items in the test 
so that all above trait factors as described by lysenck 
(1953), wiiuld be represented as far as possible. Of 
course, type approaches are not had and AlIport-Vernon•s 
(1951) approach to the study of personality after the 
pattern of Spranger (1928) might be a suitable addition to 
our planning. 
(iii) It was decided to study the consistency of the 
assessments of attitude toward^ democracy. Here, then, 
we had two problems before us. Firstly, we had to study the 
internal consistency of the tests to be selected for 
the present investigation; and secondly, to study the 
validity, or the overlapping between the tests, to arrive 
at a definite idea of the nature of the tests so that v;e 
could infer from our investigation the amount of the 
individuals' democratic aftitude. All the previous workers 
in the field have tried to obtain these two points of 
information in their own tests, (cf. E^senck, 1947; Adomo 
et al. 1950; Allport-Vemon, 1951, etc.) 
(iv) To study the influence of the factors as mentioned 
above, on the attitude-format ion tov/ards democracy, the 
following procedures were to be adopted: 
It has already been mentioned that Floyd (1954-) found 
( II.7 ) 
out eight factors on a sample of 900 students with the 
F scale. E^senck (1947) found out two factors, namely R 
and T on group of subjects belonging to various political 
ideologies with his inventory of Social Attitudes. 
Similarly, Thurstone (1934), Carlson (1934), Ferguson 
(1939, 1941), Melvin (1955), have all attempted factorial 
analysis to solve the problem. 
But as the present problem involves the study of 
attitudes, and also their formation or change, a design 
modifying that of Feak and Morrison (1958) was decided to 
be followed so that we could measure not only individuals' 
attitudes towards democracy but also the process of forma-
tion or change of attitudes. Perhaps it would not be 
irrelevant if we mention here that due to various limita-
tions of time and resources in the hands of the present 
investigator, the method of Fitt (1956) could not be found 
very suitable. Fitt (1956) had enough time and resources at 
his disposal and so he could persue the study froma 1940-47 
and again, keeping war as an stimulus, from 1950-53« 
However, as a design of a short duration was very necessary 
for the present purpose, it is but clear that a statistical 
treatment of agreement, i.e. overlapping, in terms of 
product-moment correlation, tetrachoric correlation, point 
bieerial correlation, or difference, i.e. variance, in 
terms of critical ratio, analysis of variance, or co-variance 
( II.8 ) 
was to be applied in this investigation (cf« Anastasi, 
1958). 
Nevertheless, as our investigation proposes not to 
factorize the tests but to assume that certain hereditary 
and environmental factors influence the attitude scores of 
the individuals and yield differences, it was decided to 
apply point bieerial 'r' under these circumstances. 
, Vernon (1956) advises to use point bieerial 'r' and not 
'critical ratio', 't* analysis or any other statistical 
technique of variance for several reasons of convenience. 
Firstly, we could combine or separate the point bieerial 
correlation according to the demand of the situation as has 
been done by Lovell (1955)> who, while finding the 
exaggerated value of a point bieerial 'r' in a mixed 
group of boys and girls, did conveniently took out the 
' point biserial 'r' of combined group of both the sexes. 
This convenience of statistical treatment is not available 
either in 'critical ratio' formula or 't' analysis, or 
in any other analysis of variance. True, this statistical 
treatment would give interpretation in terms of agreement 
in the first instance. But the amount of agreement, on the 
other hand, suggests the amount of disagreement left 
behind, Lovell (1955), Ado m o et al (1950), Karl (1951), 
and many others have tried to find out the influence of 
external factors on any mental trait or organization such 
as abilities, attitudes, etc* 
( II.9 ) 
In the light of the previous researches, it was hope-
fully maintained that enough of significant results would 
be obtained to show the influence of extraneous forces, 
i.e. the environmental factor group, on individuals* 
attitudes maintaning side by side the longitudinal growth 
due to hereditary factors, like age, sex, or birth order. 
Section 2 
CHOICE OF THE GROUTS 
According to the aims of the present investigation 
to study the influence of certain factors on the formation 
of change of attitudes towards democracy, we have to 
formulate, (i) the direct criterion (i.e. age, sex and 
birth order) into a control group and the experimental group, 
and the (ii) indirect criterion into the variable groups, 
(i) Direct criterion gfoup; In this criterion we took 
3rd and 4th year combined as the 'control group' level 
j because these two standards represented the average age of 
the sample. While 5th and 6th year (combined) above the 
I control group level and 1st and 2nd year (combined) below 
the control group level were regarded as the 'experimental 
group' level. For sex, the above control and experimental 
groups comprising 64 subjects each were divided into male 
and female control and experimental groups of 32 subjects 
each. For birth order, only two groups could be obctained 
from the entire sample, namely 'the first child group' and 
( 11.10 ) 
'the other birth order group,' any one of them forming the 
control group and the other the experimental group. Table 
No. 1 on page 11.11 clearly shows this scheme, 
(ii) Indirect criterion group; It was felt necessary to 
check the amount of variation among all the variables 
representing the indirect criterion. Hence, it was decided 
further to split the control and experimental groups into 
variable groups according to the factors taken into consi-
deration. These factors are: education (matched with age), 
sex, locality (i.e. rural or urban), religion and caste, 
and income of the parents. 
Section 2 
2. CHOICE OF THE SUBJECTS 
A sample of 192 students of the Aligarh Muslim University 
was selected for this investigation. The subjects were 
distributed over the range of courses taxight from Pre-
University standard to the 6th year standard. Only those 
/ 
students were selected who fell near to the average age of 
the particular educational standard which was calculated 
before-hand from, the ages of 50 students from each class 
selected at random from the 'Date of Birth Register' of 
the Faculties of Arts and Science. 
Although the total strength of the University students' 
population in all these courses v/as well above 3,000, it 
( IIoll ) 
TABLE NO. •? 
Showing the choice of subjects under the control 
and the experimental groups of the direct 
criterion: 
Control 
group. 
Experimental 
groups 
Age: 3rd and 4th year 
level (combined) 
Sex (i) Males of the 
3rd and 4th year 
(combined). 
Sex(ii) Females of the 
5rd and 4th year 
level (combined) 
Birth Anyone of the 
Order: tv/o groups. 
1st and 2nd year level 
(combined)(above the 
control group) 
Males of the 1st and 
2nd year level 
(combined) (above the 
control group). 
Bemales of the 1st 
and 2nd year level 
(combined)(above 
the control group). 
Any one of the 
tv/o groups. 
5th and 
6th year 
level 
(combined) 
(below the 
control groui 
Males of the 
5th and 6th 
year level 
(combined) 
belov/ the 
control 
group). 
Females of 
the 5th and 
6th year 
level(combine 
(belov/ the 
control grouj 
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was not possible to select all of them due to the^  crucial 
design of matching. A point of querry may be raised about 
the importance of the study on a sample of this size. 
Psychologists have almost agreed on the over-all principle 
of cheesing smaller samples in connection with investigations 
on abilities and educational attainments etc., For example, 
the research evidence quoted by Vernon (1950), Fleming(1958), 
Smith (1948), Jorgenson (1934), and Patterson and Elliot 
(1930), v/ho all worked on samples ranging from 100 to 200 
subjects, support this stand. But the researchers in the 
field of personality, i.e. interests, attitudes, values etc. 
had, in the beginning of the 20th century, a fascination 
of working with a very large sample. Especially the American 
psychologists triumphed over this fascination. But since 
the advent of suitable statistical techniques of normalizing 
the rav; scores, the tendency gradually and gradually droppsed 
down to a small but statistically sound sample. To illus-
trate the above statement v;e could site the examples of 
Lurie (1937) who administered the Study of Values test on 
203 subjects; Kulpe and Davidson (1934), who administered 
the questionnaire containing the issues of race, interna-
tionalism-nationalism etc., on 150 High School students; 
Carlson (1934), who gave 5 attitude test to 250 students; 
Vernon (1938), who analysed the replies to the Boyd 
Personality Questionnaire given by 50 men and 50 women 
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subjects; V/illoughby (1932), who tested 150 married 
couples v/ith the Thurstone Personality Schedule; Gibb 
(1942), who gave various personality inventories to 200 
subjects; Cook and V/herry (1950), who applied Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory on a sample of 111 
naval enlisted submarine candidates; Lovell (1944), who 
used 122 men ajid 78 women to extract 13 factors in his 
study of personality; ITorth (1948), who administered the 
Guilford Inventory for factors STDCR to 170 students, etc.etc. 
In view of the above research evidences, it is expected 
that the size of our sample would not involve any objection-
able criticism. In fact, the statistical validity of such 
researches depend on the nature of enquiry. In these types 
of researches certain findings (varification of hypotheses) 
are the particular search, and hence the size of the 
sample, if not very small (cf. Vernon, 1953)» is not the 
guiding factor to achieve the significance of the statis-
tical treatment of the data, especially when the rav/ scores 
are normalized with the percentile scale system (cf. 
Section^, this Chapter). However, if the question of 
standardizing any test in particular is raised, the size 
of the sample, is, to some extent, a point of controversy 
and a demand for a large sample, say of 500 and more, is 
quite reasonable. Bat the question of a small sample in 
the present investigation is not very relevant in vievr of 
( IIoH ) 
the prescription made by Vernon (1953) and the evidence of 
research as carried out by previous workers mentioned above. 
AB has been mentioned in section 1 of this chapter, 
many v/orkers in the past have observed variations of 
individuals' attitude, interests or personality test 
scores with reference to various hereditary and environ-
mental factors. For example, with reference to age, 
Ray-Chowdhury (i960), Borzek (1953)i Koch (1946), Kuhlen 
(1945), Strong (1931), V-'atson (1954), etc. have obtained 
interesting group differences; with reference to sex, 
Anderson (1941), Heidbreder (1927), Landis (1927), 
Sherriffs (1953), Summerskill et al (1955). etc. noticed 
marked variations of scores; v/ith reference to educational 
standard and years in college, Karl (1951), Anastasi et al 
(1949), Harris (1934), Ras^ -Cho-wdhury (1959b). etc. have re-
ported similar differences; with reference to locality, 
Klineberg (1935), Brown (1936), V/ickersham et al (1933), 
Briggs (1944), Duyker (1954), and Farber (1950) have 
discovered clear-cut group differences; with reference to 
individuals' social status (i.e. caste, religion,etc.), 
similar variations of test scores have been observed by 
Auld (1952), Davis (1941»), Davis et al (1945), Klineberg 
(1936), Milner (1949), Phillips (1950), Dollard (1949), 
Clueck (1937), Hsii (1051), Roberts et al (1954), Seward 
(1956), Straus (1954), Abel (1948), Inkelesh (1954), 
( 11.15 ) 
Schacter et al (195#),Sutherland (1942), V/hiting et__al 
(1953), Saton et al (1955)", Centers (1950), etc; with 
reference to economic status of the subjects, Clark (1949) 
have reportM differences in subjects repsonses to test 
items; and similarly variations in subjects' scores with 
respect to their birth orders were noticed by Fisher (1948) 
Koch (1956) and many other workers-in the past# 
In the above discussion we have noticed group 
differences in attitude, interests, and other personality 
test scores. It was, therefore, felt necessary to choose 
our sample in such a way that we could include all the 
above factors, namely sex, age, locality etc. Now, as the 
Indian students s usually do not mention their correet 
ages with the hope tof getting better prospects in future 
(cf. Bhatia, 1955), it was decided to match the educa-
tional standards wi.th age keeping one of these variables 
constant. So, the age groups chosen would also stand 
for the educational standards. In each educational standard 
the average age-level of the boys and girls was prelimina-
rily estimated (cf. Section 2-2, this Chapter) and 
subjects falling on the average age-levels were chosen. 
To keep equal number of subjects, as far as possible, 
in each variable or factor group, the subjects were 
chosen according to the plan illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Section 3 
TESTING SESSIONS 
The present investigator experienced several difficul-
ties in the administration of the tes#s. First of all, 
the nature of the sample required was much that application 
of tests over a large group of subjects at a time v/as not 
possible. It is pretty clear from the plan illustrated in 
Figure 2 that according to our scheme of selecting the 
subjects, each and every individual was to represent a 
particular sex, educational standard, religion, caste, 
locality, etc. It v/as, therefore, decided to arrange 
testing sessions consisting of boys and girls in batches, 
say of 5,10, or 15 subjects, in their hostels. Such a 
practice proved successful as the students were quite 
willing to spare a few hours in their leisure time. 
Moreover, in the case of female subjects, the authorities 
of the M.U.Girls College cooperated wholeheartedly in 
our venture. 
Further, it v/as thought desirable to administer all the 
tests on a group of subjects, however small in number, in 
a single sitting in order to get the reaction-set of the 
subjects' behaviour at a particular moment so that no 
further interpretation of their variance on the same set 
of tests might arise later. Bat the unusually long time 
which the students usually took in recording their responses 
would not allow this. Naturally then, the above procedure 
( 11.17 ) 
of collecting the data from the hostels was very much 
favoured. Although the administration of test in this 
manner took a little longer time but the data collected 
appeared to be well thought out responses. 
The tests administered and the time roughly taken 
for each one of them were as follows: 
Tests Time taken* 
1. Ray-Chowdhury-Ahmad's Hon- 40 to 50 minutes 
Violent Hon-Cooperation (roughly). 
Attitude Scale (as a whole) 
2. iysenck's Inventory of 20 to 30 minutes 
Social Attitudes. (roughly). 
3. Ado m o et al's F scale. 20 to 30 minutes 
(roughly). 
At the end of each testing session the subjects 
were asked to furnish their introspective reports. They 
all expressed that the items in all the tests were very 
interesting, especially in the "on-Violent Non-Cooperation 
Attitude Scale. However, some of them gave their frank 
opinion that the ITon-Violent ITon-Cooperation Attitude Scale 
appeared to be rather lengthy. Except the Pre-university 
students, all the subjects felt no difficulty to understand 
the tests given in English. This was also observed by 
Ray-Chowdhury (1958d:) in connection with Allport-Vemon's 
Study of Values test in Indian situations. However, the 
Pre-university students were given aid of Urdu translation 
whenver solicited. 
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Section 4 
ITOmiALIZIHG THE RAV/ SCORE 
The raw scores were nonnalized for various reasons 
listed below: 
It has been mentioned earlier that the information 
supplied by the subjects concerning their ages is usually 
false for certain reasons. Hence, it was necessary to 
remove the question of incorrect ages by normalizing the 
raw scores. Also, for the sake of convenience in statis-
tical treatment and presentation of results, the raw 
scores of all the attitude tests given to 192 subjects in 
this investigation were converted into a uniform scale 
of standard scores. Several distributions were slightly 
skewd or irregular; hence it was desirable to normalize 
the raw scores for the purpose of calculating correlations, 
significance of differences, and for several other statis-
tical treatments v/hich would not have been otherv/ise 
possible. It v/as useful also for comparing the results 
obtained on diffefcnt tests to have all scores expressed 
on a standard scale. And so, the normality of the under-
lying variables v/as assumed. Moreover, at many stages 
in the investigation it was very necessary to have a 
simple method of comparing and combining the scores of 
different tests. 
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Some system of normalization is essential for the 
purpose of comparing and combining the distribution of 
marks (or rav; scores) obtained from different tests, 
although even upto 1930s this useful treatment of the raw 
scores was v/holly neglected, Vernon (1940, Pp. 63) warning 
against this neglect advises: "None of these processes 
(i.e. combining and comparing) can be carried out directly 
unless the marks to be combined or compared occur in 
clearly similar frequency distributions. This is a funda-
mental statistical priciple very elementary in nature, yet 
very widely neglected." 
In support of the system of normalizing the raw 
scores as a preliminary measure for further statistical 
purposes, and for exact scientific interpretation, we may 
quote Guilford (1950, p. 134), who confesses that " that 
no set of data ever obtained, whether they may be measure-
ments of a group of individuals with respect to some biologi-
cal, psychological, social, or educational traits or 
whether they may be repeated observations of a single 
phenomenon ever conforms exactly to the normal distribution 
pattern." 
In short, we need a h"^ pothetical scale with equal 
units to iron out the effects of a scale with inequality 
of units obtained from the raw scores. The same idea is 
well presented in the following lines of Anastasi and 
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Foley (1948, p. 88): "As applied to psychological characters, 
the normal distribution curve should be regarded more as 
a methodological problem than as a factual observation. 
Strictly speaking, it is impossible to determine the 
actual distribution of a variable unless an equal unit 
scale of measurement is employed." 
Moreover, the sample studied in the present investi-
gation was rather small and it was also partially selected 
in respect of the different factors or variables. Hence, 
it would be unlikely to yield normal distributions of, 
say, Adomo et al's F scale or EJrsenck's Inventory of 
Social Attitudes a scores for the same reasons referred 
to by Vernon (1940, p. 20) in connection with the conditions 
which upset the tendency of normality. Thus it was 
decided to convert the rav/ acrores of each test into a 
scale of eleven equal units from 'zero' to 'fen'. These 
standard scores were obtained not from x/0~ direct, but 
via percentile scores. The x/o" score system is restricted 
to normal, or partially normal, distributions whereas the 
percentile system will apply to any shape of distributions 
(cf. Vernon, 1940, p 46). Table on the following page 
illustrates the normal scores obtained via percentiles 
and Table IIo. 2.II shov/s the units of percentile rank 
positions to assume the normalized scores from zero to ten. 
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Table No. 2.1 
Showing the normalized scores of Adomo et a l ' s F 
(fasc ism)scales; 
Raw scores Frequeney Percent i le rank Normalized 
scores 
200 plus 1 .26 10 
196 " 2 1.04 9 
192 " 0 1.56' 9 
188 " 1 1.82 9 
180 " 1 2.34 8 
176 " 0 3.12 8 
172 " 4 4.15 8 
168 " 6 6.77 8 
164 " 6 9.89 7 
160 " 14 15.10 7 
156 " 10 21.35 6 
152 " 19 28.90 6 
148 " 16 33.08 6 
144 " 19 47.13 5 
140 " 23 41.92 5 
136 " 19 30.98 4 
132 " 14 22.39 4 
128 " 17 14.32 3 
124 " $ 7.55 3 
120 " 2 4.68 2 
116 " 2 3.64 2 
112 " 4 2.08 1 
108 " 2 .52 1 
N = 192 
( 11.22 ) 
Table 2-II 
Showing the limits of percentile rank positions corresponding 
to respective normalized 
scores: 
P, .R, Normalized scores 
00.07 to .44 10 or 0 
00.45 to 2.24 9 or 1 
02.25 to 7.1 8 or 2 
07.2 to 18.9 7 or 3 
19.0 to 38.4 6 or 4 
38.5 to 61.5 5 and 5 
N= 192 
The above technique which is very convenient and easy 
to calculate has been devised by Prof. P.E.Vernon. Ray-
Chowdhury (1956) was the first student of Professor Vernon 
who worked out the normalized scores with the above technique. 
According to Ray-Chowdhury the technique gives almost 
identical results to the more familiar techniques of obtain-
ing centroids from the differences in normal curve ordinates. 
Another very similar technique can be found in the prepara-
tion of 'C scale described by Guilford (1950 p. 303), but 
it appears more clumsy and time consuming than the technique 
just described. 
CHAPZJH III 
Section 1 
SOURCE AIID DESCRIPTION OP THE TESTS 
The battery of tests used in the present investi-
gation to measure democracy includes the following: 
(i) Ray-Chowdhury - Ahmad's Scale of Ron-Violent 
Ilon-Cooperation Attitude towards Democracy (1950) 
(ii) Eysenck's Inventory of Social Attitudes - (1947) 
(iii) Adomo et al's F(fascism) Scale (1950) 
Each of the above tests v/ith all its subdivisions has 
been separ^ itely described belov;: 
Ray-Chowdhury = Ahmad's Scale 
a« Sources The first test included in the battery 
is that of non-Violent Ilon-Cooperation Attitude towards 
Democracy, which was constructed mainly with a view to 
serve the purpose of this investigation. The test is 
a novel one in the sense that it has deviated from the 
traditionally accepted dimensions of democracy. In 
fact, when we divide attitudes (for definition cf* 
Drever, 1953) under any logical pattern of qualification, 
we find that the division leadeu to our conjectures of 
personality - structures. This is true not only of 
attitudes but also of other psychologically related terms, 
like values, opinion, asi-d interests, etc. Por the study 
of values Allport and Vernon prepared a scale in 1931 
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to give scientific shape to Edward Spranger's (1928) 
philosophical classification of men under six basic types, 
i.e. the aesthetic, the religious, the political, the 
economic, and the theoretical man. Similarly, many other 
scales have so far appeared to classify personalities 
under various types. Fbr example, Adomo et al (1950) 
constructed an attitude scale of anti-Semitism which 
ac^ally measures personality under two main headings: 
(i) democratic or (ii) anti-democratic, which, according 
to the phraseology of the authors are termed as authori-
tarian (fascistic) or non-authoritarian personalities. 
More relevant classifications are those of lysenk 
(1933), v/ho, as a result of an extensive study of 'primary 
social attitudes, categorized personalities into tv;o 
broad dimensjfions: (i) tough-tender mindedness and 
(ii) radical-conservativeness. From ijysenck's (1953) 
study one can easily understand v/hy any scale of attitudes 
fails to measure attitudes free from any personality 
traits or types. The S'eason of this mixture has been 
clearly stated by Vernon (1953) who says that it is of 
no use to apply direct questions in attitude scales, 
and that, while putting indirect questions, the scale 
mixes up various personality traits. Hence, it is not 
an easy job to separate an attitude from personality 
structurization. 
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In the same way Ray-Chowdhury (1952) once proposed 
four basic attitudes on the basis of Gandhian philosophy 
of non-violent non-cooperation, with a view to study 
personality. According to the author, the best form of 
personality is what Gandhi had. That is, a non-violent 
non-cooperation attitude as a means of aggression is the 
highest form all the behaviour patterns very useful 
personalities might have in our society. The author, 
with a thorough psychological analysis, proved in his 
paper that Freud (1922) failed to distinguish the cons-
tructive aspect of aggressive behaviour from the destructive 
one. That is why ?reud (1922) erroneously commented that 
all aggressive behaviours are due to the life instinct 
(eros). Dr. Gardner Murphy in his lecture at Lucknow 
University in 1950 in connection with the UNESCO researches 
on Tension Project remarked: "Frustration without 
aggression is a lost pel'sonality, and Gandhi's habit of 
fasting shows that his personality is a lost "personality." 
This very remark, being supported by the thesis of 
Sears (1941), was defective in the sense that aggressive 
behaviours were not divided into constructive and 
destructive dimensions. In fact, as Ray-Chowdhury(1952) 
pointed out in his paper, these distinctions 
of constructive or destructive aggressive behaviours 
have not been over thought of in any philosophical 
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or scientific literature, mainly due to the influence of 
Darwinism, and rejection of Kropotikin's hypothesis of 
'mutual aid,' as a social mode of interpersonal relations 
in a society. However, Ray-Chowdhury further proves in 
his paper that the best example of constructive aggression 
is Gandhi's non-violent non-cooperation which springs 
from Gandhi's sense of democracy as described by him 
under the torm "just selfishness." That is to say,.a 
non-violent non-cooperation attitude can only be visible 
under a state of democracy. Or in other words, non-violent 
non-cooperation attitude is, as Ray-Chowdhury (1956a) summaris 
identical with the democratic attitude. 
Naturally then, the author had to break up the 
attitude of cooperation under the following categories: 
cooperation (the psychological meaning of the term being 
adopted by the author from Kropotain's 'mutual aid') under 
(i) constructive cooperation (i.e. non-violent cooperation), 
(ii) destructive cooperation (i.e. violent cooperation), 
(iii) constructive non-cooperation (i.e. non-violent 
non-cooperation), and (iv) destructive non-cooperation 
(i.e. violent non-cooperation). The author also proves 
with his analytical ability that the non-violent attitude 
(either cooperative or non-cooperative) is constrictive 
in nature while- the violent one is destructive in 
nature. The term 'destruction,' as used by Ray-Chowdhury 
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(1952) is not obtained in any psychological literature. 
Moreover, the author justifies that Gandhi's philosophy 
is not only a philosophy but an example to the psychologists 
for utilizing the concept in understanding the human 
personality. 
The above presentation of Ray-Chowdhury's psycholo-
gical explanation might not be sufficient for the readers 
to appreciate his need to classify the basic attitudes 
under two dimensions. Hence, the present wrifer likes 
to point out that Ray-Chowdhury's very basis of classi-
fying the attitudes is the different modes of human 
behaviour which, according to the summarization given by 
Kimball Young (1948), are modes of approach and withdrawal 
reactions. Ray-Chowdhury identifies approach reaction 
with cooperation attitude, and 'avoidence reaction' with 
'non-cooperation' attitude. Therefore, in the opinion of 
the present writer, Ray-Chowdhury's stand is a novel one 
in comparision with that of lysenck (1953) who classified 
attitudes under two dimensions - taagh-tenderminded and 
radical-conservative. 
b. Description; The above test has been constructed ' • 
with the scaling principles of Allport-Vemon's Study 
of Values (cf. Ray-Chowdhury, 1958b, 1959a, 1959b)• The 
six value areas as included in the Allport-Vemon's 
Study of Values, have also been included in the 
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Ray-Chowdhury-Ahmad's Non-violent Non-cooperation Attitude 
Scale. Yet, it must not be overlooked that the purpose 
of this test is not to measure the values of the individuals 
but their reaction (attitude) in tenns of the above six 
categories, although in the first Chapter (on Introduction) 
it has been fairly clearly discussed that the terms values, 
interests, and attitudes are theoretically not much 
different. 
Four attitude scales, according to the four catego-
ries of cooperation and non-cooperation, were constructed 
under the six value situations (cf. Spranger, 1928) to 
form the total Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude Scale, 
The arrangement of the items followed the design of the 
•balanced incomplete Block*' (cf. Maxwell, 1958). The 
exact pattern followed is shown in the tables shown on 
the following pages. 
c. Scoring: The test has two parts. In part I there 
are 36 items (18 items in each category of attitudes, 
namely the non-violent non-cooperation, non-violent 
cooperation, violent non-cooperation and violent 
cooperation). 
In part II there are 24 items (12 items for each of 
the above categories of attitude). 
In part I, each category in each item scores 0,1,2, 
or 3« ^ence, the maiximum possible marks in part I for 
( I I I . 7 ) 
TaJ ble 3 
Part I 
Page 1. *A B C D Page 4. D A B C 
A 1 X X R 19 X X 
E 2 X X S 20 X X 
P 3 X X T 21 X X 
R 4 X X A 22 X X 
S 5 X X E 23 X X 
T 6 X X P 24 X X 
B C D A Page 5. Page 2. A B C D 
E 7 X X S 25 X X 
P 8 X X T 26 X X 
R 9 X X A 27 X X 
S 10 X X E 28 X X 
T 11 X X P 29 X X 
A 12 X X R 30 X X 
Page 3. C D A B Page 6. B C D A 
P 13 X X T 31 X X 
R 14 X X A 32 X X 
S 15 X X E 33 X X 
T 16 X X P 34 X X 
A 17 X X R 35 X X 
E 18 X X S 36 X X 
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Part II 
Page 1. A B C D 
1. A.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
2. E.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
3. P.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
4. R.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
Page 5. C D A B 
9. R. a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
10. S. a. X 
b. X 
c, X 
11. T.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
12. A. a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
Page 2. B C D A 
5. S.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
6. T.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
7. -^ .a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
8. P.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
Page 4. D A B C 
13. P.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
14. R.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
15. S.a. X 
b. X 
c. X 
16. T.a, X 
b. X 
c. X 
( I I I .9 ) 
Page 5 . A B C D 
17 . A. a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
18. E. a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
19. R. a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
20 , '^. a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
P a g e . 6 . B C D A 
2 1 . T. a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
2 2 . a. 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
2 3 . a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
24 . a . 
b . 
c . 
X 
X 
X 
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for each category i s 36, whereas in Part I I each category 
in eg.ch item scores 1,2,3, or 4. Hence, the maximum 
possible marks in Part I I for each category i s 48. 
As Allport-Vernon's Study of Values Test (cf. 
Ray-Chowdhury, 1959b) has an average score of 40, the 
above t e s t has an average of 63 marks. I t would, t he re -
fore, be possible to find out the cor re la t ion figures 
in each a t t i t u d e category of the t e s t so that each 
a t t i t u d e may be given an equal weight of popular i ty . 
Before applying the Scale in the ,present inves t iga t ion , 
a t ry-out was made by Ray-Chowdhury (1960b) on a sample 
of 100 graduates at Aligarh, and the r e l i a b i l i t y of the 
t e s t was found to be not very discouraging (A=.58; B=.63; 
C=,56; D=.65). Also, the v a l i d i t y f igures , such as .224 
(between A and B), - .302 (between A and C), - .455 (between 
A and C), - .194 (between A and D), - .455 (between B and C), 
-•395 (between B and D), and .25 (between C and D), 
suggested that the t e s t va r iab les were qui te cons is ten t ly 
chosen, 
d. Normalization; Tables shown on the following pages 
show the normalized scores for the four categories of the 
Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Att i tude Scale , 
( I I I .11 ) 
Table 4-1 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale A 
( i . e . Non-Violent Non-cooperation category) : 
Raw Scores 
84 plus 
81 tt rt 
78 
ti 
75 II 
72 It 
69 11 
66 II 
63 II 
60 II 
57 tt 
54 11 
51 It 
48 11 
45 It 
Prequency Normalized 
scores 
1 10 
9 8 
9 7 
10 7 
28 6 
17 6 
21 5 
33 5 
30 4 
19 3 
11 2 
3 1 
0 1 
1 0 
N 192 
correct ion f igure: 63-M 
( III.12 ) 
Table 4-rII 
Showing the normalized scores of the sub-scale B (Non-
Violent Cooperation category): 
Nofmalized scores 
10 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
.4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
Raw scores Frequency 
98 plus 1 
95 " 3 
92 " 2 
89 " 8 
86 " 16 
83 " 16 
80 " 23 
77 " 16 
74 " 25 
71 " 13 
68 " 19 
65 " 18 
62 " 14 
59 " 10 
56 " 2 
53 " 6 
Na 192 
correction figure 63-M 
( III.13 ) 
Table 4-III 
Showing the normalized scores of the sub-scale C 
(Violent Non-cooperation category): 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized score 
75 plus 2 9 
72 " 2 9 
69 " 4 8 
66 " 5 8 
63 " • 15 7 
60 " 9 7 
57 " 20 6 
54 " 15 6 
51 " 26 5 
48 " 25 5 
45 " 27 4 
42 " 13 3 
39 " 14 3 
36 " 6 2 
33 " 4 2 
30 " 2 1 
27 " 0 1 
24 " 0 1 
21 " 2 1 
N= 192 
Coorection figure 63-M 
( I I I . 14 ) 
Table 4-IV 
Showing the normalized scores of the sub-scale D 
(Violent Cooperation category): 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
6 9 
4 8 
15 7 
13 7 
17 6 
17 6 
26 5 
18 5 
23 4 
17 4 
19 3 
9 2 
3 2 
5 1 
N= 192 
Correction f igure 63-M 
72 plus 
69 n 
66 u 
63 u 
60 II 
57 11 
54 n 
51 II 
48 » 
45 II 
42 II 
39 II 
36 It 
33 n 
( III.15 ) 
(ii) I^senck's Inventory of Social 
Attitudes 
lysenck's (1947) Inventory of Primary Social Attitudes 
was also included in the battery for several reasons. 
Although, superficially it seems that the test measures 
only social attitudes, the structure of the items in the 
test is such that it supports our inclusion of the test 
in the battery which is expected to measure attitude 
towards democracy. Factorial analysis of the items of 
this inventory has divided the test into R (radical-
conservative) and T (tough-tenderminded) dimensions. 
Regarding the T scale, lot of criticism has been enter-
tained in the past. Historically the T scale was published 
several years before the F scale, included in this investi-
gation as well. The T dimension was isolated in 1944. 
The F scale was published in 1-950, without mention of the 
T scale in spite of the obvious similarities between the 
two. Neither was Ferguson's (1939) contribution mentioned, 
which is also very relevant to the concepts underlying 
the F scale. Rokeach and Henley (1956) took the author 
of the Inventory of Social Attitudes to task because he 
did not mention Ferguson's 1941 paper in his original 
publication on the R and T factors. They omitted to add 
that in an even earlier paper, not quoted by them at all, 
EJysenck thoroughly and in detail discussed the contribution 
not only of Ferguson (1939), but also of Carlson (1943), 
Thurstone (1934), and many others (cf. 5ysenck, 1956). 
( III.16 ) 
The T score combines in equal proportions radical 
and conservative items and this gets rid of the compli-
cations introduced by the R factor. Similarly, the 
R score, combining in equal proportions tough-minded 
and tenderminded items, gets rid of the complications 
introduced by the T factor. The detailed construction 
of the scale is given by Melvin (1955)• 
Regarding the discoveries of the R and T factors 
Eysenck (1953) states; "In 1944 lysenck made an attempt 
to integrate the findings of Thurstone, Carlson, and 
Ferguson, as well as those of an analysis carried out 
by him on some 700 replies to a questionnaire containing 
32 propositions. It was found that when the original 
two centroid axes in each of the various analyses were 
superimposed on each other, similar items from the 
different researches fell into the four quadrants. Thus, 
the first quadrant was characterized by such items as 
favourable attitudes towards patriotism, war, capital 
punishment, law sind harsh treatment of the criminals. 
The second quadrant was characterized by favourable 
attitudes towards evolution, divorce, abortion, birth 
control, and divorce reform. The third quadrant was 
characterized by pacifism, anti-ethnocentrism, and 
favourable attitude towards race and sex equality; and 
the fourth by favourable attitudes towards religious 
( III.17 ) 
issues, such as the existence of God, Sunday observance, 
church-going, and so forth. 
The first axis or factor was interpreted as one of 
radicalism-conservatism; "the radical attitudes- communists, 
favourable towards easy divorce, birth control, and 
evolution-are opposed to the conservative attitudes-
patriot, favourable towards religion, capital punishment, 
law, and so on." The second factor was rather more 
difficult to interpret. "On the one side we have the 
practical, materialistic, extraverted person, who deals 
with the environment either by force (soldier) or by 
manipulation (scientist). On the other side we have the 
theoretical, idealistic, introverted person who deals 
with problems either by thinking (philosopher) or by 
believing (priest)...The practical attitude is that of 
Jame's "tough-minded" man..., the theoretical attitude 
is that of the .tenderminded'.". 
The table 5 shows the reliabilities and validity 
of R and T scales and the correlation between the two 
for each of the samples selected by EJysenck (1947) for 
his investigation. 
( Please see Table 5 on the following page) 
( III.18 ) 
Table 5 
Reliability 
Scale R 
Reliability 
Scale T 
Correlation 
R Vs. T 
Conservatives .63 .55 -.20 + .05 
Liberals .66 .58 -.19 + .05 
Socialists .73 .63 -.19 + .05 
Total group .81 
.88 
.64 
.66 
-.12 + .05 
Males -.14 + .05 
Females .74 .63 -.12 + .05 
University 
ty 
.80 
.74 
.63 
.53 
-.17 1 .05 
Non-Universi -.11 + .05 
Old .83 .58 -.24 + .05 
Young .78 .57 -.16 + .05 
Validity .90 .80 
The above reliability figures as shown in table 5 
support our inclusion of the test in the battery. Also, 
we may be hopeful of getting similar results in the 
present investigation. But it may be argued here that 
the above results were obtained on samples with Anglo-
American subjects. Meanwhile, Ray-Chowdhury (1958a), 
( III.19 ) 
(1958b), (1958c), (1959a) has obtained very encouraging 
results v/ith Anglo-American tests of personality in 
Indian situations. Ray-Chov;dhury (1957b), (1958a), 
(1959a) has, therefore, advised the following conditions 
to be maintained if satisfactory results are to be 
obtained: 
1. Such Anglo-American tests should be administered 
only on Indian College students who can fairly 
clearly understand simple English. 
2. The items and instructions should be given in simple 
English and« if necessary, comparable situations 
are to replace extremely foreign situations in the 
tests. 
3. I'iuch lower reliability figures, iunay, according to 
Ray-Chowdhury (1959a), accepted in Indian conditions. 
However, with this very Social Attitude Inventory 
of Eysenck, Ray-Chowdhury (I960) has found a quite a 
good picture of the test reliability and correlation 
with other personality tests, such as Allport's Ascendence-
Submission Reaction Study, Maslow's Security-Insecurity 
Inventory, and Allport-Vemon's Study of Values modified 
in 1958 for Indian conditions. 
b. Scoring; It is really difficult to score the ifems 
of the Inventory unless one is in possession of appropriate 
literature on the issue. However, the present v/riter 
thanlcfully acknowledges on behalf of his supervisor, 
Dr. K.Ray-Chowdhury, the generous hfelp Professor H.J. 
Eysenck has extended by sending a copy of his article 
( III.20 ) 
(cf. SJysenck, 1947)» and also a note dated 26.1.1960 to the 
supervisor with the following instructions: "I am sending > 
herewith a paper (cf. lysenck, 1947) containing the I 
questionnaire and the detailed key and method of a 
scoring (page 76-78). As you will see not every question 
is in fact scored." Accordingly the table given below 
was prepared to score the items falling under R and T 
dimensions. 
Table 6-1 
Showing the scheme of scoring the items of the R scale 
of ^ysenck's Social Attitude Inventory: 
Total arand 
Minus Total Plus ^°*^-'-
Items: 1 3 16 26 27 28 39 8 9 12 15 23 29 36 
Score: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table 6-II 
Showing the scheme of scoring the ifems of the T scale 
of lysenck 's Social At t i tude Inventory: 
Minus Total Plus /^^^^^ ^^'^^^^ 
Items: 1 3 5 9 13 15 23 29 39 8 10 16 28 36 
Score: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
N.B. Tables 6-1 and 6 . I I are to be in terpre ted in the 
following! l l g k t ; : Items f a l l i n g under the 'minus' 
category were given a score of 1 only when the 
subject puts a - or — sign to any one of them; 
while those f a l l i n g under the ' p l u s ' category were 
given a score of '1 only v;hen the subject puts 
a + or ++ sign to. any one of these i tems. Scales 
are scored for Radicalism and Tender-mindedness. 
( III.21 ) 
Further, for the saiie of calculating the split-half 
reliabilities the items were re-arranged and scored in 
the following way (cf. 5ysenck, 1947)• 
Table 6-III 
Showing the scheme of scoring the items of the T scale 
of ^ysenck's Social Attitude Inventory for the purpose 
of split-half reliability: 
R^  Total Rg Tota l 
I tems: 8 15 26 27 28 29 39 1 3 9 12 16 23 36 
Score: 
Table 6-IV 
Showing t h e scheme of s c o r i n g t h e i tems of the R s c a l e 
of Eysenck 's Soc ia l A t t i t u d e Inventory f o r t h e purpose 
of s p l i t - h a l f r e l i a b i l i t y : 
T^  To ta l Tg Tota l 
I tems: 5 8 13 15 23 28 39 1 3 9 10 16 29 36 
Score : 
( III.22 ) 
c.NORMALIZATION : Tables below show the normalized 
scores of the R (radical-con^rvative) and the T (tough-
tend^inded scales of Eysenck's Inventory of Social 
Attitudes. 
Table 7-1 
Showing the noimalized scores of the ^ scale: 
_. . 
Raw score Frequency Normalized 
score 
14 
13 
12 
11 1 10 
10 10 8 
9 20 7 
8 22 6 
7 28 6 
6. 44 5 
5 31 4 
4 19 3 
3 10 2 
2 4 2 
1 3 1 
N = 192 
{ III.23 ) 
Table 7-II 
Showing the normalized scores of the T scalei 
Rav; score Frequency 
12 1 
10 4 
10 7 
9 24 
8 27 
7 28 
6 37 
5 37 
4 15 
3 10 
2 1 
1 1 
normalized score 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
JI = 192 
( III.24 ) 
(iii) Adorno et al's F (fascism) Sca.le. 
^* Source: In the introduction it has been mentioned 
that from the beginning of planning this investigation 
the present writer was in search of a suitable scale 
that could fairly reliably asses the personalities with 
reference to democratic and non-democratic attitudes. 
As has been observed in the Introduction, no suitable 
scale is available exclusively for this purpose. However, 
under these circumstances the Non-Violent Non-cooperation 
Attitude Scale was constructed. But it was thought proper 
to test the validity of the scale with the help of a 
standard on e. At this stage Professor P.E.Vernon advised 
us through correspondence to Dr. Ray-Chowdhury, the 
supervisor of the present investigation, to include the 
F-rscale in this study. As the present investigation aims 
to assess the presence of democratic attitudes at the 
personality level, the possibilities of using the P-scale 
for this purpose were then explored. F-scale, besides 
being an indirect measure of prejudice, also measures 
anti-democfatic tendencies. Hence, we expected to measure 
the democratic attitudes with the help of the same test. 
The F-scale is one of the series of tests used in 
Prejudice Studies in the United States sometimes during 
the years 1947 and 1950, by a group of scientis|;s, namely 
T.W.Adorno, Else Frankel-Brunswik, D.J.Ievinson, and 
( III.25 ) 
R.Nevitt Sanford. These workers were invited from 
different American social research institution and 
universities by the Schientific Research Department of 
the American Jewish Society with a view to studying "the 
social and psychological dynamics of anti-Semitism." 
According to the authors the major concern (of the study) 
was with the potentially fascistic individual, one whose 
structure is such as to render him particularly suscepti-
ble to anti-democratic propaganda." Prejudice which is 
always present in anti-Semitic tendencies was taken as 
one of the most important outcomes of antidemocratic or 
fascistic ideology. Naturally then, the study of pre-
judice was, in a way, the study of anti-democratic attitudes. 
And it was with these aims in mind that the F-scale came 
into being. 
Selection of items for the F-scale; Items .for the F-scale 
were not selected at random. Every item had one or 
several hypotheses-springing out of different sources, 
the most important of them being the research already 
performed in connection with the Studies in Prejudice. 
Another important source was the allied researches on 
personality conducted at the University of California 
with which the authors had been previously associated. 
In the construction of the Fvscale the authors used 
the same procedure as was adopted for the other tests in 
( III.26 ) 
the series. First of all a hypothesis was formulated 
regarding the way in which an underlying personality 
trend was likely to express itself in the form of an 
attitude or opinion that was "dynamically though not 
logically related to prejudice against/group." Such a 
hypothesis being formulated, the actual phraseology 
was borrowed either from a news-paper or radio comment, 
from an ordinary conversation, or from any other pertinent 
source, 
b. Description of the test: The scale used in the 
present investigation is the third and the final revision 
of the F scale called by the authors as Form 45 and 40 
(cf. table 7-VII, Adomo et al« t950). The present 
writer under the direction of his supervisor has explained 
a few of the difficult v/ords which, he thought, would not 
be easily understood by the undergraduate students of this 
University who formed a part of the sample chosen for 
this investigation. Of all the previous forms of the 
F scale, the third and the last revision appeared to 
be the most suitable one not only because of its greater 
statistical soundness but also because of its indirectness 
and universal appeal. 
The entire F-scale is composed of nine 'clusters' 
or 'sub-scales' according to the nine hypothetical 
variables, each of them being supposedly expressive of a 
( III.27 ) 
"central trend in the person," which, in one way or the 
other, is overtly related to ethnocentrism and various 
other opinions and attitudes. According to the authors 
(cf. Adomo et al. 1950, Pp.225)," they were the trends 
which, as hypothetical constructs, seemed best to explain 
the consistency of response on the foregoing scales, and 
which emerged from the analyses of the clinical material 
as the likely sources of the coherence found in the 
individual cases." These variables were thought of 
"as going together to form a single syndrome, a more or 
less enduring structure in the person that renders him 
receptive to anti-democratic propaganda. One might say, 
therefore, that F-scale attempts to measure the poten-
tially antidemocratic personality." (cf. Adomo et al, 
1950, P. 228), 
Each sub-scale carries different numbers of items 
because different weights have been assigned to different 
variables considering the importance of each variable in 
relation to the entire scale. And so, the greater the 
importance attached to^variable, the larger is the number 
of items it carries. Also, it v;ill be noted that an 
item is sometimes repeated in more than one sub-scales. 
This is done in cases where an item is supposed to 
express two or more ideas. 
These variables or sub-scales are given on the next 
page with a brief description of each. 
( III.28 ) 
0 
Sub-scale I» 'al ConventUnalism; "Rigid adherence to 
conventional, middle-class values." 
The previous studies (cf. Adomo et al. 1950) shov/ed 
that anti-Semitic subjects were opposed to the Jews, 
because the later acted against the conventional moral 
values. Opposition to Jews in such cases was regarded 
as an outcome of a strong adherence to conventional moral 
values, acting as motivational basis for anti-Semitism^ 
According to Adomo et al's (1950) hypothesis "suspepti-
bility to fascism 'or anti-democratic propaganda' is most 
characteristically a middle class phenomenon and those 
who conform the most to this culture will be the most 
prejudiced." 
Items 1, 12, 37, and 41 fall in this sub-scale. 
Sub-scale II. 'b'. Authoritarian Submission; "Submissive, 
uncritical attitude towards idealized moral authorities 
of the ingroup." 
Blind submission to the authority of an individual 
or institution is against the very basis of democracy, 
and it "contributes largely to the anti-democratic 
potential by rendering the individual particularly 
receptive to manipulation by the stringest external 
powers." The inclusion of Authoritarian-submission as a 
separate variable to be studied in the present investiga-
tion is supported by the above observations. 
( in.29 ) 
Itams 1,4,8,21,23,42 and 44 fall in this sub-scale. 
Sub-scale III, 'c'. Authoritarian Aggression: "Tendency 
to be on the lookout for, and to condemn, reject, and 
punish people who violate conventional values." 
The general tendency to punish the offenders, which 
the variable represents, is, according to the authors, 
the outcome of deep aggressive impulses which do not get 
an outlet in a rigid social system. It may be said here 
"that in authoritarian aggression, hostility that was 
originally aroused by and directed toward ingroup 
authorities is displaced onto outgroups." Conventionalism, 
authoritarian submission, and authoritarian aggression 
reveals three forms of rigid attitude towards the moral 
aspect of life-, an attitude v;hich is directly in conflict 
with the more flexible democratic attitude. 
Item 12,13,19,25,27,34,37, and 39 fall in the Sub-scale. 
Sub-scale IV. 'd'. Anti-intraceptiion: "Opposition to the 
subjective, the imaginative, the tenderminded." 
Adomo et al (1950) report that the term intraception, 
according to "array (1938), stands for "the deminance 
of feelings, fantasies, speculations, aspirations-an 
imaginative, subjective human outlook." An anti-intra-
ceptive individual goes away from the world of thoughts 
and inner feelings. Vfliat interests him most is the 
material side of life and "this general attitude easily 
( III.30 ) 
leads to a devaluation of the human and overvaluation 
of the physical objects." This v/as an important feature 
of the ITazi propaganda during the second v/orld war. The 
above variable would certainly reveal interesting anti-
democratic tendencies in the individual because the 
democratic attitude, contrary to the above characteris-
tics, is that of love and respect for human welfare and 
dignity. 
Items 9, 31, 37, and 41 fall in this Sub-scale. 
Sub-scale V. 'e'. Superstition and stereotyp:^ : "The 
belief in mystical determinants of the individual's fate; 
the disposition to think in rigid categories." 
The above variable deals v/ith superstitiousness v/hich 
"indicates a tendency to shift repsonsibility from v/ithin 
the individual onto outside forces beyond one's control." 
This is a clear sign of 'ego v/eakness', a gift of modem 
industrial society. Its relation to prejudice and 
ethnocentrism is well established (cf. Adomo e_t_al, 1950), 
Items 4,8,16,26,29, and 33 fall in this Sub-scale, 
Sub-scale VI. 'f. Power and "Tou/^Jiess"; "Preoccupation 
with the doninance-submission, strong-weak, leader-
followeJ dimension; identification with the power figures; 
overemphasis upon the conventionalized attributes of the 
ego; exaggerated assertion of strength and toughness." 
( III..31 ) 
It is fairly clear from the above definition that 
the variable refers to the 'power complex', i.e. a need 
to acquire pov/er and to glorify and side by side to submit 
to it. The power complex has indirect relationship v/ith 
the anti-democratic attitude because one who thinks in 
such tferms as weak-versus-strong is very likely to believe 
in inferior-versus-superior ideology with respect to 
race, sex, colour, and caste. 
Items 2, 13, 19, 22, 23, 26, and 38 fall in this 
Sub-scale. 
Sub-scale VII. 'g'. Pestruetivness and Cynicism: 
"Generalized hositility, vilification of the human." 
The present variable also refers to the primitive 
aggressive impulses, but in a "rationalized, ego-accepted, 
nonmoralized fashion." Its inclusion as a separate 
Sub-scale in the present study of attitudes towards 
democracy can be justified by the words of Adomo et al 
(1950) themselves: "The anti-democratic individual, 
because he has had to accept numerous externally imposed 
restrictions upon the satisfaction of his needs, harbours 
strong underlying aggressive impulses." 
This Sub-scale carries only two items, 6, and 43* 
Sub-scale VIII. 'h'. Pro.jectivity; "The disposition to 
believe that wild and dangerous things go on in the world; 
the projection oti-t^ jard of unconscious emotional impulses." 
( I I I .32 ) 
According to ^dorno et a l (195C), "the sub jec t ' s 
tendency to project i s u t i l i z e d , in the present group 
of i tems, in an attempt to gain access to some of the 
deeper t rends in h i s pe r sona l i ty . " I ro jec t ion i s opposed 
to the democratic a t t i t u d e because "the anti-democratic 
individual i s disposed to see in the outer ^•/orld impulses 
which are suppressed in himself." Por example, one vho 
ascr ibes aggression to others uithout reason has , in a l l 
p robab i l i ty , h is ovm aggressive designs. 
Items 1B,31,33,35, and 33 f a l l in t h i s sub-scale . 
Sub-scale IX. ' i ' Sex; "Exaggerated concern with sexual 
'going-on'" .0 Cut of the three items in t h i s Sub-scale 
(25,35 and 39), two have already'' appeared in Authori tar ian 
aggression and one in P ro j ec t iv i t y . However, t h i s v a r i a b l e , 
l i ke any other in the t e s t , i s t reated separate ly in 
the present invest igat ion in order to study too much 
concern v/ith overt sexual i ty as "an expression of general 
punit ive a t t i t u d e based on iden t i f i ca t ion witn ixigroujj 
a u t u o r i t i e s , a^a a l so , ao tux indication of project ion 
of one's own sexual d e s i r e s . I t s close re la t ion v/ith 
Authori tarian-aggression and Troject iv i ty (cf. Ado mo 
et a l , 135O; i s i t s e l f suggestive of i t s connexion with 
anti-democratic ideolo^% 
The r e l i a b i l i t y and v a l i d i t y figures as found out by 
f .--• 
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Adorno et al ( 1950 ) on a sanple of 449 and 570 subjects 
respectively are as follouo: 
Heliability = .85 
Validi ty = .73 (bet'.;een ror.d E(ethnoceninsm); 
.52 (between I^ and PEC (Politico-economic 
conservatism). 
c . Scoring: 
xhere are nine sub-scales . And so, including the 
F-scals as a whole, ve get ^.0 sca les to measure democratic 
a t t i t u d e s . The scoring of the scale follows the procedure 
as v;as used with A-S, I , and IZC scales (cf. Adorno et a l , 
1950). According to th i s procedure the responses were 
quantified in the follov.'ing v/ay: a mark of -3 v;as scored 1, 
-2 scored 2, and -1 scored 3: v;hile a +1 was scored 5, * 
+2 scored 6, and +3 scored 7. This scheme of scoring i s 
ue l l i l l u s t r a t e d belov;: 
-3 (for slight opposition, 
disagree-ent). 1 point 
-2 (for roder::te opposition, 
disagree-.ent). 2 " 
-1 (for s t ro r^ opposi t ion, 
dis:igrcer:cnt). 3 " 
1 (for s l i gh t support, 
agreedsnt) . 5 % 
2 [foT moderate support, 
agreement' . 6 " 
5 (for strong support, 
agreement). 7 " 
( III.33 ) 
For the neutral responses Adomo at al (1950) say-
that "four points represented the hypothetical neutral 
response and was assigned when the item was omitted." 
Had a six point scheme been used then 1 would have 
received 4 points but in the opinion of the authors it 
would make little or no statistical difference. Rather, 
they preferred the present scheme 'because there seemed 
to be a greater psychological gap between-1 and +1 res-
ponses than between any other two adjascent responses. 
It was also convenient in marking the ommissions." 
A persons score on the entire F-scale, or on any 
of the sub-scales, means the total number of points he 
fecieves for all the items in the scale or the sub-scales. 
Naturally then, a person's score for the 29 items of the 
P-scale as a whole can range between 29 points ( 1 point 
for each item, strong opposition to fascism, or in other 
words, a strong democratic attitude) and 205 points (7 
points for each item, strong fascism). Mean score per 
item can be had by dividing the total scale score by 29. 
Sub-rscale I. 'a'. Conventionalism: There are four items in 
this sub-scale, so the minimum and the maximum marks 
likely to be obtained by any person are 4 and 28 respectively. 
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Sub-scale II» 'b'. Authoritarian Submission; There are 
7 items in this Sub-scale, so the minimum and the maximum 
marks likely to be obtained by any person are 7 and 49 
respectively. 
Sub-scale III» ' C Authoritarian Aggression; There 
are eight items in this Sub-scale, and so the minimum 
and maximiui marks likely to be obtained by any person 
here are 8 and 56 respectively. 
Sub-scale IV. 'd'. Anti-intaception; There are four items 
in this Sub-rscale and so the minimum and the maximum marks 
likely to be obtained by any person are 4 and 29 respectively 
Sub-scale V. 'e'. Superstitution and stereotypy; There 
are six items in this Sub-scale, so the minimum and the 
maximum marks likely to be obtained by any person are 
6 and 42 respectively. 
Sub-scale IV. ' f . Pov/er and "Toughness;" There are 
seven items in t h i s sub-scale , so the minimum and the 
maximum marks l ike ly to be obtained by any person are 
7 and 49 respectively. 
Sub-scale VII.'g'. Sestructiveness and Cynicism; There 
are only two items in this Sub-scale, so the minimum and 
the maximum marks likely to be obtained by any person 
are 2 and 14 respectively. 
Sub-scale VIII. 'h'. Pro.iectivity; There are five 
items in this Sub-scale, so the minimum and the maximum 
{ III.35 ) 
marks likely to be obtained by any person are 5 and 
35 respectively. 
Sub-scale IX. 'i'. Sfex: There are only three items in 
this Sub-scale, so the minimum and the maximum marks 
likely to be obtained by any person here are 3 and 21 
respectively. 
( III.36 ) 
d. Normalization • Tables below show the normalized 
scores of the F-scale as a whole and the nine corres-
ponding Sub-scales 
Table; 8-1 
Showing the normalized scores of the P-scale as a whole: 
Raw scores > Frequency 
200 plus 1 
196 ' 2 
192 ' • 0 
188 ' • 1 
180 ' 1 
176 0 
172 4 
168 6 
164 6 
160 14 
156 • 10 
152 ' 19 
148 ' 16 
144 • 19 
140 ' 23 
136 19 
,132 14 
128 17 
124 9 
120 2 
116 ' 2 
112 ' 4 
108 ' 2 
Normalized scores 
10 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
N= 192 
( III.37 ) 
Table ; 8-11 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 'a' 
(i.e. Conventionalism) 
Raw scores Frequency 
28 plus 3 
27 6 
26 4 
25 10 
24 14 
23 22 
22 ' 28 
21 29 
20 24 
19 10 
18 • 13 
17 12 
16 5 
15 7 
14 3 
Normalized scores 
9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
N 192 
( III.38 ) 
Table; 8-III 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
'b' (i*e«, Authoritarian-Submission) J 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
4 9 
13 8 
7 7 
22 7 
28 6 
21 5 
24 5 
18 4 
18 4 
17 3 
9 3 
6 2 
4 2 
1 0 
49 plus 
47 
II 
45 II 
43 It 
41 II 
38 11 
37 II 
35 II 
33 II 
31 II 
29 11 
27 II 
25 II 
23 II 
N 192 
( III.39 ) 
Table; 8-IV 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
'c' (i.e. Authoritarian-Aggression): 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
56 plus 3 
54 II 11 
52 II 8 
50 11 11 
48 11 18 
46 II 20 
44 It 27 
42 It 23 
40 11 17 
38 II 18 
36 II 12 
34 II 12 
32 It 3 
30 It 3 
28 It 4 
26 IT 2 
N 192 
( III.4-0 ) 
Table; 8-V 
Shov/ing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
•d* (i.e. Anti-intraception): 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
7 9 
2 8 
4 8 
5 7 
17 7 
14 6 
22 6 
22 5 
21 5 
10 4 
20 4 
15 4 
14 3 
8 5 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
4 1 
0 1 
1 0 
27 Plus 
26 n 
25 t» 
24 n 
23 II 
22 tt 
21 ri 
20 tt 
19 II 
18 11 
17 It 
16 tt 
15 It 
14 II 
13 ti 
12 It 
11 n 
10 ti 
9 II 
8 It 
N 192 
{ III.41 ) 
Table: 8-VI 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
'e' (i.e. Superstition and Stereotypy): 
Rav/ scores Frequency 
41 plus 2 
39 • 2 
37 • 9 
35 ' 4 
33 ' 20 
31 19 
29 • 22 
27 ' 17 
25 • 32 
23 ' 20 
21 • 23 
19 ' 11 
17 • 7 
15 • 3 
13 ' 0 
11 • 1 
normalized scores 
9 
9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
0 
IT 192 
V J. J. X # 4 2 ) 
Table; 8-VII 
Shov/ing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
' f ( i . e . Pov/er and "Toughness"): 
Eaw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
I 10 
5 9 
10 8 
13 7 
25 6 
25 6 
21 5 
29 5 
24 4 
II 3 
14 3 
10 2 
2 1 
48 plus 
46 tt 
44 ti 
42 tf 
40 IT 
38 1) 
36 ri 
34 n 
32 n 
30 M 
28 u 
26 u 
24 It 
22 It 
I'l 192 
( III.43 ) 
Table; 8-VIII 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
'g* (i.e. Destructiveness and Cynicism): 
Raw scores Frequency Norma 
14 plus 22 8 
13 21 7 
12 23 6 
11 19 5 
10 14 5 
9 36 5 
8 31 4 
7 13 3 
6 6 2 
5 3 2 
4 3 1 
3 1 0 
N 192 
( III.44 ) 
Table; 8-IX 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
'h' (i»e» Projectivity): 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
34 plus 
32 II 
30 II 
28 II 
26 11 
24 II 
22 II 
20 II 
18 II 
16 II 
14 II 
12 
II 
10 II 
2 
0 
7 
17 
25 
36 
33 
27 
17 
12 
11 
2 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
IJ 192 
( III.45 ) 
Table; 8-X 
Showing the normalized scores of the Sub-scale 
•i' (i.e. Sex): 
Raw scores Frequency Normalized scores 
21 
19 
17 
15 
15 
11 
9 
7 
5 
plus 7 
24 
25 
40 
38 
29 
18 
5 
5 
9 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
5 
2 
1 
N 192 
CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL AHALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Section 1 
Reliability and validity of the attitude tests 
In the present section the reliability (i.e. the 
internal consistency) and the validity of the various 
tests selected to measure the attitudes will be discussed. 
Section 1-1. Reliability; 
As has been mentioned in Chapter III, the tests 
included in the battery to measure attitudes were carefully 
selected to yield fairly significant results. However, 
it was desirable to study the validity, and especially 
the reliability, of these tests in Indian situations. 
V/ithout the knowledge of their reliability, the predic-
tions regarding the nature and formation of attitudes, as 
aimed in this investigations, could not have been possiblOo 
The purpose of our test, we must keep in mind, is 
to compare different groups of people by assigning each 
one a certain score, idiich represents its attitudCo 
To be reliable, a test must certainly yield consistent 
results, so that if A scores higher than B on one part 
of the test, he will also score higher than B on the 
other parts. And if he scores higher than B today. 
( IVo2 ) 
he should score higher than B next week. Technically, 
that is the meaning of reliability—a statistical 
statement of the self-consistency of the scores the 
test yields. No test are perfectly reliable. They all 
have some error due to inconsistancy. But the best 
tests give scores that have "only a small error of 
this sort" (cf. Johnson, 1948). 
The reliability of the tests used in the present 
investigation has been tested, on a sample of 192 
subjects, by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula or the 
split-half method. 
Besides the attitudes tests of Anglo-American origin, 
whose reliabilities have already been noted down in 
Chapter III (Source and Description of the tests), 
Ray-Choudhury (i960) found out the reliability of the 
Non-Violent Kon-Cooperation attitude Scale (see Chapter 
III) before its application in this investigation. 
Split-half Reliability; 
For a rough measure of internal consistency, 
instead of comparing each item with the total test, the 
test may be split in half and the score on the oid 
items compared with the scores on the even items. If 
the subjects tested receive about the same score on 
one half of the test that they receive on the other, 
the test must be reasonably consistent. This procedure 
(IV.3) 
is called the split-half method of calculating internal 
consistency. Sometimes Kuder-Richardson general formula 
(cf. Guilford, 1950) is also used for the same purpose. 
It was, however, decided to use the split-half method 
because it is easy to apply and easy to interpret 
(cf. Ray-Chowdhury, 1960), 
The conditions necessaiy for the application of 
split-half reliability technique have been discussed by 
various authorities on the subject. Vemon(1940), 
puts it in the following words: "If a test or examination 
is applied a second time under similar conditions, and 
testees scores differ widely from those previously obtained, 
the test is obviously a poor one. It is said to be 
reliable only if the two sets of scores correlates 
highly with one another. Further, if different testers 
apply or score a test or examination, they should arrive 
at the same, or nearly the same, scores. Repetition of 
a test may, however, give a uniform picture of its 
reliability, since the testees may remember their 
previous responses, l-^any tests are therefore supplied 
in two or more parallel forms, so that if a retest is 
desired, different questions nay be set which should, 
nevertheless, give much the same results as did the 
questions of the first test. Vihen no alternative form 
is available, a single test is often split into two 
( IVo4 ) 
equivalent halves. For instance, the scores on odd-and 
on even-numbered questions or items may be totalled 
separately, and then inter-correlated. But it is known 
that the test reliability depends on the length of the 
test, hence the correlation between one half and the 
other half is unduly low, and is usually correlated by 
the formula: 
2r 
4 +r 
Here 'r' is the obtained coefficient, and R the 
coefficient to be expected, had it been possible to compare 
the whole of the test with another similar test." 
The items of each test used in this investigation 
were divided into 'odds' and 'evens' and the scores fof-
each half calculated. The two scores thus obtained v;ere 
then correlated and the Spearman-Brown prophecy was tested. 
Table 9 shows the reliability coefficients (as pre-
dicted by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula) for various 
scales and sub-scales used in the present study. 
( IV.5 ) 
Table 9 
Showing the reliability figures as obtained by the 
split-half method: 
Tests 'r' R 
1. Kon-Violent Non-Cooperation .47 •63 
At t i tude towards Daaocracy P.Eo = «03 
(entire scale) 
2. Sub-scale 'A»(Non-violent .38 .55 
Kon-Cooperation) P.Eo = .03 
3. Sub-scale 'B'(Non-Violent .39 .56 
Cooperation) .' P.E. = .03 
4. Sub-scale'C(Violent .502 o66 
Kon-Cooperation) P.E. = .03 
5. Sub-scale'D'(Violent .1503 .66 
Cooperation) P.E. = .02 
6. Ejysenck's Inventory of .33 .49 
Social Attitudes P.E. = .03 
(entire scale) 
7. Eysenck's R-scale ,25 .48 
P.Eo = .03 
8. Eysenck's S-scale .38 .55 
P.E. = .03 
9. Adomo et sd's F-scale .48 .64 
(as a whole) P.E. = .02 
N.B. The reliability figures of the entire Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude Scale and Eysenk's 
Inventory of Social Attitudes as a whole have been 
obtained by using a 'z' transformation. 
( IV.6 ) 
Section 1-2 Significance of the Reliability Figures; 
Vernon (1956) has clearly mentioned that split-half 
reliability of a test or tests should be as high as *90 
But Ray-Choudhury (1950a) who has found the total re-
liability figure of .66 of the Allport-Vertion»s Study 
of Values (old form) using a 'z' transformation, has 
commented that if a test of Anglo-American origin is 
administered in Indian situation, a reliability figure 
round that mentioned above in connection with the Study 
of Values (old form) test may be accepted as fairly 
reliable. Professor Vernon has supported with his 
explanations the above o findings of Ray-Chowdhury (195Qa) 
but the former suggests that this much 6f reliability 
figure is reasonably acceptable especially with reference 
to personality tests or attitude tests, though, not v;ith 
reference to ability tests which are supi>osed to be hi^ly 
reliable. 
In our investigation we find the reliability figures 
of the total scales, namely The Hon-Violent Ilon-Cooperation 
Attitude Scale, I^senck's Inventory of social Attitudes, 
and Adamo et al's F (fascism) scale, are near to .60 
This encourages our investigation with the indication 
that the tests selected for the present problem are 
fairly satisfactory from the point of predictiono 
( IV.7 ) 
Section 1-5 Validity; 
If the reliability of a test is satisfactory, the 
next hurdle in the path of scientific acceptability is 
its validity. Whatever the function of a test, its 
validity is a statement of how v;ell it performs that 
function. Obviously a test may be reliable without 
being valid, because it may give consistent scores but 
may not be useful for any significant purpose. 
Test validity is more important than test reliability, 
Reliability is usually determined because it is easy to 
do so, while validity is quite difficult to determine, 
and also because test reliability is a necessary pre-
requisite to test validity. Furthermore, the validity of 
a test will be different when it is used for different 
purposes. 
The lates views on the issue of validity are those 
offered by the British Psychological Society imder the 
Chairmanship of Professor P.E.Vernon (1960). These 
observations are listed below* 
(1) The essence of validation is association, i.e. 
one must have empirical evidence of the degree 
of association between the particular form of 
measurement and the particular behaviour which 
is supposed to be measured. Mistakes are likely 
( IV.8 ) 
to be made if a test is used for any specific 
purpose without exact information on the 
validity of the test for that purpose. This 
applies even to tests which seem to have a very 
strong face validity, or whose underlying 
processes or correlates have been subjected to 
intense investigation. 
The one exception to the requirement of associa-
tion is to be found in certain tests of attain-
ment. Such tests are said to have content 
validity, i.e. their validity can be demons-
tract ed by showing how well the chosen test items 
sample the subject matter or behaviour concerned. 
However, even tests of this type must not be 
assumed, v/ithout appropriate evidence, to be 
associated with wider forms of behaviour (e.g. 
a test of accuracy of ennunciation of isolated 
words must not be assumed to be a valid test of 
reading ability)* 
(2) The characteristics of criterion used in validation 
studies should be fully described. 
(3) The tests constructed should report all the 
contents which would enable the user to arrive at 
a precise measure of the criterion behaviour 
which is being estimated, and a precise measure 
( IV.9 ) 
of the error of that estimate. For example, 
if a verbal test is supposed to measure the 
level of potential scholastic ability and to 
predict level of scholastic achievement, the 
norms of the verbal test are not sufficient. 
One needs, in addition, to be given a suffi-
cient data (i) to estimate the level of scholastic 
achievement implied by any given score on the 
verbal test and (ii) to derive the error of 
that estimate. 
(4) ^ckground information concerning the character 
of the staples used in validation studies must 
be given, e.g. age, sex, data of validation, 
and any other conditions vdiich would materially 
effect the test performance. 
(5) In order to facilitate the further investigation 
and interpretation of the test results, all the 
important outcomes of the experimental and 
correlational studies of the test should be 
stated, together with the relevant data and/or 
bibliography*, Of special importance are: 
(i) correlation between sub-tests, and betv/een 
the test in question, and other related measures 
which are in use v/hen psychological significance 
is attached to discrepancies between sub-test 
scores, the data necessary for evaluating such 
(IVo10 ) 
discrepancies must also be provided, 
(ii) Correlations studies which provide evidence 
concerning the degree of generality of the 
characteristics which are supposed to be measured, 
together with data necessary for estimating the 
amount of any underlying factor which is being 
measured, and errors of estimate, 
(iii) Experimental studies which indicate the 
nature of the processes underlying the performance 
of the teste 
(iv) Differences between the performances of the 
groups with known characteristics, together with 
the estimates of their statistical significance. 
(6) It is preferable to avoid expressing the validity 
of the tests in terms of numbers or proportions 
correctly classified at certain cut-off points. 
However, if this type of information is supplied, 
it is essential to make clear the 'selection 
ratio' or the 'base rates' in the population 
concerned. For example, in educational or 
vocational selection, the significance of any 
proportion of correct or incorrect classifications 
varies with the proportions selected and with 
the proportions who are normally successful 
without special selection. Likewise in clinical 
( IV,11 ) 
work the significance of proportions of 'brain 
damaged' versus 'functional' patients correctly-
classified varies with the proportion of brain 
damaged patients normally occuring in a hospital 
population. 
While reviewing the prescription followed by the 
psychologists of the U.S.A., Ray-Chowdhury (1959a) quoted 
Cronbach and Meehl (1955)» who, while discussing Construct 
Validity in Psychological Tests, write, 'Validation of 
Psychological tests has not yet been adequately concep-
tualized, as the APA Comsiittee on Psychological tests 
learned when it undertook (1950-54) to specify what 
qualities should be investigated before a test is published. 
In order to make coherrent recommendation the committee 
found it necessary to distinguish four types of validity, 
(i.e. predictive validity, concurrent validity, content 
validity, and construct validity), established by different 
types of research and requiring different interpretation. 
The chief innovation in the Committee's report was the 
term construct validity." Ray-Chowdhury (1959a) further 
showed that Cronback and Meehl (1955) brought home their 
points from the various research results from the works 
of Jenkin's (1946) "Validity for what?" GulliksGn's(1950) 
"intrinsic validity," Goodenou^'s (1949) separation of 
'logical' and 'empirical' validity, Guilford's (1946) 
( IVo12 ) 
"factorial validity," Hosier's (1947, 1951) 'iface validity* 
and 'validity generalization,' etc. 
In the present investigation, however, the validity 
has been studied both by the external as well as the 
internal criterion. As Adomo et al's (1950) F^scale 
has nine sub-scales, it was felt necessary to study the 
internal validity of the different sections or sub-scales 
by correlating individuals' total scores on the test with 
their scores on each sub-scaleo Besides this, the validity 
of the F-scale as a uhole was also checked by correlating 
it with other tests or sub-stests included in the battery* 
The rest of the statistical treatment to study the validity 
of the various sub-divisions of the tests used in this 
investigation was based on the external criterion, i.e* 
correlating each of the sub-divisions of all the tests 
among themselves. 
The total internal validity of Ray-Chowdhury-.yimad's 
Non-Violent Hon-Cooperation Attitude Scale and Eysenck's 
Inventory of Social Attitudes was determined with the 
help of the 'z' transfomAtion technique (cf. TaBle 10-11). 
li may be recalled here that according to the rScommen-
dations of the British Psychological Society's Committee 
on Psychological and Educational tests, surveyed in the 
present section, no test of which the reliability and 
the validity are not known be selected in a battery. 
( IV.13 ) 
The validity and reliability of lysenck's R and T 
scales and Adomo et al's (1950) P-scale as reported by 
the authors themselves was noted down before their 
inclusion in the present investigation (See Chapter III). 
Thefir validities as found by the present investigator 
are represented by the inter-correlation matrix of the 
16 tests (cf. Table 10-1). The 'r' were calculated by 
Thomson's modified diagonal method of Pearson's Produce-
moment technique* 
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( IV.15 ) 
1. Ray-Chowdhury-Ahmad's Non-Violent Hon-Cooperation 
Attitude scale : 
A Non-Violent Won-Cooperation Category 
B Non-Violent Cooperation category 
C Violent Non-Cooperation category 
D Violent Cooperation category 
2. Evsenck's Inventory of Social Attitudes • 
R Radical-conservative "^ cale 
T Tough-tendermindedness " 
3. Ado m o et al's F (fascism) scale» 
•a' Conventionalism 
'b' Authoritarian Submission 
•c' Authoritarian Aggression 
'd' Anti-intraception 
'e' Superstition and Stereotypy 
'f' Power and "Toughness" 
'g' Destructiveness and Cynicism 
»h' Projectivity 
•i' Sex 
( IV.16 ) 
Table; 10-11 
Showing the internal validities of Ray-Chowdhury-
Ahmad's Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude Scale, 
£!ysenck's •'•nventory of Social Attitudes, and Adorno 
et al's F (fascism) scale as obtained by the 'z* 
trajiformation: 
Tests Validity 
lo ay-Chowdhury - Ahmad's 
Non-Violent Hon-Cooperation 
Attitude Scale -.13 
2o Eysenck's Inventory of 
Social Attitudes -.02 
3o Adorno et a l ' s 
P(fascism) Scstle o26 
Table: 10- I I I 
Showing the limits of confidence of the above 
correlation values: 
N P P 
150 
150 
.159 
.208 
.05 
.01 
200 
2Dft 
• 138 
.181 
.05 
.01 
.05 between .159 and .138 
.01 between .208 and .181 
( IV.17 ) 
Section 1-4 
INTERPRETATION AHD SIGIIIPICAITCE OF THE 
VALIDITY FIGURES : 
^* Sub-test A (ice. Non-Violent Non-Cooperation category) 
(a). Internal Validity : 
We find from Table 9-1 that 
(i) between A and B (Non-Violent Cooperation), the 
size of 'r' is .35 which is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .81 level. The 'r' is positive. 
It suggests that A and B categories measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(ii) between A and C (Violent Non- Cooperation), the 
size of 'r' is -.38 which is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .o1 level. The 'r' is negative. 
It suggests that A and C measure much of common 
behaviour but with opposite relationship; 
(iii) between A and D (Violent Cooperation), the size 
of 'r' is -.37 which is greater than .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The 'r' is negative. Hence, 
it is evident that A and D too measure much of common 
behaviour but with opposite relationship, 
(b) External Validity; 
V/e find from Table 9-1 that 
(i) between A and R (radical-conservative) scale, the 
size of 'r' is .05 which is less than .138, and hence 
( IV.18 ) 
insignificant. No comment; 
(ii) between A and T (tough-tendermindedness) scale, 
the size of 'r' is .104 v/hich is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant. ITo comment is therefore, needed; 
(iii) between A and F (fascism) scale the size of 
'r' is .05 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant. No comment is, therefore, necessary; 
(iv) betv/een A and 'a' (conventionalism) the size 
of 'r' is .01 which is much less than .138. It is 
insignificant and so no coment is necessary; 
(v) between X and 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 
the size of 'r' is -.12 which is less than .138. It is 
insignificant and hence no comment is necessary; 
(vi) between A and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression), 
the size of 'r' is .27 which is greater than .18, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The 'r' is positive. 
It suggests that A and 'c' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(vii) between A and 'd' (Anti-intraception), the 
correlation is -.03 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant. No conaent is ,therefore,necessary; 
(viii) between A and 'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy), 
the correlation is .177 which is greater than .159. It is 
significant at below .01 and above .05 levels; 
( iy.i9 ) 
(ix) between A and 'f (Power and "Toughness")* 
the size of 'r' is -.02 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(x) between A and 'g' (Destructiveness and 
Cynicism), the correlation is found to be .123 which 
is less than .138, and hence insignificant; 
(xi) between A and (h* (Projectivity), the size 
of 'r' is -.185 which is greater than .181. It is 
significant at .01 leave. The 'r' is negative 
suggesting that ^ and 'h' measure common behaviour, 
at least to some extent^ but with opposite relationship? 
(xii) between A and'i' (Sex), the size of 'r'. is 
.06 which is less than .138, and hence insignificant. 
2o Sub-test B (i.e« Uon-Violent Cooperation category): 
(a) Internal Validity: 
For B and A, see comments on A and B. 
\7e find from table 9-1 that 
(i) between B and C (Violent Hon-Cooperation), the 
correlation is -.51 which is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The 'r' is negative. 
A and C, therefore, measure much of common behaviour 
but with opposite relationship; 
(ii) between B and D, (Violent Cooperation), the 
size of 'r' is -.54 v/hich is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The 'r' is negative 
indicating that B and D, measure much of common 
( IV.20 ) 
behaviour but with opposite relationship, 
(b) External Validity; 
V/e find from table 9-1 that 
(i) between B and ^ (radical-conservative) scale, 
the size of 'r' is .03 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(ii) between B and T (Tough-tendermindedness) scale, 
the size of 'r' is .14 which is greater than .138 but 
less thsm .159. Hence, it appears to be significant at 
.05 level. Xhe 'r* is positive suggesting that B and T 
measure at least something common; 
(iii) between B and F (fascism) scale, the size of 
'r' is .03 which is less than .138, and hence insignificant; 
(iv) between B and 'a' (Conventionalism), the 
size of 'r' is -.14 which is between .138 and .159. 
Hence, it appears to bo significant at .05 level, ^ e 
'r' is negative. It suggests that B and 'a' measure 
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at least soothing common but,opposite relationship; 
(v) between Band 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 
the size of 'r* is -.14 which is also between .138 and 
.159. Hence, it too appears to be significant at .05 
level. The 'r' is positive suggesting that B and 'b' 
measure at least something common; 
(vi) between B and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression), 
the size of 'r' is .08 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
( iv.21 ) 
(vii) between B and 'd' (Anti->intraception), the size 
of 'r' is -.22 which is greater than .181p and hence 
significant at .01 level. The 'r* is negative 
suggesting that B and 'd' measure a lot of common 
behaviour but with opposite relationship; 
(viii) between B and 'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy)p 
the correlation is -.107 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(ix) between B and 'f (Power and "Toughness")i 
the size of 'r' is .057 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(x) between B and 'g' (Bestruetivensi? and Cynicism) p 
the-correlation is -.02 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(xi) between B and 'h' (Projectivity), the correlation 
is -.29 which is greater than .181, and hence significant 
at .01 level. The negative sign of T' suggests that 
B and 'b' measure a lot of common behaviour but with 
opposite relationship; 
(xii) between B and 'i* (Sex), the size of 'r' is 
•05 which is less than .138, and hence insignificanto 
3<> Sub-test C (Violent ITon-Cooperation category)*, 
(a) Internal Validity; 
For C and A, see Comments on A and C, 
For C and B, see Comments on B and Co 
( IV.23 ) 
(i) Between C and D (Violent Cooperation), the size of 
'r' is .39 which is above .181. It is significant at 
.01 level. The positive 'r' between A and D suggests 
that both of them measure much of common behaviour. 
(b) External Valdity V/e find from table 9-1 that 
(i) Between C and R (radical-conservative) scale, 
the 'r' is .085 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant. No comment is, therefore, necessaryj 
(ii) Between C and T (Tough-tendermindedness) scale, 
tlie size of 'r' is .001 which is much less than 
.138, and hence insignifiant; 
(iii) Between C and F (fascism) scale, the size of 
'r' is -.07 which is below .138, and hence insigni-
ficant; 
(iv) Between C and 'a' (Conventionalism), the 
size of 'r' is -.03 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant. Uo comment; 
(v) Between C and 'b' (Authoritarian Submssion), 
the size of 'r' is -.11 which is below .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(vi) between C and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression)} 
the correlation is -.20 which is greater than .ISIj 
and hence significant at .01 level. The 'r' is 
negative suggesting that C and 'c' measure common 
areas of attitude; 
( IV.24 ) 
(vii) between C and 'd' (Anti-intraceptSon), the 
size of 'r' is .09 which is below .138, and hence 
insignificant; 
(viii) between C and 'e' (Superstition and 
Stereotypy). The correlation is .25 which is 
above .181, and hence significant at .01 level. 
The positive 'r' here suggests that G and 'e* 
measure much of common behaviour; 
(ix) between c and 'f (Power and "Toughness")p 
the size of 'r' -.16 which is greater than .159 
but below .181. It is significant at below .01 
and above .05 levels. It appears that C and'f' 
measure something common; 
(x) between C and 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism)p 
the size of 'r' is .09, which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant. 
(xi) between C and 'h' (Projectivity), the size of 
'r' is .09 which is less than .138, and hence in-
significant; 
(xii) between C ajid 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r' 
is .03 which is less than .138, and hence insignificant 
4. Sub-test D (Violent Cooperation category) 
(a) Internal Validity: 
For D and A, see comments on A and D. 
For D and B, see comments on B and D« 
For D and C, see comments on C and Do 
( IV.25 ) 
(b) External Validity: From table 9-1 we find that 
(i) between D and R (radical-conservative) scale, 
the correlation is ~,05 which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant. Ko comment is, therefore, 
necessary; 
(ii) between D and T (Tough-tendermindedness) 
scale, the size of 'r' is -.07 v;hich is less than 
.158, and hence insignificant; 
(iii) between D and P (fascism) scale, the size 
of 'r» is .03 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant; 
(iv) between D and 'a' (Conventionalism), the 
size of 'r' is .06 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(v) between D and 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 
the size of 'r' is -.08 which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant; 
(vi) between D and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression), 
the size of 'r' is -.05 vdiich is less than .138, and 
insignificant; 
(vii) between D and 'd' (Anti-intraception), the 
size of 'r' Ss .11 v/hich is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(viii) between D and 'e' (Superstitution and 
Stereotypy), the size of 'r' is .05 which is less 
than .138, and hence insignificant; 
( IV.26 ) 
(ix) between D and 'f (Power and "Toughness") j 
the size of 'r' is -.14 which lies between .138 
and .159. It appears to be significant at .05 
level. The negative 'r* here suggests that D 
and 'f measure something common; 
(x) between D and 'g' (Destructiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is .14 which is sdso 
betv/een .138 and ,159. Hence, it too appears to 
be significant at .05 leavel. The 'r» is 
positive, suggesting that D and 'f measure 
some identical areas of attitude; 
(xi) between D and 'h' (Projectivity), the size 
of 'r' is .17 which is greater than 159, and 
hence significantat .05 level. 
The positive 'r' here suggests that D and 'h' 
measure common behaviour; 
(xii) betv/een D and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r' 
is .04 which is less than .138, and hence in-
significant. 
5. R (radical-conservative) scale; 
Internal Validity: Table 9-1 shows that between 
R £ind T (tough-tendermindedness) scale, the size 
of 'r' is -.02 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant. IIo comment is, therefore, necessary*, 
( IV.27 ) 
External Validity; 
For R and A, see comments on A and R» 
For R and B, see comments on B and R» 
For R and C, see comments on C and R« 
For R and D, see comments on D and R. 
From table 9-1 we find that: 
(i) between R and F (fascism) scale, the size of 
'r' is .02 which is less than ,138, and hence 
insignificant; 
(ii) between R and 'aS (Conventionalism), the 
size of 'r' is .07 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(iii) between Rand 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 
the size of 'r' is -.11 which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant; 
(iv) between R and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression), 
the size of 'r' is -.14 which is between .138 and 
.159. It appears to be significant at .05 level. 
The negative sign of 'r' suggests that R and 'c' 
measure some common areas of attitude; 
(v) between R and 'd' (Anti-intraception), the size 
of 'r' is .08 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant; 
(vi) between R and 'e' (Superstitaion and Stereotypy) 
the size of 'r' is -.13 which can be slightly above or 
( IV.28 ) 
slightly below .138 and hence it can not be 
taken as a really significant value; 
(vii) between R and 'f (Power and "Toughness")? 
the size of 'r' is .06 which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant; 
(viii) between R and 'g' (Destmctiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is .04 which is less 
than .138, and hence insignificant; 
(ix) between R and »h' (Projectivity), the 
size of 'r' is .03 which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant; 
(xii) between R and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r' is • 
.06 which is less than .138, and hence insignifican 
6. T (Tough-tendermindedness) scale. 
Internal Validity: 
Por T and R, see comments on R and T* 
External Validity; 
Por T and A, see comments on A suid To 
Por T and B, see comments on B and To 
Por T and C, see comments on C and To 
Por T and D, see comments on D and To 
Table 9-1 shows that: 
(i) between T and F (fascism) scale, the 
correlation is -.14 which is between .138 and 
1.59. Hence it appears to be significant at 
( IV.29 ) 
.05 level. The negative sign of the 'r' indicates 
that T and F measure at least something common; 
(ii) between T and 'a' (Conventionalism), the size 
of 'r' is .24 which is greater than .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level, The 'r' is positive 
suggesting that T and 'a' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(iii) between T and 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 
the size of »r' is .08 which is less than .138, 
and hence insignificant; 
(iv) between T and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggfession), 
the size of 'r' is -.27 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The 'r' is 
positive, hence T and 'C measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(v) between T and 'd' (Anti-intracoption), the 
size of 'r' is -.01 which is b elow .138, and hence 
insignificant; 
(vi) between T and 'e' ( Superstitation and 
Stereotypy), the size of 'r' is -.08 which is less 
than .138, and hence insignificant; 
(vii) between T and 'f (Power and "Toughness")? 
the size of 'r' is .32 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
'r' here suggest that T and 'f measure much of 
common behaviour; 
( IV.30 ) 
(viii) between T and 'g* (Destructiveness and 
G^icism), the size of 'r' is .04 which is less 
than .138, and hence insignificant; 
(ix) between T and 'h' (Projectivity), the size 
of 'r' is -.43 which is greater than .138, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The negative 'r' 
here suggests that T and 'h' measure much of 
common behaviotir but with opposite relationship; 
(x) between T and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r' 
is -.01 which is less than .138, and hence 
insignificant. 
7. F (fascism) scale; 
(a) Internal Validity: Table 9-1 shows that: 
(i) between F and 'a' (conventionalism), the 
size of 'r' is .408 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The 'r* is 
positive suggesting that F and 'a' measure much 
of common behaviour; 
(ii) between F and 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 
the size of 'r' is .56 which is above .181, and 
hence significant at .o1 lelve. The positive 
sign of the 'r' indicates that F and 'b' measure 
much of common behaviour; 
(iii) between F and 'C (Authoritarian Aggression), 
the size of 'r' is .78 which is much above .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The 'r' is positive. 
Hence F and 'C measure much of common behaviour; 
( IV.31 ) 
(iv) between F and 'd' (Anti-intraception), the size 
of T' is .51 which is greater than ,18j, and hence 
significant at ,01 level. The positive sign of the 
'r' indicates that P and 'd* measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(v) between F and 'e* (Superstition and Stereotypy), 
the size of 'r' is .59 which is above .181, and hence 
significant at 0.1 level. The positive sign of the 
'r' suggests that P and '5' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(vi) between F and 'f (Power and ^Toughness^), the 
size of 'r' is .67 which is much above .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive sign of the 
•r' suggests that P and 'f measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(vii) between P and 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism), 
the size of 'r' is .38 which is above .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive sign of the 
'r* indicates that P and 'g* measure common behaviour; 
(viii) between P and 'h' (Projectivity), a the size 
of 'r' is .55 which is greater than ,181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive sign of the 
'r' indicates that P and 'g' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(ix) between P and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r* is .51 
which is greater than .181, and hence significant at 
( IV.32 ) 
.01 level. The positive sign of the 'r' suggests 
that F and 'i' measure much of common behaviour, 
(b) External Validity; 
Itor P and A, see comments on A and F. 
For F and B, see comments on B and F« 
For P and C, see comments on C and Fo 
For F and D, see comments on D and F. 
For F and R, see comments on R and F. 
For F and T, see comments on T and F» 
80Sub-scale 'a' (Conventionalism) 
(a) Internal Validity; 
For 'a' and F, see comments on F and 'a'. 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'a» and 'b* (authoritarian Submission), 
the size of 'r' is .12 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(ii) between 'a' and 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression), 
the size of 'r' is .35 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive sign 
of the 'r' suggests that 'a' and 'c' measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(iii) between 'a' and 'd* (Anti-intraception), the 
size of 'r' is .34 v/hich is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The positive 'r* 
suggests that 'a' and 'd' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
( IVo 33 ) 
(iv) between 'a' and 'e' (Superstition and 
Stereotypy), the size of 'r' is .18 which is 
greater than .159 and equal to .181. It appears 
to be significant at .01 level. The 'r* is 
positive suggesting that 'a' and 'e' measure at 
least something common; 
(v) between 'a' and 'f (Power and "Toughness")» 
the size of 'r' is .130 which is less than 1.38, 
and hence insignificant; 
(vi) between 'a' and 'g' (Destructiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is .23 which is greater 
than .181, and hence significant at .01 level. 
The 'r' is positSve suggesting that 'a' and 'g' 
measure much of common behaviour; 
(vii) between 'a' and 'h* (Projectivity), the 
size of 'r' is .25 which is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
suggest that 'a' and 'h' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(viii) between 'a' and 'i' (Sex), the size of 
'r* is .15 which is greater than .138. It appears 
to be significant at .05 level. The positive 'r» 
suggests that 'a' and 'i* measure something common, 
(b) External Validity; 
For 'a' and A, see comments on A and 'a'o 
For 'a' and B, see comments on B and 'a'o 
( IV.34 ) 
For 'a' and G, see comments on C and 'a'. 
For 'a' and D, see comments on D and 'a'o 
For 'a' and R, see comments on R and 'a'. 
For 'a' and T, see comments on T and 'a*, 
9* Sub-scale 'b* (Authoritarian Submission) 
(a) Internal Validity; 
For 'b' and F, see comments on F and 'b'. 
For 'b' and 'a' see comments on 'a', and 'b'. 
Table 9-1 shows that: 
(i) between 'b' and 'c* (Authoritarian Aggression)j 
the size of 'r' is •47 which is greater than 
.181, and hence significant at .01 level. The 
positive 'r' suggests that 'b' and 'c' measure 
much of common behaviour; 
(ii) between 'b' and 'd' (Anti-intraception), the 
size of 'r' is .12 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(iii) between 'b' and 'e' (Superstitution and 
Stereotypy), the size of 'r' is .32 which is 
greater than .181, and hence significant at .01 
level. The positive 'r* suggests that 'b' and 
»S» measure much of common behaviour; 
(iv) between 'b' and 'f (Power and "Toughness")» 
the size of 'r' is .37 v/hich is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive'r' 
( IV.35 ) 
suggests that 'b' and 'f measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(v) between 'b' and 'g' (Destructiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is .07 which is less 
than .138, and hence insignificant; 
(vi) between 'b' and 'h' (Projectivity), the 
size of 'r' is .12 which is less than .138, and 
hence insignificant; 
(vii) between 'b* and 'i' (Sex), the size of 
'r' is .21 which is greater than .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
suggests that 'b' and 'i* measure much of common 
behaviour, 
(b) External Validity; 
For 'b' and A, see comments on A and 'b'. 
For 'b' and B, see comments on B and 'b'. 
For 'b' and C, see comments on C and 'b'o 
For *b' and D, see comments on D and 'b'. 
For 'b* and R, see comments on R and 'b'. 
For 'b' and T^ see comments on T and 'b'. 
10. Sub-scale 'c' (Authsritarggn Aggression) 
Internal Validity; 
For 'c' and F, see comments on F and 'c'o 
For 'c' and 'a' see comments on 'a' and 'c'. 
For 'c* and 'b' see comments on 'b' and 'c'. 
( IV,55 ) 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'c* and 'd' (Anti-intraception), the 
correlation is .27 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
•r' suggests that 'c' and 'd' measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(ii) between 'c' and »e' (Superstitaition and 
Stereotypy), the size of 'r' is .26 which is 
greater than .181, and hence significant at .01 
level. The positive 'r' indicates that 'c' and 
•e' measure much of common behaviour; 
(iii) between 'c* and 'f (Power and "Toughness")? 
the size of 'r' is .56 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
sign of the 'r' suggests that 'C and 'f measure 
much of common behaviour; 
(iv) between 'c' and 'g' (Destructiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is .19 which is greater 
than .181, and hence significant at .01 level. 
The positive sign of the 'r* indicates that 'c' 
and 'g' measure much of common behaviour; 
(v) between 'C and 'h' (Projectivity), the size 
of 'r' is .17 which is greater than .159, and 
hence significant at .05 level. The positive sign 
of the 'r' suggests that 'c' £ind 'h* measure 
( IV.37 ) 
something common; 
(vi) betwSen 'C and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r' 
is .59 which is greater than dSI, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive sign of 
the 'r' indicates that 'c* and 'i' measure much 
of common behaviour, 
(b) External Validity: 
TOT 'C' and A, see comments on A and *c'. 
For *c' and B, see comments on B and 'c'* 
For 'c' and C, see comments on C and 'c'o 
For 'c' and D, see comments on D and 'c'. 
Fbr 'c' and R, see comments on R and 'c'. 
For 'c' and T, see comments on T and ' C 
11. Sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intraception)o 
(a) Internal Validity: 
For 'd' and F, see comments on F and 'd'« 
For 'd' and 'a, see comments on 'a' and 'd'« 
For 'd' and 'b' see comments on 'b' and 'd'o 
For 'd' and 'C see comments on 'c' and 'd'o 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'd' and 'e' (Superstition and 
Stereotypy), the size of 'r' is .0? which is less 
than .138, and hence sinsignificant; 
(ii) between 'd' and 'f (Power and "Toughness"), 
( IV.38 ) 
the size of 'r' is ,31 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
•r' indicates that 'd' and 'f measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(iii) between 'd' and 'g' (Bestruetiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is .309 xthiola. io 
greater than .181, and hence significant at .01 
level. The positive 'r' indicates that 'd' and 
'f* measure much of common behaviour; 
(iv) between 'd' and 'h' (Projectivity), the 
size of 'r' is .41 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
'r* indicates that 'd' and 'g' measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(v) between 'd' and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r' 
is .22 which is greater than .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
indicates that 'd' and 'i' measure common 
behaviour, 
(b) External Validity: 
Por 'd' and A, see comments on A and 'd'o 
For 'd' and B, see comments on B and 'd'o 
For 'd' and C, see comments on C and 'd'«» 
For 'd' and D, see comments on D and 'd'« 
For 'd' and T, see comments on T and 'd'« 
( IVc39 ) 
12. Sub-scale 'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy). 
(a) Internal Validity; 
For 'e' and F, see comments on F and 'e*. 
For 'e' and 'a' see comments on 'a' and 'e'o 
For 'e' and 'b' see comments on 'b* auid 'e'« 
For 'e' and 'c' see comments on 'c' and 'e'. 
For •^' and 'd' see comments on 'd' and 'e'. 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'e' and 'f (Power and "Toughness")i 
the size of 'r' is .35 which is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
indicates that 'e' and 'f measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(ii) between 'e' and 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism) 
the size of 'r' is .36 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at ,01 level. The positive 'r' 
indicates that 'e' and 'g' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(iii) between 'e' and 'h' (Projectivity), the size 
of 'r' is .36 which is greater than ,181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive 'r* indicates 
that 'e* and 'h' measure much of common behaviour; 
(iv) between 'e' and 'i' (Sex), the size of 'r» 
is «16 which is greater than .159, and hence signi-
ficant at .05 level. The positive 'r' indicates that 
( IV.40 ) 
'e' and 'i' measure common behaviour; 
(b) External Validity; 
For 
For 
For 
For 
For 
For 
e' and A, see comments on A and 
e' and B, see comments on B and 
e' and C, see comments on C and 
e' and D, see comments on D and 
e* and R, see comments on R and 
e' and T, see comments on T and 
e 
e«. 
e' 
e' 
13. Sub-scale 'f (Power and "Toughness"). 
(a) Internal Validity: 
For 'f and F, see comments on F and 'f'o 
For 'f and 'a*, see comments on 'a' and 'f'» 
For 'f* and 'b', see comments on 'b' and 'f'o 
For 'f and 'c', see comments on 'C and 'f'o 
For 'f and d ', see comments on 'd' and 'f'o 
For 'f and 'e', see comments on 'e' and 'f'« 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'f and 'g' (Bestruetiveness and 
Cynicism), the size of 'r' is o22 which is greater 
thajn .181, and hence significant at #01 level© 
The positive 'r' indicates that 'f and 'g' measure 
much of common behaviour; 
(ii) between 'f and 'h' (Projectivity), the 
size of 'r' is .31 which is greater than .181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 'r 
( IV.41 ) 
indicates that 'f and 'g' measure much of common 
behaviour; 
(ii) between 'f and 'h' (Projectivity), the 
size of 'r' is .51 which is greater than ,181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
'r» indicates that 'f and 'h' measure lot of 
common behaviour; 
(iii) between 'f and 'i* (Sex), the size of .'r' 
is .32 which is greater than .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
indicates that 'f and 'i' measure much of common 
behaviour, 
(b) External Validity; 
For 'f and A, see comments on A and 'f'» 
For 'f and B, see comments on B ajad 'f*« 
For 'f and C, see comments on C* and 'f. 
For 'f and D, see comments on D and 'f'» 
For 'f and T, see comments on T and »f'. 
13» Sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism). 
(a) Internal Validity: 
For 'g' and F, see comments on F and 'g'. 
For 'g' and 'a' see comments on 'a' and 'g'» 
For 'g' and 'b' see comments on 'b'b and 'g'» 
For 'g' and 'c' see comments on 'c' and 'g'« 
For 'g' and 'd' see comments on 'd' and 'g'. 
( IV.42 ) 
For 'g' and 'e' see comments on 'e* and 'g3. 
For 'g' and 'f see comments on 'f and 'g'» 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'g' and 'h' (Projectivity), the 
correlation is .25 which is greater than ,181, 
and hence significant at .01 level. The positive 
'r» indicates that 'g' and 'h' measure much of 
common behaviour; 
(ii) between 'g' and 'i' (Sex), the size of 
'r» is .24 which is greater than .181, and hence 
significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
indicates that 'g' and 'i' measure common behaviour, 
(b) External Validity; 
For 'g' and A, see comments on A and 'g'. 
For 'g' and B, see comments on B and 'g'» 
For 'g' and C, see comments on 0 and 'g'. 
For 'g' and D, see comments on D and 'g'« 
For 'g' and E, see comments on R and 'g'. 
For 'g' and T, see comments on T and 'g'« 
15 • Sub-scale 'h' (Prdectivity), 
(a) Internal Validityi 
For »h' and F, see comments on F and 'h'. 
For 'h' 8ind 'a' see comments on 'a' and 'h'. 
For ?:h* and 'b' see comments on 'b' and 'h'. 
For 'h' and c ' see comments on 'c' and 'h'. 
( IV,43 ) 
For 'h' and 'd' see comments on 'd' and 'h*. 
For 'h' and 'e' see comments on 'e' and 'h'. 
For 'h' and 'f see comments on 'f and 'h'. 
For 'h' and 'g' see comments on 'g* and 'h'. 
Table 9-1 shows that 
(i) between 'h' and 'i' (Se^, the size of 
'r' is .37 which is greater than .181, and 
hence significant at .01 level. The positive 'r' 
indicates that 'h' and 'i' measure much of 
common behaviour, 
(b) External Validity; 
For 'h' and A, see comments on A and 'h'. 
For 'h' and B, See comments on B and 'h'. 
For 'h' and C, see comments on C and 'h'. 
For 'h' and D, see comments on D and 'h'. 
For 'h' and R, see comments on R and 'h'» 
For 'h' and T, see comments on T and 'h'. 
16. Sub-scale 'i' (Sex). 
(a) Internal Validity; 
For 'i* and F, see comments on F and 'i'. 
For 'i' and 'a', see comments on 'a' and 'i'. 
For 'i' and 'b', see comments on 'b' and 'i'» 
For 'i' and 'c', see comments on 'c' and 'i'. 
For »i' and 'd', see comments on 'd' and 'i'. 
( IV.44 ) 
For 'i' and 'e', see comments on 'e' and 'i'. 
Fdr 'i» and 'f*, see comments on 'f and '!'• 
For 'i' and 'g', see comments on 'S' and 'i'» 
For 'i' and 'h', see comments on 'h* and 'i'. 
(b) External Validity; 
For 'i' and A, see comments on A and 'i'. 
For 'i' and B, see comments on B and 'i'» 
For 'i' and C, see comments on C and 'i'. 
For 'i' and D, see comments on D and 'i'» 
For 'i' and R, see comments on R and 'i'. 
For 'i' and T, see comments on T and 'i'. 
(IV.45 ) 
Section 1-5 
COUCLUSION 
1, Inter-correlations among the different categories of 
the scales (i»e> internal validity)t 
(i) All the six values yielded by the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude Scale are significant at 
.01 level; except the agreement between A (i.e. 
Non-Violent Non-Cooperation) and B (i.e. Non-Violent 
Cooperation) on the one hand and between C (i.e. 
Violent Non-Cooperation) and D (i.e. Violent Coopera-
tion) on the other, all the correlation coefficients are 
negative, suggesting that the categories are quite 
reasonably formulated thou^ the categories within the 
non-violent and violent dimensions miserably failed to 
differentiate between themselves (of. Ray-Chowdhury, 
1960). 
(ii) R (radical-conservative) and T (Tough-tenderminded-
ness) Scales did not shov/ any significant pattern of 
difference or agreement between themselves. This 
finding goes in conformity with that of E^ rsenck (1953) 
who has also reported that R and T were found to be 
quite uncorrelated. 
(iii) Out of 36 correlation coefficients obtained, 
F(fasoism) scale has shown 25 correlation coefficients 
significant at .01 level and 4 at the.05 level. 
( IV.46 ) 
2. Inter-correlation among the tests (i.e. external validity) 
As has been apparent from Table 9-1, the following 
striking features were observed: 
(i) Non-Violent Non-cooperation Attitude scale has 
yielded 5 values significant at .01 level aad 9 at 
.05 level. 
(ii) R (radical-conservative) scale has yielded only one 
significant pattern at .05 level (with Authoritarian 
Aggression) although T (Tough-tendennindedness) has 
yielded 4 significant patterns at .01 level (with 
'Conventionalism', * Authoritarian Aggression', 'Power 
and "Toughness", and Projectivity) and only 2 at .05 
level (one with Non-Violent lion-Cooperation category 
and the other with P-scale as a whole). 
(iii) F (fascism) scale as a whole has yielded only one 
significant (at .05 level), yet negative correlation 
with T scale, suggesting that the more tenderminded are 
less fascistic. This is quite contrary to the find-
ings reported by several workers (cf. I^ ysenck, 1956). 
CH/iPTSR V 
IirnLUSTCE OF FACTORS OH ATTITUDE-FOHIIATIOH 
TOWARDS DH-iOCRACY 
Section 1-1 
STUDY OF THE IHFLUEIICIIIG FACTORS IN TERMS OF THE GROUP 
MEAIIS AITD I'HEIR S.Ds 
Before proceeding to study the influence of factors 
on the attitude-formation towards democracy, it was 
decided to make a first-hand speculative analysis of the 
feasibility of the group differences under various factors 
according to (i) direct criterion and (ii) indirect 
criterion. This was done by estimating the means and S.Ds 
of the different groups classified under different factors 
already discussed (cf. Chapter II). Tables 11 to 16 
furnish v/ith the group means and their S.Ds. The group 
means and their S.Ds are given according to the follov;ing 
plan: 
Part I (with direct criterion): 
A. Age (matched with educational standard) as the 
influencing factor. 
B. Sex as the influencing factor. 
C. Birth order as the influencing factor. 
Part II (v/ith indirect criterion): 
A. Age (matched with educational standard) as 
the influencing factor. 
B. Sex as the influencing factor. 
2he influence of Sex has been studied with 
respect to: 
( V.2 ) 
B-1. Locali ty as the influencing sub-factor of sex, 
B-2. Religion and cas te as the influencing sub-
factors of Sex. 
C» Birth order as the influencing f ac to r . 
D» Socio-economic background as the influencing 
fac to r : Factor D includes three sub-factors : 
D-1. Locality as the influencing sub-fac tor , 
D-2, Religion and cas te as the influencing 
sub-factors. 
D-3, Income as the influencing sub-fac tor . 
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D-2. i leligLon and c a s t e as the i n f l u e n c i n g 
sub~fac to r ; 
Tab le ; 16-11 Ci) 
Showing xleans and d.Ds. of t he r e l i g i o n groups 
v;ith r e f e r ence t o v a r i o u s t e s t s used i n the i n v e s t i g a t i o n ; 
1 . 
2. 
5. 
i ' e s t s Hin dus i i u s l i a s 
11 92 i{ 92 
i-^ean :i,D, lie an S.J). 
- .on-7 io len t 
-^on-Cooperation 
A t t i t u d e Scale 
Category A; 4.79 1.66 5.21 1.50 
Category B; 5.08 1.73 5.21 1.68 
Category G; 5.08 1.84 4.91 1.95 
Category D; 5.10 1.84 4.75 1.62 
J y s e n c k ' s 
Inven tory of 
a o c i e l A t t i t u d e s 
ii s c c l e ; 5.52 1.64 4 .80 1.59 
1' s c a l e ; 4.91 1.71 5.25 1.56 
Adomo e t a l ' s 
^i. f ascisQ )sca le 
GJotal J s ca l e j 5.14 1.38 4.96 2.00 
Sub-sca le ' a ' ; J 5 .04 1.64 5.08 1.78 
Sub-sca le ' b ' l I 4 .95 1.48 5.22 1.93 
Sub-sca le ' c* ! ! 5.02 1.48 4 .38 1.86 
Sub-sca le ' d ' : : 4.89 1.54 5.01 1.82 
ciub-scale ' e ' i ! 4 .73 1.58 5.30 1.76 
i u b - s c a l e ' f ' j : 5.20 1.53 4 .98 1.80 
Sub-sca le ' g ' ; : 5.21 1.71 5.06 1.78 
bub-sca le 'h '* : 5.32 1.58 4.69 1.90 
bub-sca le ' i ' ; ! 5.27 1.52 5.11 1.66 
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Section 1-5 
REMAEKS 
rrom ti^ bles 11 to Ife it appears that there might 
be many outstanding differences or agreements between the 
groups under factors as classified in terms of direct 
criterion and indirect criterion. But it would be better 
to resereve the inferences about the group mean differences 
untill further statistical treatments of point biserial 
coefficient of correlations are calculated. However, 
they will be considered, whenever necessary, later in 
this chapter. 
( V.24 ) 
Section 2-1. 
Study of the influencing-factors in terms of 
point biserial coefficient of Correlations 
To test the agreement betv/een the groups as classified 
under different factors with a viev/ to assess (i) the 
amount of variation or change in the attitude, that is 
to say, the attitude-formation, and (ii) the variation 
among the different variable groups, it was decided to 
apply point biserial coefficient of correlation. As 
different groups ceui be classified as dichotomous variables, 
it was found that our decision to apply point biserial 
coefficient of correlation has been supported by various 
v;riters (cf. Edwards 1956, Guilford, 1950,etc.)» Edwards 
(1956) writes: "The product-moment coefficient of correlation 
between a continuous variable and a dichotomous variable 
is called the point bisercial coefficient of coreelation". 
Purther, while prescribing the situations where point 
biserial coefficient of correlation v/ould be appropriate, 
Edwards adds that "in many cases, however, v/e shall have 
no logical basis for assigning the 0 and 1 values for the 
dichotomous variables. For example, if our dichotomous 
variable was sex, shotrld we give the males or the females a 
score of 1 ? If our dichotomous variable consists of 
( y.25 ) 
Democrats and Republicans, shall we give the Democrats or 
the Republicans the score of 1 ? It should be clear that in 
such cases the sign of the point biscerial coefficient of 
correlation will be an arbitrary matter, and the direction 
of the relationship must be interpreted from the arrange-
ment of the X variable in the correlation table-X = dichoto-
mous variable." 
In our investigation then, instead of having dichotomies 
like Democrats or Republicans, v/e have dichotomies like 
makes vs_. females, 26 year-age group vs. 17 year-age group. 
As the whole investigation has been divided into two 
parts, details of statistical analysis in Part I (dealing 
with direct criterion) and Part II (dealing with indirect 
criterion) are given below. 
Part le Here we have found out point biscerial coefficient 
of correlations betv;een groups chosen on the basis of 
direct criterion, i.e. age (matched v;ith educational standard), 
sex, and birth order. 
Part II. Here the agreements have been studied of the 
groups dichotomised on the basis of all the variables 
designated under the term indirect criterion (cf. Chapter II, 
on "General Plan of the Research"). 
( V.26 ) 
Section 2-2 
Results 
The tables showing point biscerial coefficient of 
correlations between various groups classified under 
direct criterion and indirect criterion have been arranged 
according to the following plan: 
Part I (i/ith direct criterion); 
A, Age (matched v;ith educational standard) as the 
influencing factor. 
B» Sex as the influencing factor. 
C. Birth order as the influencing factor. 
Part II (v/ith indirect criterion); 
A. Age (matched with educational standard) as the 
influencing factor. 
B. Sex as the influencing factor. 
The influence of sex under the indirect criterion 
has been studied with respect to; 
B-1.Locality as the influencing sub-factor of sex. 
B-2.Religion and caste as the influencing sub-factors 
of sex. 
C. Birth order as the influencing f ac to r , 
D. Socio-economic background as the influencing f a c t o r . 
Factor D includes three sub-factors : 
( V.27 ) 
D-1. Locality as the influencing sub-factor, 
I}-2* Religion and caste as the influencing sub-factors, 
D-3. Income as the influencing sub-factor. 
Part I (with direct criterion): 
In each table belov; X-1 stands for the experimental 
group I (i.e. 16 + 17 year-age group or 1st year + 2nd year 
standard), X-2 for the experimental group II (i.e. 21 + 22 
year-age group or 5th year + 6th year standard), and X-3 
for the control group (i.e. 18 + 20 year-age group or 3rd + 
4th year standard). 
A. Age (matched with educational standard) as the influenc-
ing factor: (number of cases in each age-group is 64) 
Table 17-1 
Shov/ing points bisj^ferial coeff ic ient of co r re la t ions between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
category A (Hon-Violent Ilon-Coopei^tion) of the Ilon-Violent 
ITon-Cooperation Att i tude sca l e : 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 - . 0 8 - . 0 4 
Table 17-11 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations betv;een 
the control and experimental age-groups v/ith reference to 
category B (ITon-Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent 
Ilon-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 -.01 -.08 
( V.28 ) 
Table 17-III 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
category C (Violent Non-Cooperation) of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .05 -.01 
Table 17-IV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups with rerefence to 
category D (Violent'Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 -.03 -.04 
Table 17-V 
Showing point biserial coeeficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups v;ith reference to 
R (radical-conservative) scale: 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 -.103 .14 
Table 17-VI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlation between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
( V.29 ) 
T(tough-tendermindedness) scale: 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .«5 -.05 
Table 17-VII 
Showing point "biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
P (fascism) scale as a whole: 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .06 .07 
Table 17-VIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the centre 
Sub-scale 
X-1 X-2 
o rol and experimental age-groups with reference to 
lb- 'a' (conventionalism,: 
X-3 -.03 -.05 
Table 17-IX 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlation between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian Submission): 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .11 .01 
( V.30 ) 
Table 17-X 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups v-ith reference to 
sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 -.02 -.01 
Table 17-XI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations betweeen 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intereption): 
X-1 x-2 
X-3 -.02 -.17 
Table 17-XII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlation between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy): 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .CO .09 
Table: 17-XIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and exprimental age-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'f (Power and "Toughness): 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .08 .14 
( V.31 ) 
Table: 17-XIV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups with feference to 
sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism): 
X-1 X-2 
-^3 -.0 .17 
Table: 17-XV 
Showing poiEt biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental age-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity) • 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 -.05 .04 
Table: 17-XVI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and exprimental age-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
X-1 X-2 
X-3 .03 .00 
B.Sex as the influencing factor; 
(Kimber of cases in each male and female groups is 32) 
Table 18-1 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
category A (Ilon-Violent lion-Cooperation)of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male (female) (female) (female) 
(male) -.109 .04 ^J^l^^) ..I, .,09 
( Vo32 ) 
Table: 18-11 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and esperimental sex-groups with reference to 
category B (Hon-Violent Cooperation) of the ITon-Violent 
Ilon-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
(Me) t-2 X-1 X-2 (male) (male) (fgmale) 
^„,«T^ -•"'9 o21 t--5 ^103 ^04 
^"^^^^ (femalej 
Table: 18-III 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups v;ith reference to 
category C (Violent Non-Cooperation) of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale : 
X-1 
(male) 
X-2 
(male) 
X-1 
(male) 
X-2 
(female) 
X-2 
(male) 
.02 .09 X-3 .09 
(female) 
- . 1 3 
'•^able: 18-•IV 
Showing point biserial coefficeent of correlations betv/een 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
category C (Violent Cooperation) of the lion-Violent Non-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 .14 .04 ^ 3 -.11 -.03 
(male) (female) 
Table: 18-V 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups v;ith reference to 
R (radical-conservative) scale: 
X-1 X-1 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 .01 .22 ^ 3 -.18 .01 
(male) (female) 
( V.33 ) 
Table: 18-VI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
T (tough-tendermindedness) scale: 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X«2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 .07 -.13 X-3 .05 .04 
(male) (female) 
Table: 18-VII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
F (fascism) scale as a whole: 
X.1 X-2 X_i X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 X-3 
(male) -.06 .01 (female) .22 .209 
Table: 18-VIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'a' (Conventionalism): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
^ ^ e ) -.25 -.21 (^ ^^ ^^ ) -^5 .09 
Table: 18^IX 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations betv/een 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-J3*l3 'b' (Authoritarian Sub-mission): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 ^-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 X-3 
(male) .03 -.03 (female) .32 .05 
(VJ4 ) 
Table: 18-X 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X_5 
tmile) '^^ '^^ (female) .06 .13 
Table: 18-XI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations betv/een 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intraception): 
Y T 
X-1 
(male) 
X-2 
(male) 
X-1 
(female) 
A rr 
X-2 
(female) 
X-5 
(male) .02 .19 
- 3 
(female) .06 .13 
. Table: 18-XII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and csperimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale •©' (Superstition suid Stei-eotypy): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X_2 
(male) (male) ^ (female) (female) 
X-3 
tmale) "'^'^ "'^^ (Temale) -.13 .01 
Table: 18-XIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimastal sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'f (Power and " Toughness): 
(mhh ""-2 ^-1 X-2 
^^^^^^ (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 ^ 5 
(male) "^ ^ •''^  (female) o U ,32 
( V. 35 ) 
Table: 18-XIV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X^3 X-3 
(male) -.14 .22 (female) .09 .08 
Table: ISTXV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 X-3 
(male) -.107 .06 (female) -.01 .03 
Table: 18 XVI 
'Showing point hiserial coefficient of correlations between 
the control and experimental sex-groups with reference to 
sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
X-1 X-2 X-1 X-2 
(male) (male) (female) (female) 
X-3 "^ -3 
(male) -.0? -.08 (female) -.02 .104 
( V.36 ) 
C. Birth order as the influencing factor; 
Table: 19-1 
Showing points biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the first-child group and the other birth-order group with 
reference to category A (Kon-Violent Non-Cooperation) of the 
Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
1st. Child group 
N 18 
other 
birth-order 
group .42 
N 22 
Table: 19-11 
Showing point biserial ooefficient of correlations between 
the first-child group and the other birth-order group' with 
reference to category B (Non-Violent Cooperation) of the 
Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
'1st. child group' 
N 18  
other 
birth-order 
group' -.11 
N 22 
Table: 19-III 
Showing point biserial coefriciont of corr-slations between 
the first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' with 
reference to category C (Violent Cooperation) of the Non-
Violent Non-Cooperation ^ttitude scale: 
•other 
birth-order 
group' 
N 22 
1st child group ' 
N 18 
-.16 
( V.37 ) 
Table: 19-IV 
Showing points biserial coefficient of correlation between 
the first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to category D (Violent Cooperation) of the 
Hon-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
'1st. child group' 
IT 18 
'other 
biTth-order -.12 
group' 
i: 22 
Table: 19-V 
Shovying point b i s e r i a l coeff ic ient of co r re l a t ion between 
the f i r s t - c h i l d group' emd the 'other b i r th -o rde r group ' 
with reference to K (radical-conservat ive) sca le : 
'o ther 
b i r th -o rder 
group' 
H 22 
1s t . ch i ld group' 
IT 18 
.01 
Table: 19-VI 
Showing point biserialcoefficient of correlations between the 
'first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' with 
reference to T (tough-tenderminded) scale: 
'1st child group' 
N 18 
'other 
^^^*|r85^^^ -^ ^ 
N. 22 
Table: 19-VII 
Showing point b i s e r i a l coef f ic ien ts o f c o r e e l a t i o n s between 
the ' f i r s t - c h i l d group' and the 'o ther b i r t h -o rde r group' 
with reference to F(fascism) scale as a v;hole: 
' o t he r 
b i r th -order 
group' 
N 22 
1s t . chi ld grouj) 
II 18 
.01 
( V.58 ) 
Table: 19-VIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of cor(?elations between 
the first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to sub-scale 'a'(Conventiontionalism): 
'1st. child group' 
N 18 
'other 
birth-order 
group' 
, 11 22 
.01 
Table: 19-IX 
Showing point biserialcoefficient of correlations between 
the 'first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian Submission) 
'other 
birth-order 
group' 
II 22 
1st. child group' 
IT 18 
-.103 
Table: 19-X 
Showing point biserial 
the 'first-child group' 
reference to sub-scale 
coefficient of correlations 
and the 'other birth-order group 
'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
between 
'with 
'Other 
b i r th -o rde r 
group' 
II 22 
' 1 s t . chi ld group' 
i: 18 
.11 
Table : 19-XI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the 'first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intraception): 
'1st. child group' 
.IT 18 
' o ther 
b i r th order 
group' 
II 22 
- .03 
( V.59 ) 
Table: 19-XII 
wing point biserial coefficient of corEelations between 
the 'first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to sub-scale 'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy): 
'1st child group' 
N 18  
•other 
b i r t h order - .12 
group' 
11 22 
Table: 19-XIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations betv/een 
the 'first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to sub-scale 'f (Power and "Toughness"): 
'other 
birth order 
'1st. child group' 
:i 18 
group' .02 
:: 22 
Table: 19-IV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the 'first-child group and the 'other birth-order group' with 
reference to sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism): 
'1st. child group' 
II 18 
'Other 
birth order 
group' .c-
i: 22 •' ^  
Table: 19-XV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the 'first-child group' and the'dther birth-order group' with 
reference to sub-scale 'h' (Irojectivity): 
'1st. child group' 
i: 18 
bir?S^§Fder 
group' .04 
N 22 
( V.40 ) 
Table: 19-XVI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the 'first-child group' and the 'other birth-order group' 
with reference to sub-scale 'i'(Sex): 
'1st. child group' 
N 18 
'other 
birth order 
group' .09 
II 22 
( V.41 ) 
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B. Sex as the influencing factor: 
B-1. Locality as the influencing sub-factor of sex: 
(number of cases in each group is 48) 
Table: 21-1 (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of pocality (urban-rural) with 
reference to category A (Non-Violent Non-Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
i^ rban urban rural rural 
^male) (female)male) (female) 
urban 
(male) -.071 -.101 -.23 
urban 
(female) -.04 -.15 
rural 
(male) -.11 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-11 (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to category B (Non-Violent Non-Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female)(male) (female) 
urban 
(male) .01 .08 .101 
urban 
(female) .24 -.06 
rural 
(male) -.05 
rural 
(female) 
( V.58 ) 
Table: 21-iii (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality with reference to 
category C (Violent Non-Cooperation) of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
urban urban rural rural 
(male)(female)(male) (female) 
urban 
(male) -.23 .08 .06 
urban 
(female) .27 .29 
rural 
(male) -.19 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-IV (i) 
Showing point bieseial coefficient of coi;relations 
between the sex::groups of locality (urban-rural) with 
reference to category D (Violent Cooperation) of the 
Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
urban ' urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) -.02 .11 .05 
urban 
(female) .18 .11 
rural 
(male) -.06 
rural 
(female) 
( V.59 ) 
Table: 21-V (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural) with 
reference to R (radical-conservative) scale; 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) -.03 -.09 -.102 
urban 
(female) .02 ,05 
rural 
(male) .006 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-VI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to T (Toughtenderminded) scale: 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) -.16 -.12 -15 
urban 
(female) -.05 -.01 
rural 
(male) -.01 
rural 
(female) 
( V.60 ) 
table: 21-VII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural) with 
reference to F (fascism) scale as a whole: 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) .14 .05 .006 
urban 
(female) 
rural 
(male) 
rural 
(female) 
-.107 -.15 
.006 
Table: 21-VIII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'a' (Conventionalism): 
urban 
(male) 
urban 
(female) 
rural 
(male) 
rural 
(female) 
urban 
(male) .08 .12 .00 
urban 
(female) .02 -.10 
rural 
(iflale) .15 
rural 
(female) 
( V.6t-) -
Table: 21-IX (i) 
lowing point biserial coeffieient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian Submission): 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) .00 -.05 .02 
urban 
(female) -.08 .01 
rural 
(male) ,15 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-X (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) .19 .0? .U 
urban 
(female) -.14 -.05 
rural 
(male) ,05 
rural 
(female) 
( V.62 ) 
Table: 21-XI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intraception): 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) . .09 .06 .04 
urban 
(female) . -.01 .04 
rural 
(male) -.08 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-XII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy ) 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female)  
urban 
(male) .01 .16 .07 
urban 
(female) .07 -.03 
rural 
(male) .15 
rural 
(female) 
( V,65 ) 
Table: 21-XIII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'f (Power and "Toughness"): 
urban 
(male) 
urban 
(female) 
rural 
(male) 
rural 
(female) 
urban 
(male) .109 .01 .11 
urban 
(female) .10 .01 
rural 
(male) .11 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-XIV (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism) 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) 
-.04 .07 .01 
urban 
(female) 
rural 
(male) 
.11 .11 
.04 
rural 
(female) 
( V.64 ) 
Table: 21-XV (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity): 
urban urban- rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) ,16 ,28 .103 
urban 
(female) .15 -.05 
rural 
(male) . -.17 
rural 
(female) 
Table: 21-XVI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (urban-rural)with 
reference to sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
urban urban rural rural 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
urban 
(male) .25 .18 .12 
urban 
(female) -.08 .11 
rural 
(male) ,04 
rural 
(female) 
( V.65 ) 
Table: 21-1 (ii) , 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U,P-non-U.P)with 
reference to category A (Hon-Violent Non-Cooperation) 
of the lion-Violent Ilon-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
U.P U.P Non-U.P non-U.P 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P 
(male) -.12 .07 -.01 
U.P 
(female) .17 .11 
non-U.P 
(male) .08 
non-U.P 
(female) 
Table: 21-11 (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlation 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P) 
with reference to category B (non-Violent Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
U.P U.P. non-U .P non-U .P 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P 
(male) .07 .16 .19 
U.P 
(female) .04 .06 
non-U.P 
(male) ,08 
non-U.P 
(female) 
( V.66 ) 
Table: 21-III (ii) 
Showing point Mserial coefficient of correlations 
between tha sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P)with 
reference to category G(Violent Non-Cooperation) of 
the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale.: 
U.P U.P. non-U.P non-U.P 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P. 
(mala) -.19 .005 -.19 
U.P 
(female) .209 -.209 -.01 
non-U.P 
(male) -.19 
non-U.P 
(female.) 
Table: 21-IV (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference, to category D (Violent Cooperation) 
Attitude scale.: 
U.P 
(male) 
U.P 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
non-U.P 
(female) 
U.P 
(male.) 
- . 0 4 - . 0 5 - . 1 0 6 
U.P 
(female.) 
- . 0 5 - . 0 6 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
.07 
non-U.P 
(female) 
( V,67 ) 
Table: 21-V (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the. sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.)with 
reference to R (radical-conservative) scale.: 
U.P. 
(male) 
U.P. 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
U.P. 
(male) - . 0 6 .02 - . 0 6 
U.P. 
(female) .09 - . 0 0 5 
non-U.P. 
(male) - . 1 2 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
Table: 21-VI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex. groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference to T (toughtenderminded) scale: 
U.P. 
(male) 
U.P. 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
U.P . 
(male) 
- . 3 2 
- . 2 5 - . 2 5 
U.P. 
(female) .108 
.13 
non-U.P. 
(male) .01 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
( V.68 ) 
Table: 21-VII (ii) 
Showing point b.iserial coefficient of cjorrelations 
between the. sex, groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference to F (fascism) scale as whole: 
U.P. 
(male 
U.P. 
(female) 
non .U.P . 
(male) 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
U.P . 
(male.) .16 .07 .04 
U.P. 
(female) 
- . 0 9 - . 1 3 
non-U.P. 
(male) .06 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
Table: 21-VIII (ii) 
Showing point biserial oDefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference to sub-scale 'a' (Conventionalism): 
t^l^l\ U.P. non-U.P. non-U.P. 
^maiej (female) (male) (female) 
U.P. 
(male) .06 .07 -.02 
U.P. 
(female) -.27 -.35 
non-U.P. 
(male) -.11 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
( V.69 ) 
.006 .11 
- .08 .01 
• 16 
Table: 21-IX ( i i ) 
Shov/ing point b i s e r i a l coeff ic ient of cor re la t ions 
between the sex groups of l o c a l i t y (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference, to sub-scale, ' b ' (Authoritarian 
Submission): 
U.P. U.P. non-U.?. non-U.P. 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P. 
(male) .07 
U.P. (female.) 
non-U.P. (male) 
non-U.P. (female.) 
Table: 21-X ( i i ) 
Showing point btoserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex. groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference to sub-scale. 'C (Authoritarian 
Aggression): 
U.P. U.P. non-U.P. ' non-U.P. 
(male.) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P. 
(male) .24 
U.P. 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
.05 .07 
- . 1 5 - . 1 6 
.01 
( V.70 ) 
Table: 21-XI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference, to sub-scale ' d' (Anti-intraception) • 
U.P. U.P, non-U.P. non-U.P. 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P. 
(male) .O4 .06 .05 
U.P. 
(female) ,02 -.05 
non-U.P. 
(male) -.04 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
Table: 21-XII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference to sub-scale 'e' (Superstition and s 
Sterestypy): 
U.P. 
(male) 
U.P. 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male.) 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
U.P, 
(male) ,06 .07 .00 
U.P. 
(female) .01 
- . 0 7 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
- . 0 7 
non-U.P. 
( f ena le ) 
( V. 71 ) 
'•i^able : 21-XIII (ii) 
Showing point "biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex. groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with r e f e r ence to s u b - s c a l e 'f ' (Power and "Toughness")5 
U.P. U.P. non-U.P. non-U.P. 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
U.P. 
(male ) .08 - . 0 7 - . 0 6 
U.P. 
(female) - . 1 7 - . 1 5 
non-U.P. 
(male) .01 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
Table : 21-XIV ( i i ) 
Showing point blserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-rnon-U.P.) 
with reference to sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness 
and cynicism): 
^M^i^^ U.P. non-U.P. non-U.P. 
Uiaie; (female) (mala) (female) 
U.P. 
(male) .13 .29 .06 
/ U.P. , 
(female) .18 -.05 
non-U.P. 
(male) -.21 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
( V.72 ) 
Table: 21-W (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference to sub -scale 'g' (Projectivity): 
U.P. 
(male) 
U.P. 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
U.P. 
(male) .08 - . 01 - . 0 8 
U.P, 
(female) 
- . 0 4 - . 1 2 
non-U.P. 
(male) - . 1 0 4 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
Table: 21-XVI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of locality (U.P-non-U.P.) 
with reference, to sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
U.P, 
(malej 
U.P. 
(male) 
U.P. 
(female) 
non-U.P. 
(male) 
.22 .17 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
.15 
U.P. 
(female) .11 .06 
non-U.P. 
(male ) .00 
non-U.P. 
(female) 
( V.75 ) 
B-2* Rel^^ion and caste as the influencing sub-factors 
of sex: 
Table: 22-1 (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion (Hindu-Muslim) groups with 
reference, to category A (Non-Violent Non-Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale,: 
Hindu 
(male? 
Hindu 
(Female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) 
-.309 -.21 .22 
Hindu 
(female) 
-.10 -.02 
Muslim 
(male) 
.03 
Muslim 
(female) 
ffable.: 22TII (i) 
Showing point biserialcoefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to category B (Non-Violent Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Hindu 
(mala) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
^female) 
Hindu 
(male) .32 -.12 -.02 
Hindu 
(female) 
.35 .01 
Muslim 
(male) 
.301 
Muslim 
(female) 
: V.74 ) 
Table.: 22-111 (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion(Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to category C (Violent Non-Cooperation) 
of tha Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale; 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .. .00 .005 -.11 
Hindu 
(female) 
-.13 -.02 
Muslim 
(mala) 
-.17 
Muslim 
(female) 
Table.: 22-1V (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion(Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to category D (Violent Cooperation) 
of the. Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale.: 
Hindu Hindu Muslim Muslim 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Hindu 
(male) -.11 .02 .05 
Hindu 
(female) .19 .18 
Muslim 
(male) .o2 
Muslim 
(0 female) 
( V.75 ) 
Table: 22-V (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to R (radical-consrvative) scale: 
Hindu 
(male.) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) -.01 .25 .06 
Hindu 
(female) .25 .06 
Muslim 
(male.) 
-.17 
Muslim 
(female) 
Table.: 22-VI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the. sex groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to T(tough-tenderminded) scale: 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .01 -.01 
-.17 
Hindu 
(female) 
-.05 .05 
Muslim 
(male) 
-.16 
Muslim 
(female) 
( V.76 ) 
Table: 22-VII ( i ) 
Showing point t i s e r i a l coeff icient of cor re la t ions 
betv/een tr.e C3:: groups of reli/jion('-{indu-Muslii2i)v/ith 
reference to 7 (fascism) scale as a uhole: 
Hindu 
(male) Hindu (fenale) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .101 .05 .18 
Hindu 
(female) -.03 .101 
Muslim 
(male) .05 
Muslin 
(female) 
-ab le : 22-VIII ( i ) 
SLowin^; point b i s e r i a l coef f ic ien t of cor re la t ions 
betv;een the sex groups of reli£:ion"(Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale ' a ' (Conventionalism): 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .03 .02 .0/: 
Hindu 
(female) -.01 .00 
Muslin 
(male) .01 
Muslim 
(female) 
( V.77 ) 
Table: 22-IX (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian-
Submission) : 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male-' 
I-fuslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .01 
-.15 -.02 
Hindu 
(female) -.16 
-.04 
Muslim 
(male) 
-.03 
Muslim 
(female) 
Table: 22-X ( i ) 
Showing point b i s e r i a l coeff ic ient of co r re la t ions 
between the sex groups of re l ig ion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale ' c ' (Authoritarian 
Aggression): 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .00 -.08 .21 
Hindu 
(female) -.21 .13 
T'luslim 
(male) 
.33 
Muslim' 
(female) 
• f* L 
( V.78 ) 
Table: 22-XI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion (Hindu-J-iUslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intraception) 
Hindu Hindu Muslim Muslim 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Hindu 
(male) .01 -.05 -.05 
Hindu 
(female) -.04 .01 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Table: 22-XII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
betv/een the sex groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale 'e' ( Superstition and 
Stereotypy): 
Hindu Hindu Muslim i^uslim 
(male) (Female) (male) (female) 
Hindu 
(male) -.15 -.09 .01 
Hindu 
(female) -.15 -.01 
M'uslim 
(male) .005 
Muslim 
(female) 
( V.79 ) 
Table: 22-XIII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion(Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale 'f (Power and"Toughness") 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) 
-.14 .07 .18 
Hindu 
(female) -.03 .12 
^^ usliI^  
(male-' .08 
Iluslim 
(female) 
Table: 22-XIV (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim) 
with reference to '^b-scale 'g' (Destructiveness 
and cynisism): 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(fenale) 
Ilislin 
(male) 
Hindu Hindu Muslim Muslim 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
.05 .14 
.17 
.00 
.09 
-.14 
M\islim 
(female) 
( V.80 ) 
Table: 22-XV (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of religion (Hindu-I-luslim) 
with reference to Sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity): 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Ii\islim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .05 .14 .16 
Hindu 
(female) .23 .24 
Muslim 
(male) .02 
Muslim 
(female) 
Table: 22-XVI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the groups of religion (Hindu-Muslim)with 
reference to Sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
Hindu 
(male) 
Hindu 
(female) 
Muslim 
(male) 
Muslim 
(female) 
Hindu 
(male) .05 .006 .15 
Hindu 
(female) -.06 .09 
Muslim 
(male) 
.15 
Muslim 
(female) 
( V.81 ) 
Table: 22-1 (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to category A (lion-Violent Ilon-Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent iron-Cooperation Attitude Scale: 
Sunni Sunni Shia ff^^\ x 
(male) (female) (dale) l^e^ale) 
Sunni 
(male) -.15 -.27 -.11 
Sunni 
(female) -.23 -.03 
Shi a 
(male) ,17 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-11 (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
betv/een the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to category B ("on-Violent ITon-Cooperation) 
of the ITon-Violent Non-Cooperation .attitude Scale: 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) .21 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
- . 0 6 - . 0 8 
.101 
- . 0 9 
.201 
( V.82 ) 
Table- 22-III (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to category C (Violent Non-Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) -.04 -.06 -.27 
Sunni 
(female) .08 -.206 
Shia 
(male) -.308 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-IV (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to category D (Violent Cooperation) of 
the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Sunni 
(male) 
Sunni 
(female) 
^hia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
Sunni 
(male) -.02 -.02 .08 
Sunni 
(female) .05 .13 
Shia 
(male) .08 
Shia 
(female) 
( V.83 ) 
Table: 22-V (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to R (radical-conservative) scale: 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
/ Sunni 
(male) -.02 .105 .23 
Sunni 
(female) .07 -.23 
Shia 
(male) -.303 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-VI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to T (tough-tenderminded) scale: 
Suuni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) -.34 -.05 -.02 
Sunni 
(female) .42 .32 
^hia 
(male) .02 
Shia 
(female) 
( V*84 ) 
Table: 22-VII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with reference 
to F (fascism) scale as a whole: 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
Cmale) 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
-.01 - .23 - .03 
- .02 .05 
.27 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-VIII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'a' (Conventionalism): 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
.00 - .05 - .03 
- .05 - .03 
.04 
( V.85 ) 
- .14 .00 
- .14 .26 
.18 
Table: 22-IX (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian Submission); 
Sunni Sunni S^ia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) -.12 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-X (ii) 
Showing point biserial ODefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (Male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) .06 -.08 .21 
Sunni 
(female) -.21 .15 
Shia 
(male) .33 
Shia 
(female) 
( V,86 ) 
TaMe: 22~XI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'd'CAnti-intraception): 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
-.04 -.18 
-.15 
-.02 
.02 
.18 
Table: 22-XII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy): 
Sunni 
(male) 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
-.16 
n 
-.35 
.30 
-.21 
-.01 
.26 
-.009 .06 
- .11 .13 
.42 
( V.87 ) 
Table: 22-XIII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia)with 
reference to sub-scale 'f (Power and "Toughness"): 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) -.05 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-XIV (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and 
cynicism): 
Sunni S^nni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) -.01 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
- .01 - .34 
.00 
- .29 
- .29 
{ V,88 ) 
Table: 22-XV (ii) 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity): 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) .07 -.18 -.19 
Sunni 
(female) -.24 .26 
Shia 
(male) -.02 
Shia 
(female) 
Table: 22-XVI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the sex groups of caste (Sunni-Shia) with 
reference to sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
Sunni Sunni Shia Shia 
(male) (female) (male) (female) 
Sunni 
(male) .02 
Sunni 
(female) 
Shia 
(male) 
Shia 
(female) 
- .14 .03 
- .29 - .09 
• 16 
( V.89 ) 
C, Birth order as the influencing factor; 
( see tables 19-1 to 19~XVI,this chapter) 
D. Socio-economic background as the influencing factor: 
D-1. Locality as the influencing sub-factor; 
(number of cases in each group is 96) 
Table: 23-1 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups (urban-rural) v/ith 
reference to category A (Non-Violent Non.Cooperation) 
of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Urban U.P. 
Rural .12 non-U.P. .06 
Table: 23-11 
Showing point biserial ooefficient of orrelations 
between the locality groups with reference to category 
B (Non-Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-Cooper-
ation) Attitude scale: 
Urban U.P. 
%ral .06 non-U.P. .08 
Table: 23-III 
Showing point biserial coefficient of oDrrelations between 
the locality groups with reference to category C(Violent 
Non-Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation 
Attitude scale; 
Urban U.P. 
Rural -.19 non-U.P. -.19 
Table.; 23-IV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of coreelations between 
the locality groups with reference to category D (Violent 
Cooperation) of the Non-Violent I'.'on-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Urban U.P. 
Rural -.09 non-U.P. -.09 
( V.90 ) 
Table: 23-V 
Showing point blserial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups with reference to R 
(radical-conservative.) scale: 
Rural 
Urban 
- • 0 2 non-U.P. 
U.P . 
.01 
Table : 23-VI 
Showing point biserial ODefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups with reference to T 
(tough-tendenninded) scale: 
Urban U.P. 
Rural .05 non-U.P. -.02 
Table: 23-VII 
Showing point hiserialcoefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups with reference to F 
(fascism) scale as a whole: 
Urban U.P. 
Rural -.04 non-U.P. -.02 
Table: 23-VIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations between 
tiia locality groups v/ith reference to sub-scale 'a' 
(Conventionalism): 
Urban U.P. 
Rural .01 non-U.P. .005 
( V.91 
Table: 23-IX 
Shov/in£j point biserial oosfficisnt of correlations 
betv/een the locality groups with reference to sub-
scale «b' {..uthoritarian Submission): 
Urban U.P. 
Rural -.09 non-U.P. .02 
Tabla: 23-X 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups with reference to sub-
scale 'c' (.lUthoritarian Aggression): 
Urban U.P. 
Rural .02 non-U.P. -.03 
Table: 23-XI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups v/ith reference to sub-
scale »d' (,.nti-intraception) 
Urban U.P. 
Rural .09 non-U.P. .03 
Table: 23-XII 
Showing point biseial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups with ref2r0nce to sub-
scale 'e' (Superstition and Steraot./py): 
.- Urban U.P. 
Rural .35 non-U.?. .005 
( V.92 ) 
Table.J 25-XIII 
Showing point biijerial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups with reference to sub-
scale • f' (Po,;er and "Toughness")*• 
Uvhun U.P. 
Rural .01 non-U.P. -.05 
Table J 23-in:V 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups v;ith reference to sub-
scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism): 
Urban U.P. 
Hural .06 non-U.P. .12 
Table: 25-XV 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups v/itr. reference to sub-
scale 'h' (Pro^ectivity): 
Urbsx U.P. 
Rural .11 non-U.P. -.12 
Table : 23-XVI 
Showing point bisarial coefficient of correlations 
between the locality groups -./ith reference to sub-
scale 'i* (,iu~:): 
Urtrji U.P. 
Rural .01 non-U.P. .03 
( V.93 ) 
D-2. I ls l i r ion and cxsta as the influencing sub-factors; 
(Niimber of cases in each ^roup i s 96) 
Table: 24-1 ( i ) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with reference 
to category A (Non-Violent NorL-Cooperation) of the 
Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Hindu 
Muslim -«13 
Table: 24-11 (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with reference 
to category B (Non-Violent Cooperation) of the, Non-Violent 
Non-Coo,peration Attitude scale: 
Hindu 
Muslim -.17 
Table: 24-111 (i) 
Showing point biserial oaefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindn~'!uslim)with reference 
to category C (Violent Non-Cooperation) of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Hindu 
Muslim «05 
Table: 24-1V (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with reference 
to category D (Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Hindu 
Muslim »13 
( V.94 ) 
Table: 24-V (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to R (radical-conseTvative) scale: 
Hindu 
Muslim .15 
Table: 24-VI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to T (tough-tenderminded) scale! 
Hindu 
Muslim -.09 
Table: 24-YII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
betv;een the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to F (fascism) scale as a whole: 
Hindu 
Muslim -.08 
Table: 24-VIII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to sub-scale 'a' (Conventionalism): 
Hindu 
Muslim -.01 
( V.95 ) 
Table: 24-IX (i) 
Sbov/ing point biserial coefficient of oarrelations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to sub-scale, 'b' (Authoritarian Submission): 
Hindu 
Muslim -.08 
Table: 24-X (i) 
Showing point biserial cDe.fficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
Hindu 
Muslim .02 
Table: 24-XI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficientof correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to sub-scale 'd'(Anti-intraception): 
Hindu 
Muslim .04 
Table.: 24-XII (i) 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to sub-scale 'e' (Superstitionaid Stereotypy): 
Hindu 
Muslim -.16 
( V,96 ) 
Table: 24-XIII (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of oDrrelations 
between the religion group (Hindu-Muslim) withe 
reference to sub-scale «f' (Power and "Toughness")5 
Hindu 
Muslim .06 
Table: 24-XIV (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Huslim) with 
reference to sub-scale 'g'(Destructiveness and Cynicism) 
Hindu 
Muslim .03 
Table: 24-XV (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) with 
reference to sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity): 
Hindu 
Muslim .17 
Tabla: 24-XVI (i) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the religion groups (Hindu-Muslim) -with 
reference to sub-scale 'i' (Sex): 
Hindu 
Muslim .04 
( V.97 ) 
Table.: 25-1 (ii) 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups v/ith reference to category A 
(Non-Violent Non-Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Hon-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 N 48 ^HS 
Brahmin .13 -.104 .18 -.08 -.22 
Khatry -.82 -.25 -.34 -.25 
Vaish -.07 .04 -.09 
Shudra .07 -.09 
Sunni -.18 
Shia 
Table: 25-11 (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to category 
B (Non-Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 N 48 N 48 
Brahmin .07 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
.05 .01 - . 0 8 - . 1 8 
.06 .08 .12 - . 0 6 
.13 .14 - . 1 5 
.22 - . 0 8 
- . 0 5 
.09 .04 .14 .06 
.17 - . 1 1 .51 .05 
- . 1 6 
- . 2 9 - . 308 
.28 .12 
- . 103 
( V.98 ) 
Table: 25-III (ii) 
Showing point hiserial oDefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to category 
C (Violent Non-Cooperation): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
K 24 N 24 N 24 M 24 H 48 H 48 
Brahmin .10 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
Table: 25-IV (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to category 
D (Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 N 48 N 48 
Brahmin -.02 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
.32 .23 .17 .26 
.31 .25 .203 - . 1 0 5 
- . 0 9 - . 0 6 .007 
.27 .301 
.07 
( V,99 ) 
Table: 25-V (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of oDrrelations 
between the. caste, groups with reference to R (radical-
Conservative) scale,: 
Brahmim Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 N 48 K 48 
Brahmin -.06 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Surini 
Shia 
.08 .17 .21 .16 
.16 .25 .28 .27 
.03 .09 .04 
.03 - . 0 0 4 
- . 0 2 
Table.: 25-VI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to T (tough-
tend erminded) scale: 
Brahmim Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 N 48 N 48 
Brahmin . 21 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
- . 0 9 - . 0 5 - . 1 4 - . 0 2 
- . 3 4 - . 2 5 - . 3 3 - . 2 5 
.03 - . 0 5 - . 0 6 
.09 - . 0 7 
- . 0 7 
( V.IOO ) 
Table: 25-VII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to F (fascisn)scale: 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 K 48 IT 48 
Brahmin 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
.04 .03 xr,04 .12 - .007 
.07 .00 .05 .03 
.07 .14 .01 
.05 - . 0 3 
- . 1 3 
Table: 25-VIII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of cDrrelations 
between the caste groups with reference to sub-scale 
•a' (Conv^entionalism): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 
Brahmin 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
-.18 
-.15 
-.01 
-.23 
-.01 
-.03 
Sunni Shia 
N 48 N 48 
- . 1 6 
.02 
.07 
.04 
- . 2 0 3 
- .01 
.02 
.00 
- . 0 5 
( V.101 ) 
Table: 25-IX (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to sub-scale 
'b' Authoritarian Submission): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 N 48 N 48 
Brahmin -,06 
Khatry 
Vaish . 
Shudra 
S\inni 
Shia 
- . 0 8 .07 v.1.4 - . 1 4 
- • 0 3 - , 0 4 - . 0 5 - . 0 6 
- . 0 1 - . 0 6 - . 0 5 
- . 007 - . 0 1 
- . 0 2 
Table: 25-X (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient- of correlations 
batween the caste groups with reference to sub-scale 
'c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
H 24 N 24 N 24 H 24 N 48. N 48 
Brahmin -.45 -.33 -.108 -.07 -.19 
Khatry -.21 -.005 -.004 -.008 
Vaish .25 .18 .15 
Shudra .007 -.007 
Sunni -.02 
Shia 
( V.102 ) 
Table: 25-XI (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the castegroups with reference to sub-scale 
'd'(Anti-intraception): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 N 24 M 48 H 43 
Brahmin .00 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
.06 .14 .11 .01 
.07 .16 .07 - .01 
.09 .01 - . 0 7 
- . 0 5 - . 1 5 
.09 
Table.: 25-XII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the castegroups with reference, to sub-scale 
'e' (Superstition and Stereotypy): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 N 24 H 24 N 48 H 48 
Brahmim .00 
Khat ry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
- . 0 6 - . 1 6 - . 1 1 - . 2 5 
- . 0 3 - . 1 4 - . 1 6 - . 0 4 
- . 1 0 - . 0 7 - . 2 4 
.02 - . 1 2 
- . 1 5 
( V. 103 ) 
Table: 25-XIII (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to sub-scale 'f• 
(Power and "Toughness")s 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 H 24 N 24 N 24 H 48 N 48 
Brahmin -.06 
Khatry 
Yaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
.03 .04 .05 .106 
• 32 .36 .26 .301 
- . 5 5 .09 .09 
.02 ,00 
- . 0 3 
Table: 25-XIV (ii) 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to sub-scale 
'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
N 24 N 24 H 24 N 24 N48 N 48 
Brahmin -.01 
Khatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shia 
.00 
.03 .18 - . 0 2 
.01 .04 .16 .05 
.04 .13 .003 
.09 - . 0 4 
- . 1 4 
( V.104 ) 
Table: 25-XV (ii) 
Showing point biseria.1 coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to sub-sc:.le 
'h' (Pro^jectivity): 
Brahmin Khatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
:: 24 II 24- 1:24 II 24 IT 48 i: 43 
Brahnin .05 
Khatry 
Vai sh 
Shudra 
Sunni 
Shi a 
.16 - . 1 4 - . 0 9 .11 
.13 - . 1 2 .25 .05 
.34 .12 - . 0 8 
.308 .22 
- . 1 9 
Table: 25-XVI (ii) 
Shov/ing 230int biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the caste groups with reference to sub-scale 
'i' (So::): 
Brahmin Ilhatry Vaish Shudra Sunni Shia 
I! 24 :: 24 II 24 II 24 i: 43 IT 43 
Bralimin .04 
ICiatry 
Vaish 
Shudra 
Sunni 
3J:ia 
.05 .07 .14 .02 
.00 .02 .09 - . 0 1 
.03 .11 - . 0 1 
.06 .04 
- . 0 1 
( V.105 ) 
D-5» Income as the influencing sub-factor; 
Table: 26-1 
Showing point biserial coefficient of oDrrelations 
between the. Income-groups with the reference to 
category A (Non-Violent Non-Cooperation of the Non-
Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Rs ..1 OO+group 
N 32 
Rs.1OO+group 
Rs.,300+group 
Rs.600+groups 
Rs.300+group Rs.600+group 
N 28 N 21 
-.14 -.14 
-.09 
Table: 26-11 
Showing point biserial oDefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with reference to category 
B (Non-Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
Rs.1OO+group Rs.300+group 
N 32 N 28 
Rs 1OO+group 
Rs 300+group 
Rs 600+group 
.1.1 
Rs.600+group 
N 21 
-.14 
-.25 
Table: 26-111 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with reference to category 
C (Violent Non-Cooperation) of the- Non-Violent Non-
Cooperation Attitude scale: 
RslOO+group 
N 32 
Rs 300 + group 
N 28 
Rs 600 + group 
N 21 
Rs 100 + group 
-.05 -.C2 
Rs 300 + group 
-.04 
Rs 6C0 + group 
( aor.v ) 
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I'able: 26-IV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlation 
between the income-groups with reference to category 
D (Violent Cooperation) of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation 
Attitude scale: 
Rs 100 + group Rs 300 + group Rs 6.00 +group 
N 52 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group .107 .23 
Rs 300+group .06 
Rs 600+group 
Table*. 26-V 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with referende to R 
(radical-conservative) scale.: 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
f^s 100+group -.14 -.21 
Rs 300+group .08 
Rs 600+group 
Table: 26-VI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-group with reference to T (tough-
tenderminded)scale: 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group .14 .26 
Rs 300+group .04 
.Rs 600+group 
( V.107 ) 
Table: 26-VII 
Showing point biserialcpefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with reference to F (fascism) 
scale as a v/hole: 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 K 21 
I^s 100+group -.02 -.07 
Rs 300+group .01 
Rs 600+group-
Table: 26-VIII 
Showing point, biserial coefficient of correlations between the 
income-groups with reference to sub-scale 'a'(Conventionalism): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
11 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group -.07 .02 
Rs 300+group .03 
Rs 6D0+group 
Table: 26-IX 
Shov/ing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with reference to sub-scale 
'b' (Authoritarian Submission): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
II 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group -.26 -.15 
Rs 300+group .00 
Rs 600|group 
( V.108 ) 
Table: 26-X 
Showing point biserial coefficient of cor relent ions 
between the income-groups with reference to sub-scale 
•c' (Authoritarian Aggression): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group -.02 -.02 
Rs 300+group . -.008 
Rs 600+group 
Table: 26-XI 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with reference to sub-scale 
'd'(Anti-intraception): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
M 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group -.07 -.03 
Rs 300+group .04 
Rs 600+group 
Table: 26-XII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
betv/een the income-groups v;ith reference to sub-scale 
'e' (Superstition ana Stereotypy): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
H 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group .102 -.19 
Rs 300+group .06 
Rs 600+group 
( V.109 ) 
Table: 26-XIII 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the. income-groups with reference to sub-scale 
'f' (Power and "Toughness"): 
Rs 100+group 
Rs 300+group 
Rs 600+group 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
.02 -.07 
.09 
Table: 26-XIV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups v/ith reference to sub-scale 
'g' (Destrictiveness Cynicism): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group 
Rs 300+group 
Rs 600+group 
.01 -.06 
-.02 
Table: 26-XV 
Showing point biserial coefficient of correlations 
between the income-groups with reference to sub-scale 
'h' (Projectivity): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
Rs 100+group 
Rs 300+group 
Rs 600+group 
-.08 .07 
.15 
( V.110 ) 
Table: 26-XVI 
Showing point b i s e r i a l coeff ic ient of cor re la t ions 
between the income-groups v/ith reference to sub-scale 
' i ' (Sex:): 
Rs 100+group Rs 300+group Rs 600+group 
N 32 N 28 N 21 
Ks 100+group -.001 .05 
Rs 300+group .04 
Hs 600+group 
( V.111 ) 
Section 2-3 
Significance of tlie point b i s e r i a l goefficient of 
correlations: 
It is better to conclude our observations later in 
this chapter instead of studying the individual point 
biserial coefficient of correlations. But at the moment 
it is very necessary to get an indication about the 
significance levels so that we can accept or reject 
certain coefficient values out of all the figures given 
in the. above tables (af, Section2-2., this Chapter), The 
moment wa tal'k of confidence levels, our attention goes 
towards the S.E. formula. But no such formula has so far 
been deviced for point biserial coefficient of correlatj-On. 
Hence, it was decided to follow the suggestions of 
Guilford (1950) who wrote: "To the knowledge of the 
author no standard-error formula has been developed for 
pbi. It is suggested that a test of the hypothesis of 
zero correlation can be made by means of a 't' test of 
h M the difference P^ q. The decision about this 
hypothesis Siioald be the ^ me as that for t he hypothesis of 
the 'zero' difference" 
Ray-Chowdhury (I960), v/hile studying the group 
agreement between the B.-cld.and non-B.Ed, students of Alig-rh 
University applied the above sugoGstions of Guilford 
C V . 1 1 2 ) 
(1950) and prepared a table of ' t ' values for h i s 
interpriJ t : : t ions. The present v/riter had the p r iv i lege 
to apply the above method f i r s t in t h i s inves t iga t ion 
to intvirpret the above ^pbi t a b l e s . I t v/as l i t e r used 
by Ray-Chowdiiury (1950) in the Research Project of the 
Ministry of ilducation for v/hich i t v/as ac tua l ly d3\nced» 
( V.113 ) 
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For the sake of convenience., it \-jas decided to present 
the signigicant agreement or disagreement between groups 
in separate tables. In the tables ^ven below,those 
groups which have yielded significant '"^pbi values at .05 
level are marked with one asterisk, and thosa at .01 level 
with two asterisks. The tables are given according to the 
plan of the presentation of the. 'Results'. 
Part I. (with direct criterion); 
A. Age (matched v/ith educational standard) as the 
influencing factor: 
Table.: 28 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between the 
age. (matched with e. ucational standard) groups and their 
position in terms of groups means v;ith reference to various 
tests used in the investigation: 
Test variables significant agreement 
or disagreement between scorers 
experimental and control 
agg-groups. High Low 
R ( r a d i c a l - c o n s e r va -
tlve.) s c a l e : *16-17 and 18-20 16-17 18-20 
Sub-sca le ' b ' ( A u t h -
p r i t a r i a n Submiss i -
on ) : *16-17 and 18-20 18-20 16-17 
Sub-sca le ' d ' ( A n t i -
i n t r a c e p t i o n ) : *18-20 and 21-22 18-20 21-22 
S u b - s c a l e ' f (Power 
and "Toughness") : *18-20 and 21-22 18-20 21-22 
S u b - s c a l e ' g ' ( D e s t r -
u c t i v e n e s s and Cyni-
c i sm) : *13-20 and 21-22 18-20 21-22 
( V,116 ) 
B.Sex as the influencing factor; 
Table: 29 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between the 
sex groups and their positioji in terms of group means with 
reference to various tests used in the investigation: 
scorers 
Test variables singificant agreement 
or disagreement between 
exiDerimantal and c o n t r o l High Low 
s5x groups 
Category B (Non-
Vio len t Coope ra t ion ) : *18-20 males and 01 or>r^\ l o OACV^ N 
.21-22 males 21-22(m) 18-20(m) 
R(radical-consier-
vative) scale: *18-20 males and 
21-22 males 18-20(m) 21-22(m) 
F( fasc ism) s c a l e : *18-20 female and 
16-17 females 18-20(f ) 16-17(f) 
Sub-scale 'a' (Con-
ventionalism): *18-20 males and 
.16.17 males 16-17(ia) 18-20(m) 
*18-20 males and 
.21-22 males 21-22(m) 18-20(m) 
Sub-scale 'b' (Autho-
ritarian Submission): **18-20 females and 
. 16-17 females 18-20(f) 16-17(f) 
Sub-scale 'c'(Autho-
ritarian Aggression): *18-20 females and 
Sub-sca l e ' f (Power 
and("Toughness")s **18-20 females and 
2:1-22 females 18-20(f) 21-22(f) 
21-22 females 18-20(f ) 21-22(f) 
Sub-scale 'g' (Destr-
uctiveness and Cynicism):*18-20 males and 
21-22 males 18-20(m) 21-22(m) 
( V.117 ) 
C. Birth order as the influencing factor; 
Table: 30 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between 
the 'first child group' and the 'other 
group' with reference to various tests 
investigation: 
birth-order 
used in the 
Test variables significant agreement or 
disagreement between the 
birth order groups  
scorers 
High Low 
Category A (Non-
Violent Non-Coo-
perat ion) : 
*'Ist child group' and 
• the other birth-order' 
group 
'•^ st child 
•group' 
'other 
birth-old 
group' 
( V.118 ) 
Part II. (with indirect criterion): 
A. Age (matched with educational standard) as the 
influencing factor: 
Table: 31 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between 
the age (matched with educational standard) groups and 
their positions in terms of group means with reference 
to various tests used in the investigation: 
Test variables signficant agree-
ment or disagree-
ment between age 
groups. 
scorers 
High Low 
R (radical-cons- * 16 and 17 years 
ervative) scale: old 
** 16 and 21 year 
• . o l d s 
* 16 and 22 year 
. olds 
«•* 21 and 22 yeat 
olds 
Sub-scale 'b' 
(Authoritarian 
Submission): 
** 16 and 
•. olds 
* 18 and 
. olds 
* 16 and 
olds Sub-scale'd' (Antiintraception): 
** 17 and 
.. olds 
Sub-scale 'f 
(Power and "Toughne 
ss"): 
Sub-scale 'g' 
(Destructiveness 
and Cynicism): 
* 20 and 
olds 
* 17 and 
. olds 
20 year 
20 year 
21 year 
21 year 
21 year 
21 year 
Sub-scale 'h'(Projec-
tivity): * 17 and 21 year 
olds 
16 year olds 
16 yr.olds 
16 yr. olds 
21 yr.olds 
20 yr.olds 
20 yr. olds 
16 yr. olds 
17 yr. olds 
20 yr. olds 
17 year 
olds 
21 yr. 
olds 
22 yr. 
olds 
22 yr. 
olds 
16 yr. 
olds 
18 yr. 
olds 
21.yr. 
olds 
21 yr. 
olds 
21 yr. 
olds 
17 yr. olds 21 yr. 
olds 
17 yr. olds 21 yr. 
olds 
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B. Sex as the influencing factor; 
B-1« Locality as the influencing sub-factor of sex; 
Table; 32 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between the 
sex groups of locality and their position in terms of 
groups means with reference to various tests used in the 
investigation; 
Test variables significant agree-
ment or disagree-
ment between the sex 
groups of locality 
scorers 
High Low 
Category A Non-
Violent Non-Coop-
eration); 
Category B (non-
violent Coopera-
tion) : 
* urban male and 
. rural female 
* urban female and 
• rural male 
* U.P.males and non-
U.P. females 
Category C (Violent * urban males and 
Non-Cooperation); urban females 
* urban females and 
rural males 
* urban females and 
rural females 
* rural males and 
rural females 
* U.P. males and 
U,P. females 
* U.P, females and 
non-U.P. males 
* non-U.P. males and 
non-U,P, females 
Category D (Violent * urban females and 
Cooperation); rural males 
T(tough-tenderminded)* U.P, males and U,P. 
scale; females 
* U,P« males and non-
U,P, males 
^ U.P. males and non-
U.P. females 
rural(f) urban(m) 
rural(m) urban(f) 
U.P,(m) non-U.P.(f 
urban (f) urban(m) 
urban (f) rural(m) 
urban (f) rural5f) 
rural(f) rural (m) 
U.P. (f) U.P. (m) 
U.P. (f) non-U.P.(m 
non-U.P. 
(f) non-U.P.(m 
urban(f) rural(m) 
U.P, (f) U.P.(m) 
U.P, (m) non-U, P. 
(m) 
non-U.P. 
(f) 
U,P.(m) 
( Contd...) 
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Table: 32 (Contd...) 
Sub-scale 'a' 
Convent ionalism) 
Sub-scale 'c' 
(Authoritarian 
Aggression): 
Sub-scale 'g' 
(Destruct iveness 
and Cynicism): 
* U.P. females and 
• non-U.P. males 
non-U.P. U.P.(f) 
(m) 
* U.P. females and U.P. (f) non-U.P.(f) 
. non-U.P. females 
* urban males and 
• urban females 
* U.P. males and 
* U.P. females 
* U.P. males and 
. non-U.P. males 
* non-U.P. males 
. and non-U.P. 
females 
urban (m) urban (f) 
U.P. (m) U.P. (f) 
U.P. (m) 
non-U.P. 
(f) 
non-U .P. (m) 
non-U.P.(f) 
Sub-scale 'h' * urban males and urban (m) rural(m) 
(projectivity): . rural males 
Sub-scale 'i' 
(Sex): 
* urban males and 
urban females 
* urban males and 
• rural males 
* U.P. males and 
* U.P. females 
urban (m) 
urban (m) 
U.P. (m) 
urban (f) 
rural(m) 
U.P. (f) 
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B-2« Religion and caste as the influencing sub-factor 
of sex: 
Table: 33 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between 
the sex groups of religion and caste and their 
position in terms of group means with reference to 
various tests used in the investigation: 
Test variables significant agree-
ment or disagree-
ment between the 
sex groups of reli-
gion and caste 
scorers 
High Low 
r'o^-^,v,^•,»„ A /•w^ v. * Hindu males and 
eration): * Hindu males and 
. Muslim males 
* Hindu males and 
. Muslim females 
* Sunni males and 
• Shia males 
* Sunni females and 
. Shia males 
* Hindu males and 
* Hindu females 
* Hindu females and 
* Muslim males 
* Muslim males and 
• Muslim females 
* Sunni males and 
Sunni females 
Category C (Vio- * Sunni males and 
lent Non-Coopera- . Shia females 
tion): 
* Shia males and 
. Shia females 
Category B (Non-
Violent Coopera-
tion) : 
Hindu(f) Hindu(m) 
Muslim (m) Hindu(m) 
Muslim (f) Hindu(m) 
Shia (m) Sunni(m) 
Shia (m) Sunni (f) 
Hindu (m) Hindu (f) 
Muslim (m) Hindu (f) 
Muslim (f) Muslim(m) 
Sunni (f) Sunni(m) 
Shia (f) Sunni(m) 
Shia (f) Shia(m) 
Category D (Vio- * Hindu females and Hindu (f) Muslim(n) 
lent Cooperation):. Muslim males 
(To be contd...) 
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( Table: 33 Contd.,.) 
* Hindu females and 
Muslim females 
R(radical-con- * Hindu males and 
servative) scale: Muslim males 
* Hindu females and 
Muslim males 
* Sunni males and 
Shia females 
* Sunni females and 
Shia females 
* Shia males and 
Shia females 
T(tough-tender- *^ Sunni males and 
minded) scale: Sunni females 
** Sunni females and 
Shia males 
** Sunni females and 
Shia females 
F(fascism)sc£.le * Hindu males and 
as a v/hole: Hindu females 
* Sunni males and 
Shia males 
'•* Shia males and 
Shia females 
Hindu(f) Kuslim(f) 
Hindu (m) Muslim(f 
Hindu(f) Muslim(m 
Shia (f) Sunni(m) 
Shia (f) Sunni(f) 
Shia (f) Shia(m) 
^nni(f) 3unni(m) 
Sunni(f) Shia(m) 
Sunni (f) Shia(f) 
Hindu(m) Hindu{f) 
Shia (m) Sunni(m) 
Shia (m) Shia(f) 
Sub-scale 'b' 
'Authoritarian 
Submission): 
Sub-scale 'c' 
(Authoritarian 
Aggression): 
Sunni fem^ ilss and 
Shia females 
* Hindu malss and 
Muslim femalss 
* Hindu f3m:-l3s and 
Muslim femslss 
* Muslim m^lss and 
Muslim females 
Sunni(f) Shia(f) 
Hindu (m) Muslim(f] 
Hindu (f) MuslimCf] 
Huslim(m) Muslim(f] 
( 0 be contd...) 
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(Table; 33 contd,..) 
* Sunni males and 
\ Shia females 
* Sunni females and 
. Shia males 
** Shia males and 
Shia females 
c , , ** Sunni males and Sub-scale oi,^ „ ™^T „^ 
, , f r, Shia males 
'e'(Super-
stition and 
Stereotypy): 
* Sunni males and 
Shia females 
* Sunni females and 
: Shia males 
« 
* Shia males and 
Shia females 
Sub-scale ' f * Hindu males and 
(Power and • Muslim females 
"Toughness): 
* Shia males and 
Shia females 
Sub-scale'g'** Sunni males and 
(Destructiven-r- Shia females 
ess and Cynicism): 
* Sunni females and 
Shia females 
* Shia males and 
Shia females 
Sub-scale 'h'* Hindu females and 
(Projectivity):Muslim males 
* Hindu females and 
Muslim females 
* Sunni females and 
- Shia males 
Sub-scale'i' 
(sex): 
* Sunni females and 
Shia females 
* Sunni females and 
Shia males 
Sunni (m) 
Shia(m) 
Shia(m) 
Shia(m) 
Shia (f) 
Shia(m) 
Shia(m) 
Hindu(m) 
Shia(m) 
Shia(f) 
Shia(f) 
Shia(f) 
Hindu(f) 
Hindu(f) 
Shia(m) 
Shia(f) 
Shia(m) 
Shia(f) 
Sunni(f) 
Shia(f) 
Sunni(m) 
Sunni(m) 
Sunni(f) 
Shia(f) 
Muslim(f) 
Shia(f) 
Sunni(m) 
Sunni^f) 
Shia(m) 
Muslim(m) 
Muslim(f) 
Sunni(f) 
^unni(f) 
Sunni(f) 
( V.124 ) 
iKls 
G, Birth order as the influencing factor (cf.table 304Chapter) 
D. Socio-economic background as the influencing factor: 
D-1. locality as the influencing sub-factor; 
Table: 34 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between 
the locality groups and their position in terms of 
group means with reference to various tests used in the 
investigation: 
Test variables significant agree-
ment or disagree-
ment between the 
locality groups 
scorers 
High Low 
Category Ik (Non-
Violent Non-Coop-
eration): 
* urban and rural rural urban 
Category C (Viole-
nt Non-Cooperation); 
* urban and rural urban 
* U.P. and non-U.P. U.P. 
rural 
non-U.P. 
Sub-scale'g' 
(Destructiva-
ness and Cynicism):* U.P. and non-U,P. U.P. non-U.P. 
Sub-scale'h' 
(Projectivity): 
* urban and rural urban rural 
* U.P. and non-U .P. non-U.P. U.P. 
( V.125 ) 
^-2. Relijg;ion and caste as the influencing sub-factor: 
Table: 35 
Showing significant agreement or disagreement between 
religion and caste groups and their position in terms 
of group means with reference to v2rious tests used 
in the investigation: 
Test variables significant agree-
ment or disagree-
ment between religi-
on smd caste groups 
scorers 
High Low 
Category A (^'on-
Vio len t Ilon-Coop-
e r a t i o n ) : ^ 
Category B (Hon- * 
Violent Coopera-
tion): * 
Category C (Vio- • * 
l e n t lion-Coopera-
t i o n ) : =• 
Category D (Vio-
lent Cooperation): 
»a^  
« • * 
Hindu and Muslim 
Brahmin and Shia 
Ehatry and Shudra 
Khatry and Sunni 
Khatry and Shia 
Hindu and Iluslim 
Shudra and Sunni 
Khatry and Sunni 
Vaish and Sunni 
Vaish and Shia 
Shudra and Sunni 
Hindu and Iluslin 
Brahmin and Vaish 
Brahmin and Shudrs 
Brahmin and Shia 
Khatry and Vaish 
IQiatry and Shudra 
Shudra and Sunni 
Muslim Hindu 
Shia Brahmin 
Shudra Khatry 
Sunni Khatry 
Shis Khatry 
Muslim Hindu 
Sunni Shudra 
Khatry Sunni 
Sunni Vaish 
Shia Vaish 
Shudra Sunni 
Hindu Muslim 
Brahmin Vaish 
Brahmin Shudra 
Brahmin Shia 
Khatry Vaish 
Khatry Shudra 
Shudra Sunni 
(To be Contd...) 
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(Tab l e : 35 c o n t d . . . ) 
* Shudra and Shia 
R(radical-conser* Hindu and Muslim 
vative) scale 
* Brahmin and Sunni 
* Khatry and Shudra 
* Khatry and Sunni 
* Khatry and Shia 
T(tough-tender- * Brahmin and Khatry 
minded)scale: 
** Khatry and Vaish 
* Khatry and Shudra 
** Khatry and Sunni 
* Khatry and Shid 
Sub-scale 'a' * Brahmin and Shudra 
Conventionalism): 
Sub-sca le ' c ' ** Brahmin ans Khatry 
( A u t h o r i t a r i a n 
A g g r e s s i o n ) : ** Brahmin and Vaish 
^ Khatry and Vaish 
* Vaish and Shudra 
Sub-sca le ' e ' * Hindu and Muslim 
(Superstition 
and Stereotypy):* Brahmin and Shia 
Sub-scale 'f 
(Power and 
"Toughness): 
* Vaish and Shia 
** Khatry and Vaish 
** Khatry and Shudra 
* Khatry and Sunni 
* Khatry and Shia 
** Vaish and Shudra 
Shudra Shia 
Hindu Muslim 
Brahmin Sunni 
Khatry Shudra 
Khatry Sunni 
Khatry Shia 
Brahmin Khatry 
Vaish Khatry 
Shudra Khatry 
Sunni Khatry 
^hia Khatry 
Shudra Brahmin 
Khat ry Brahmin 
Vaish Brahmin 
Vaish Khatry 
Vaish Shudra 
Muslim Hindu 
Shia Brahmin 
Shia Vaish 
Khatry Vaish 
Khatry Shudra 
Khatry Sunni 
Khatry %ia 
Vaish Shudra 
(To be contd...) 
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Table: 55 
(continued) 
Sub-scale 'h' 
(Projectivity): 
» Hindu and Muslim Hindu Muslim 
•X- Khatry and Sunni Khatry Sunni 
•H-X- Vaish and Shudra Shudra Vaish 
* Shudra and Sunni Shudra Sunni 
* Shudra and Shia Shudra Shia 
D-3« Income as the influencing sub-factor: 
Table: 36 
Showing significant agreements or disagreements between 
the income-groups and their position in terms of group 
means with reference to various tests used in the 
investigation: 
Test Variables significant agreement 
or disagreement betw-
een the income-groups High 
scorers 
Low 
Category B (Non- * Rs 30CH-and Rs 6004-
Violent Non-Coop- groups 
eration): 
Rs 600fgroups Rs.3Q0-l-
group 
R(radical-conser-* Rs 100^and Rs 600->- Rs 500vgroup Rs 100+ 
vative) scale: groups group 
T(tough-tender-
minded) scale: 
* Rs lOOf-and Rs 600+ 
groups 
Rs lOOfgroup Rs 600+ 
group 
Sub-scale 'b' 
(Authoritarian 
Submission): 
* Rs 100+and ^s 30O+ 
Groups 
Rs 300+group Rs 100+ 
group 
( VJ28 ) 
Section 5 
CONCLUSION 
Part I (with direct oriterion): 
Part I includes the following factors: age (matched 
with educational standard), sex, and birth-order. Hence, 
the conclusions drawn on the hasis of the results given 
above, may be arranged according to the plan of the presen-
tation of the 'Results.' 
A» Age (matched with educational standard) as the influencing 
factor: 
The following striking features have been noted down: 
1. No variation, or change as we might call it, is observed 
in any of the categories of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation 
A.ttitude scale although out of eight correlation coefficients, 
7 are with negative sigrvs though not meaningful as they are 
all near zero (cf. tables 17-1 to 17-IV). However, this 
suggests that non-violent non-cooperation attitude is 
primary or basic in nature, and hence no variation or 
change could be visible. Perhaps, if we go still tower 
in the age-scale, we might find some change in the non-
violent non-cooperation attitude dimension, 
2. Quite contrary to our above inference, we find Eysenck's 
attitude of radical-conservative mindedness not as much basic 
( V129 ) 
as that of non-violent non-cooperation; it is found to show 
change or variation, although at .05 level, between 18-10 
year control group and 16-17 year experimental group. The 
agreement is negative as well, suggesting that the younger 
and the older groups show opposite, yet significant, rela-
tionship with reference to the particular attitude in 
question. From table 11, we gather that there is a tendency 
towards a gradual fall in high rating as the age advances 
from 16 upwards. However, the same control group of 18-20 
year old shows +ve agreement with the experimental group 
of 21-22 year olds, suggesting that there is hardly any 
change or variation after the age of 18 when they receive 
university training in the forward direction, 
(ii) Eysenck's attitude of tough-tendermindedness, of 
course, shows no variation or change at all, suggesting 
that this attitude might be basic or primary in nature after 
the expectations of Eysenck (1947). 
3. The control group of 18-20 year olds do not differ with 
any of the experimental groups of 16-17 year olds and 21-22 
year olds in their fascistic (anti-democratic) attitude 
(cf. table 17-VII). This finding suggests that the varia-
tions in the anti-democratic attitude do not ddpend on age, 
probably when matched with educational standard. Or in 
other words, it appears to be quite basic in nature^ 
( Vi30 ) 
Certain subdivisions of the F scale show some significant 
agreements or disagreements, (i) Authoritarian Submission 
shows agreement betseen 18-20 year olds and 16-17 year 
olds and (ii) 4nti-intraception shows a significant pattern 
of difference between 18-10 year olds and 21-22 year olds. 
Sub-scales (iii) Power and "Toughness" and (iv) Bestruetiveness 
and Cynicism could, at .05 level, show agreement between 
16-17 year olds and 21-22 year olds, (v) None of the other 
subdivisions of the F scale could show any significant 
pattern of agreement or difference. It should not be over-
looked here that patterns of agreement or disagreement 
discussed above are significant only at .05 level. 
B. Sex as the influencing factor; 
1. No significant pattern of agreement or disagreement 
ocGsars in any of the sexes in the non-violent non-cooperation 
category of the non-violent non-cooperation attitude, suggest-
ing the saime explanation as tendered in connection with age. 
In non-violent cooperation attitude we get one significant 
pattern, though at .05 level, of agreement between 18-20 
year olds and 21-22 year olds among the males. In none of 
the other categories of the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation 
Attitude scale there is any. significant pattern of agreement 
or difference. From the over-all analysis it is apparent 
that only the males of 18-20 year and 21-22 year age groups 
could yield' significant pattern of agreement at the doubtful 
( V431 ) 
level of ,05 in the non-violent cooperation attitude whereas 
in the same age group no other significant pattern of 
correlation was observed in the remaining 3 categories. 
Hence, we may conclude that male sex at an advanced age, say-
after the age of 18, is a stronger factor in bringing about 
more validity in attitude to yield greater agreement between 
various age groups after the age-level of 18. Or in other 
words, violent cooperation is preferred by the males after 
the age of 18. 
2. In relation to radical-conservative attitude, males 
after the age of 18 are found to show significant pattern of 
agreement but no significant pattern is visible with 
reference to tough-tendermindedness. 
3. "With reference to fascistic attitude, there is signi-
ficant (at .05 level) overlapping between female groups of 
18-10 year olds and 16-17 year olds. After this age female-
sex declines to show any significant pattern of agreement 
or disagreement. 
Regarding the subdivisions of the F-rscale, we find 
that female sex has yielded, at .05 level, 3 significant 
patterns of agreement, namely between 18-10 year olds and 
16-17 year olds with reference to Authoritarian Submission; 
between 18-10 year olds and 21-22 year olds with reference 
to Authoritarian Aggression; between 18T10 year olds and 
( V432 ) 
21-22 year olds with reference to Power and "Toughness." 
Male sex groups are found to have yielded 3 significant 
patterns of correlation - two (with negative signs) with 
reference to Conventionalism and one (with positive sign) 
with reference to Destructiveness and Cynicism. 
C. Birth-order as the influencing factor; 
1 . With reference to non-violent non-cooperation category 
of the non-violent non-cooperation attitude, we find a 
significant (at .01 level) pattern of agreement between the 
'first child group' and the 'other birth-order group.' 
Also, table 13 shows that the 'first child group' has 
scored higher on this category of attitude, suggesting the 
presence of a greater degree of democratic mindedness in 
thisgroup. 
The remaining three categories of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale fail to show any significant 
pattern of agreement or disagreement between the birth-
order groups. 
2. R and T scales too have failed to yield any significant 
pattern of correlation between the birth-order groups. 
3. Similarly, neither F scale as a whole, nor any of its 
subdivisions, have shown any significant pattern of rela-
tionship between the birth-order groups. 
( V.t33 ) 
Part II (with indirect criterion); 
This part includes the following factors: age (matched 
with educational standard), sex, birth-order, and socio-
economic background (locality, religion and caste, and 
income). Hence, conclusions drawn on the basis of the 
statistical analysis of the data may be arranged according 
to the plan of the presentation of the 'Results.' 
A. Age (matched with educational standard) as the 
influencing factor; 
1, The findings of the finer analysis of the age factor 
confirm our over-all observations, noted in connection 
with direct criterion, that non-violent non-cooperation 
attitude fails to show any significant pattern of agreement 
or disagreement in any of the consecutive age groups from 16 
to 22. Again, we may repeat our conclusions that different 
subdivisions of non-violent non-cooperation attitude are 
basic or primary in nature. 
2. Radical-conservative mindedness has been significantly 
related (2 at .01 level and 2 at .05 level) between the 
16 
age groups of/year olds and 17 year olds, 16 year olds and 
81 year olds, 16 year olds and 22 year olds, and between 
21 year olds and 22 year olds. 
Iks the above correlations are positive, we might 
infer that the groups belong to the same population with 
( V.134 ) 
the normal distribution curve of radical-conservative minded 
trait, and that the groups showing significant agreements 
have been drawn from one particular half of the distribution. 
This statement has also been supported by the sizes of the 
means and their S.D (cf. table 14). The above observa-
tions were also apparent in correlations studied in connect* 
ion with the direct criterion, i.e. with conyrol and ex-
perimental groups. 
(ii) IJith T scale, no significant pattern of agreement 
has been observed, confirming our comments on the similar 
observations noted in connection with the direct criterion, 
3. The correlation values with reference to F scale as a 
whole and its subdivisions are exactly of the same pattern 
as noted in connection with direct criterion. Hence, the 
explanations already tendered hold good here as well. 
B. Sex as the influencing factor: 
As sex has been studied in connection with certain 
socio-economic sub-factors, such as locality, religion, 
caste, and income, explanations are given according to the 
plan. 
B-1 . Locality, as the influencing sub-factor of sex: 
1. ¥ith reference to non-violent non-cooperation attitude 
towards democracy, urban mal6s and rural females have 
( V.135 ) 
yielded a significant pattern of relationship (at .05 level) 
but with negative sign. He find that rural females (mean 
5.39) like non-violent non-cooperation more than the urban 
males (mean 4.66). Hence, we can conclude that Gandhian 
philosophy of non-violent non-cooperation is preferred by 
rural females. 
(ii) ¥ith reference to non-violent cooperation attitude, 
lot of overlapping has been found between urban females and 
rural males and also between U.P. males and non-U.P. females 
at .05 level. The group means and their S.Ds.(cf. tables 
15-I(i) and 15-I(ii)) also support this observation, 
(iii) yith- reference to violent non-cooperation attitude, 
we observe 7 significant patterns of agreement, namely 
between urban males and urban females (at. 05 level, with 
-Ve sign), urban females and rural males (at .©5 level), 
urban females and rural females (at.05 level), rural males 
and rural females (at. 05 level, with - Ve sign), U.P. 
males and U.P. females (at .05 level), U.P, females and non-
U.P. males (at .05 level, with -Ve sign), and between non-
U.P, males and non-U.P, females (at .05 level, with -Ve sign). 
Interestingly enough, males and females show significant 
patterns of agreement without being influenced by locality 
sub-factors. 
( V.136 ) 
(iv) Violent cooperation attitude does not show any-
significant pattern of agreement or disagreement except 
between urban females and rural males at .05 level. Also, 
we find that urban females (mean 5.27) are higher on violent 
cooperation than rureil males (mean 4.63)• 
2. yith reference to radioed-conservative mindedness, the 
groups do not yield any significant pattern of correlation. 
(ii) But the T (tough-tenderminded) scale has yielded 
3 significant patterns of correlation (with negative signs), 
namely between U.P, males and U.?. females, U.P. males and 
non-U .P. males, ajid U.P. males and non-U .P. females (all 
at .05 level). 
5. "Jith reference to F scale as a whole (anti-democratic 
attitude), no significant pattern of correlation is observed. 
But certain subdivisions of the F scale could yield 
10 significant (at .05 level) patterns of corre^lation, 
such as betwSen U.P. males and non-U.P. males (with -Ve 
sign), and U.P. females and non-U.P. females (with -Ve sign) 
with reference to Conventionalism; between urban males and 
urban females and U.P. males and U.?. females with reference 
to Authoritarian Aggression; between U.P. males and non-U.P, 
males and non-U.P. males and non-U.P, females (with -Ve 
sign) with reference to Destructiveness and Cynicism; 
between urban males and urban females, urban males and 
( V.137 ) 
ru ra l males, and U.P. males and U.P. females with reference 
to Sex. 
B-g2. Caste and re l ig ion as the influencing sub-factors of sex; 
1. Uith reference to Hon-Violent Non-Cooperation category 
of the Non-Violent Non-sCooperation At t i tude sca le , 5 s i g n i -
f icant pa t t e rns of co r re l a t ion , at .05 l e v e l , have been 
obtained between the following groups: between Hindu males 
and Hindu females (with -Ve s ign) ; between Hindu males and 
Muslim males (with -Ve s ign) ; between Hindu males and 
Muslim females; between Sunni males and Shia males (with 
-Ve s ign) ; between Sunni females and Shia males (with -Ve 
s ign ) . This finding i s further supported by our study of 
the group means and S.Ds. From Table 1 5 - I I ( i ) we observe 
that Hindu females (mean 5.10) and Muslim females (mean 5'16) 
both are high on Non-Violent Non-Cooperation than the Hindu 
males (mean 4 .52) . 
( i i ) Hith reference to non-violent coopere^tion a t t i t u d e , 
4 signficant ( a t . 05 leve l ) co r re la t ions have been obtained 
with the following groups: between Hindu males and Hindu 
females; between Hindu females and Muslim males; between 
Muslim males and Muslim females and between Sunni males 
and Sunni females. 
( i i i ) "^ith reference to v io lent non-cooperation a t t i t u d e , 
no s igni f icant pa t te rn of agreement or disagreement has been 
( V^138 ) 
obtained between the Hindu-Muslim groups. But among the 
caste groups, significant (at .05 level) patterns of correla-
tion have been obtained between Sunni males and Shia females 
ajid Shia males and Sunni females. 
(iv) ¥ith reference to Violent Cooperation category of 
the Non-Violent Non-Cooperation Attitude scale, only two 
significant (at .05 level) patterns of correlation have 
been obtained, namely between Hindu females and Muslim 
males and between Hindu females and Muslim females. It 
appears from tables 15-11(1) that Hindu females are high 
on violent cooperation than Hindu males. 
2. Radical-conservative minded scale has yielded 
5 significant (at .05 level) correlations between the 
following groups: between Hindu males and Muslim males; 
between Hindu females and Muslim males; between Sunni males 
and Shia females; between Sunni females and Shia females 
(with -Ve sign); between Shia males and Shia females (with 
-Ve sign). 
A study of the group means and S.Ds. (cf. table 15-II(i] 
shows that Hindu males are comparably more radical minded 
than the Muslim males. Also, it is evident that Shia 
females have acored highest on the Radica-conservative 
minded scale among the males and females af Sunnis and 
Shias both. 
( V.139 ) 
(ii) Uith reference to tough-tendermindedness, religion 
groups show no significant pattern of agreement or dis-
agreement. But 3 significant (all at .01 level) patterns 
of correlation have been obtained, namely between Sunni 
males and Sunni females (with -Ve sign), Sunni females 
and Shia males, and Sunni females and Shia females. 
Sunni female group (mean 6.00) is found to be the 
most tenderminded group in the entire sample. 
3* Hith reference to anti-democratic attitude (F scale), 
we find 3 significant (at .05 level) patterns of correla-
tion, namely between Hindu males and Muslim females, Sunni 
males and Shia males and Shia males and Shia females. 
Hindu males with a group mean of 5.28 are found to 
score higher on the P scale than the Muslim females (mean 
4-.75). Mso, the Shia male group has scored highest on 
the F scale among the males and females of the Sunnis and 
Shias. 
Various subdivisions of the F scale have yielded some 
21 significant (4 at .01 level and 17 at .05 level) patterns 
of agreement between the following groups; between Sunni 
females and Shia females with reference to Conventionalism; 
between Hindu males and Muslim females, Muslim males and 
Muslim females, Sunni males and Shia females, Sunni females 
anfl Shia males and Shia males and Shia females with 
( v.uo ) 
reference to Superstition and Stereotypy; between Hindu males 
and Muslim females and Shia males and Shia females v/ith 
reference to power and^Toughness"; between Sunni males and 
Shia fesiales (with -ve sign), Sunni females and Shia females 
(wtih -ve sign) and Shia males and Shia females (with -ve 
sign) with reference to Destructiveness and Cynicism; between 
Hindu females and Muslim males, Hindu females and Muslim 
females, Sunni females and Shia males (with -ve sign) and 
Sunni females and Shia females with reference to 'projectivit; 
between Sunni females and Shia males (with -ve sign) with 
reference to 'Sex.' 
C. Birth-order as the influencing factor: Explaniions 
have already been tendered in connection with 'direct 
criterion.' 
D. Socio-economic background as the influencing factor; 
Socio-economic background includes three sub-factors, 
namely locality, religion and caste, and income of the 
parents. Hence, a detailed analysis of these three sub-
factors is given as follows: 
D-1. Locality as the influencing sub-factor: 
1. Uith reference to non-violent non-cooperation attitude, 
a significant pattern of correlation is visible, at .05 
level, between rural and urban groups. Table 16-1 shows 
that the rural group has scored higher on Ilon-Violent " -
( V.U1 ) 
Y-
Non-Cooperation than the urban group. It can be infeifed 
from the above observation that the Gandhian philosophy 
of non-violent non-cooperation has a greater appeal for 
the rural population. 
(ii) Non-Violent Cooperation category of the Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation Attitude scale has yielded no significant 
pattern of correlation. 
(iii) ¥ith reference to violent non-cooperation attitude, 
significant (at .05 level) patterns of correlation have 
been obtained between urban and rural and U.P, and Non-U.P. 
groups (both with -ve signs). 
Ik study of the group means (cf. table 16-1) shows that 
urban group has scored higher than the rural group on Violent 
Non-Cooperation. This finding supports our observations 
made in connection with non-violent non-cooperation attitude 
where the rural group had a larger group mean. 
(iv) Violent Cooperation category has yielded no significant 
pattern of agreement or disagreement. 
2. ¥ith reference to Eysenck's R and T scales, no signifi-
cant pattern of correlation is visible* 
3. F (fascism) scale as a whole has yielded no significant 
pattern of correlation. 
Certain subdivisions of the F scale have yielded three 
( v.ua ) 
J 
significant patterns of agreement, such as between U.P. and 
non-U.P. groups with reference to Destructiveness and 
Gynicism; between urban and rural and U.P. and non-U.P« 
groups with reference to Projectivity. 
D-2. Religion and caste as the influencing sub-factors; 
1. Hith reference to non-violent non-cooperation attitude, 
one significant (at .05, with -ve sign) pattern of 
disagreement is visible between Hindu and Muslim groups. 
Peculiarly enough, the Muslims have scored higher on Non-
Violent Non-Cooperation than the Hindus. This goes against 
the common belief that the Hindus prefer to use the non-
violent non-cooperation more often than the Muslims to 
show their aggressive behaviour. 
Few more significant patterns of correlation have 
been obtained between the following groups with reference 
to the same attitude: between Brahmin and Shia (at .05 
level, with -ve sign); between Khatry and Shudra (at .05 
level, with -ve sign); between Khatry and Sunni (at .01 level, 
with -ve sign); between Khatry and Shia (at .05 level, with 
-ve sign). 
(ii) Hith reference to non-violent cooperation attitude, 
significant patterns of agreement have been obtained between 
Hindu and Muslim (at .05 level, with -ve sign) and Shudra 
and Sunni groups (at .05 level). 
( V.143 ) 
Here again Muslims have scored higher than the Hindus. 
(iii) Uith reference to violent non-cooperation attitude, 
there is no significant pattern of correlation between 
Hindu and Muslim groups. But with regard to the castes, 
we observe 4 significant (at .05 level) patterns of 
correlation, namely between Khatry and Sunni, Vaish and 
Sunni (with -ve sign), Vaish and Shia (with -ve sign) and 
Shudra and Sunni groups. 
Table 16-II(ii) shows that Brahmins among the various 
caste groups have scored highest in this attitude sub-scale, 
(iv) "Hith reference to violent cooperation attitude, Hindu 
and Muslim groups show a significant (at. 05 level) pattern 
of relationship. In this category of attitude, Hindus have 
scored higher than the Muslims. This further confirms the 
finding recorded in connection with the non-violent non-
cooperation attitude where Hindus had a comparatively lower 
group mean. 
Hith reference to the same attitude (violent cooperation) 
7 significant patterns of correlation are visible between 
the following caste groups: between Brahmin and Vaish 
(at .01 level); between Brahmin and Shudra (at .05 level); 
between Brahmin and Shia (at .o5 level); between Khatry 
and Vaish (at .01 level); between Khatry and Shudra (at .05 
level); between Shudra and Sunni and Shudra and Shia (both 
{ V.144 ) 
at .05 level). 
A study of the group means (of. table 16-11 (ii) shows 
that Brahmin and Khatry groups have rated highest in this 
category of attitude. 
2. Hith reference to radical-conservative mindedness, 
Hindu and Muslim groups are found to be significantly 
correlated at .05 level. Mso, Hindus are more radical 
minded than the Muslims (cf. table 16-II(i). Besides this, 
4 other significant (at .05 level) patterns of correlation 
are visible, namely between Brahmin and Sunni, Khatry and 
Shudra, Khatry and Sunni and Khatry and Shia groups. 
Among the various castes, Khatrys are found to be 
the most radical minded while the Sunnis are most conservative 
(ii) tJith reference to tough-tendermindedness, Hindu and 
Muslim groups show no significant pattern of correlation. 
But 5 significant patterns of agreement are visible between 
the following groups: Brahmin and Khatry (at .05 level); 
Khatry and Vaish (at .01 level, with -ve sign); Khatry and 
Shudra (at .05 level, with .-^-ve sign); Khatry and Sunni 
(at .01 level, with -Ve sign); and Khatry and Shia (at .05 
level, with -ve sign). 
Table 16-11 (ii) shows that Sunnis are the most, and the 
Khatrys the least, tenderminded people. 
( V.U5 ) 
3. iJith reference to the F scale as a whole, neither Hindu 
and Muslim groups nor any of the castes show any significant 
relationship. But certain subdivisions of the F scale 
have yielded interesting patterns of agreement or disagreement 
between the religion and caste groups. For example, with 
reference to (i) Conventionalism, we find a significant 
(at .05 level, with -ve sign) pattern of correlation 
between Brahmin and Shudra; with reference to (ii) Authori-
tarian Aggression, we observe 4 significant patterns of 
correlations, such as between Brahmin and Khatry (at .01 
level, with -ve sign). Brahmin and Vaish (at.01 level, 
with -ve sign), Khatry and Vaish (at .05 level, with -ve sign) 
and Vaish and Shudra (at .05 level). 
Vaish group has scored highest in Authoritarian 
Aggression (cf. table 16-11 (ii)). This finding suggests 
that Vaishas, contrary to the common belief, are usually 
hostile towards the out-group authorities, Vith reference 
to (iii) Superstition and Stereotypy, a significant pattern 
of correlation has been obtained between Hindu and Muslim 
groups at .05 level. Muslims have scored higher than the 
Hindus on this sub-scale; also, significant patterns of 
correlation are visible between Brahmin and Shia (?fith 
-ve sign) and Vaish and Shia (with -ve sign) groups (both 
at .05 level). 
( V.U6 ) 
The highest group mean of Shias (5.18) in this sub-
scale suggests that Shias have a strong belief in super-
natural powers. Mso, this finding supports our earlier 
observation that Muslims as a whole are high on Superstition 
and Stereotjrpy than the Hindus. 
:'ith reference to (iv) sub-scale Power and "Toughness," 
5 significant patterns of correlation have been observed 
between the following groups: • between Khatry and Vaish 
(at .01 level); between Khatry and Shudra (at .01 level); 
betv/een Khatry and Sunni (at .05 level); between Khatry 
and Shia (at .05 level); and between Vaish and Shudra 
(at .01 l§vel, with -ve sign), 
A study of the group means shows (cf. table 16-II(ii) 
that Khatrys have scored highest on this variable, followed 
by Shia and Vaish groups. 
'iith referenc e to (v) projectivity, Hindu and Muslim 
groups are found to be significantly correlated at .05 level, 
with Hindus showing a higher group mean. Besides this, 
4 other significant patterns of correlation have been obtaine 
between the following groups: between Khatry and Sunni 
(at .05 levei:^ ; between Vaish and Shudra (at .01 level); 
betv/een Shudra and Sunni (at .05 level); between Shudra 
and Shia (at .05 level). 
( V.147 ) 
Table 16-II(ii) shows that Shudras have the highest, 
and Suimis the lov;est, group mean in this variable. 
D-3« Income as the influencing sub-factor; 
1. 'iith reference to lion-Violent Non-Cooperation category 
of the ITon-Violent ITon-Cooperation Attitude scale, no 
significant pattern of correlation is observed between any 
of the income groups. 
(ii) 'iith reference to non-violent cooperation attitude,^ 
only one significient pattern of correlation has been 
obtained at .05 level (»ith -ve sign) between Rs 500+ and 
Rs 600+ group. 
Table 16-III shows that the high income group, i.e. 
Rs 600+ group has scored highest, and the low income group, 
i.e. Rs 100+ group lowest, on Ilon-Violent Cooperation 
sub-scale. 
(iii) Violent Ilon-Cooperation has yielded no significant 
pattern of correlation between any of the groups. 
(iv) 'Jith reference to violent cooperation attitude, one 
significant pattern of agreement is visible, at .05 level, 
between EJ 100+ group and .Is 600+ group. 
Table 16-III shov;s that the low income group, i.e. 
Rs 100+ group has scored highest, and the high income group, 
i.e. Rs 600+ group lowest, on Violent Cooperation sub-scale. 
( Y,Ud ) 
The above findings are as fascinating as the common 
belief that without economic security none can realise the 
essence of non-violence. Of course, there is a fear that 
economic security might produce a fashion of appreciating 
non-violence though in the present investigation the 
statistical significance arrests our fear, and suggests 
just the reverse of it. 
2. With reference to radical-conservative mindedness, one 
significant pattern of correlation is visible at .05 level 
(with -ve sign) between 1^  100+ group and Rs 600 + groups. 
Table 16-III shows that the high income group, ie. 
Rs600+ group, is most radical minded, while the low income 
group, i.e. Rs100+ group is most conservative. 
(ii) "Jith reference to tough-tendermindedness, one signi-
ficant (at .05 level) pattern of correlation is visible 
between Rs 100+ group and Rs 600+ group. 
Table 16-III shows that Rs100+ group is most tender-
minded. Lowest scores in this scale are those falling in 
the Rs 300+ group. 
For the above two findings, the same explanation as 
has been tendered in connection with non-violent non-coopera-
tion attitude might be quite suitable. 
( V.U9 ) 
3. No significant pattern of correlation could be obtained 
with reference to F scale as a whole. But sub-scale 
Authoritarian Submission has yielded one significant (at 
.05 level, with -ve sign) pattern of disagreement between 
Rs 100+ group and Rs 300+ group. 
Table 16-III shows that Rs100+ group is lower on 
Authoritarian Submission than Rs 300+ group. Also^ Rs 300+ 
group and Rs 600+ group have the same size of group BE ans. 
4. However, we can simplify the above findings into the 
following statement of an interesting pattern of relationship 
between the low income group, i.e. Rs 100+ group, and the 
high income group, say, Rs 500+ or Rs 600+ groupst that the 
low income groups prefer violent cooperation and are more 
tenderminded but less 'authoritarian submissive' than the 
high income groups who prefer non-violent cooperation and 
are more radical minded. 
CHAPTER VI 
Summary of Conclusions 
1. Peak and Morrison (1958) claimed a genuine method of 
measuring attitude change by argument using Morno et al's 
(1950) F (fascism) scale. Besides, i^nis et al (1934), 
Klein (1951), Peld (1953), Carlson (1956), and many others 
reported interesting techniques to study the change of 
attitude. But the present investigator, studying the 
attitude-formation, could neither follow the longitudinal 
techniques for want of time and resources nor could he 
strictly adhere to any of the above techniques. However, 
the method of study followed here was a cross-sectional 
one and in this regard it could claim a deviation from 
the longitudinal methods. In the present investigation 
the intervening stimulus was substituted by an arbitrary 
constant, i.e. the university training and passing of an 
era under the same sdlcio-cultural atmosphere of the nation. 
2. Unlike Peak and Morrison (1958), Annis et al (1934), 
and Carlson (1956) who studied the amount of change by 
comparing the attitude before and after an intervening 
situation, in the present investigation 2 criteria were 
selected; (a) direct criterion which included hereditary 
factors, such as age, sex, and birth-order; (b) indirect 
( VI.2 ) 
criterion which, besides the above three factoes, also 
included environmental factors, i.e. socio-economic factor, 
such as locality, religion, caste, and income of the 
parents. 
3. Eysenck (1947f 1955) was one of the pioneer workers 
who included the external factors, such as age, sex, 
education, etc. to study the overlapping between them and 
the test variables. Karl (1951) also correlated external 
factors with test variables. The studies referred to 
gave support to our inclusion of the external (i.e. here-
ditary and environmental) factors to study the overlapping 
with test variables. 
4. It was decided to study the variation or change of 
attitude, i.e. attitude-formation, in terms of age groups, 
keeping the middle-age-group as the control one, and the 
age groups below and above the middle as the experimental 
groups. Variation in the attitude was noted to infer the 
att itude-format ion. 
5. To assess the attitude towards democracy, <Adorno et al'i 
(1950) Y (fascism) scale, Eysenck's (1947) much tried R 
and T scales, and Ray-Chowdhury-Ahmad's (i960) scale of 
Ilon-Violent Non-3Cooperation Attitude towards Democracy, 
were administered on a sample of 192 university students 
( VI.3 ) 
spread over from the P r e - U n i v e r s i t y s tandard to the M.d. 
f i n a l s ta j idard. 
6 . The s p l i t - h a l f r e l i a b i l i t y of t he above t h r e e s c a l e s 
v/as found to be not a s low as i n s i g n i f i c a n t : 
1 . Ilon-Violent l ion-Cooperation i ^ t t i t ude s ca l e as a 
v/liole: + .63 
2 . Eysenck ' s Inventory of S o c i a l A t t i t u d e s : +.49 
3 . i l iorno e t a l ' s F ( fasc ism) s c a l e : +.63 
7 . Again, out of 120 v a l i d i t y f i g u r e s , fo l lowing 
s i g n i f i c a n t (52 a t .01 l e v e l , 5 a t above .05 l e v e l , and 
8 a t .05 l e v e l ) ove r l app ings were noted betv/een the t e s t s : 
Betw3en d and B ( + . 3 5 ) ; A and C ( - . 3 8 ) ; A and D ( - . 3 7 ) ; 
A and ' c ' ( + . 2 7 ) ; A and »e^ ( + . 1 7 ) ; A and ' h ' ( - . 1 8 ) . 
Between B and C ( - . 5 1 ) ; B and D ( - . 5 4 ) ; B and T ( + . 1 4 ) ; 
B and »a' ( - . 1 4 ) ; B and ' b ' ( + . 1 4 ) ; B and ' d ' ( ^22 ) ; B and 
' h ' ( - . 2 9 ) . 
Between C and D ( + . 3 9 ) ; C and ' c ' ( - . 2 0 1 ) ; C and ' e ' 
( + . 2 5 ) ; C and ' f ( - . 1 6 ) . 
Between D and ' f ( - . 1 4 ) ; D and ' g ' ( - . 1 4 ) ; D and ' h ' 
( + . 1 7 ) . 
Betv/een R and ' c ' ( - . 1 4 ) . 
Between T and F ( - . 1 4 ) ; T and 'a» ( + . 2 4 ) ; T and ' c ' 
( ^ 7 ) ; T and ' f ( + . 3 2 ) ; T and ' h ' ( - . 3 4 ) . 
( VI.4 ) 
Between 
and 'e' (+.18 
•a' and 'i' (-
Between 
and 'f (+.37 
Between 
•f ( + .56); '< 
and 'i' (+.59 
Between 
and 'h' (+.41 
Between 
and 'h' (+.36 
Between 
and 'i' ( .32 
Between 
a» and 'c' (+.35); 'a' and 'd' (+.34); 'a' 
; 'a' and 'g' (+.23); 'a' and 'h' (+.25); 
.15). 
b' and 'c' (+.47); 'b' and 'e' (+.32); 'b' 
; 'b' and 'i' (+.21). 
c' and 'd» (+.27); 'C and 'e' (+.26); 'c' and 
:' and 'g' (+.19); 'c' and 'h' (+.^/ 17); 'C 
« 
d' and 'f (+.31); 'd' and 'g' (+.309); 'd' 
; 'd' and 'i' (+.22). 
e' and 'f (+.35); 'e' and 'g' (+.36); 'e' 
; »e' and 'i' (+.16). 
f and 'g' (+.22); 'f and 'h' (+.31); 'f 
» 
g' and 'h' (+.25); 'g' and 'i' (+.24). 
Between 'h' and 'i' (+.37). 
8. When the analysis of the attitude change or formation 
was made with the help of t^^ '^^ technique and a comparative 
study of the group means, the following significant patterns 
out of 112 statistical treatments in all the factors 
concerned with the (i) direct criterion were observed in 
Part I: 
( VI.5 ) 
Age: 6 significant patterns of correlation were 
observed out of a total of 32 treatments: 2 v/ith reference 
to R scale, 1 with sub-scale 'b« (Authoritarian Submission), 
1 with Sub-scale 'd' (Anti-intraception), 1 with Sub-scale 'f 
(Power and "Toughness")» and 1 with 3ub-sc5ile 'g' (Destructive 
ness and Cynicism). 
Sex: 9 significant patterns of correlation were 
obtained out of a total of 64 treatments: 1 with reference 
to Sub-scale B (Non-Violent Cooperation), 1 with R (radical-
conservative) Scale, 1 with F (fascism) scale, 2 with sub-
scale 'a' (Conventionalism), 1, with sub-scale 'b' (Authori-
tarian Submission), 1 with sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian 
Aggression), 1 with sub-scale 'f (Power and "Toughness"), 
and 1 with sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and Cynicism). 
Birth-order: 1 significant pattern of correlation 
was obtained out of a total of 16 treatments: (with reference 
to sub-scale A (Non-Violent Non-Cooperation). 
9. llhen the analysis of the attitude change or formation 
was studied with the above technique (cf. femark 8 above), 
the following significant patterns out of 960 statistical 
treatments in all the facrtors concerned with the (ii) in-
direct criterion were observed in Pait II. 
Age (matched with educational standard): 12 significant 
patterns of correlation were obtained out of a total of 240 
( VI.6 ) 
treatments: 4 with R (radical conservative) scale, 2 v/ith 
sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian Submission), 2 with sub-scale 'd' 
(Anti-intraception), 1 with sub-scale 'f (Power and 
"Toughness")J 2 with sub-scale 'g' (Destructiveness and 
Cynicism), and 1 with sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity). 
Sex; (with locality): 24 significant patterns of 
correlation were obtained out of a total 192 treatments: 
1 with reference to sub-sc^le A (Non-Violent Non-Cooperation), 
2 with sub-scale B (Non-Violent Cooperation), 7 with sub-
scale C (Violent Non-Cooperation), 1 with sub-scale D 
(Violent Cooperation), 3 with T (tough-tenderminded) scale, 
2 with sub-scale'a* (Conventionalism), 2 with sub-scale 'c' 
(Authoritarian Aggression), 2 with sub-scale 'g' (Destructive-
ness and Cyricism ), 1 with sub-scale 'h' (Projectivity), 
and 3 with sub-scale 'i' (sex). 
Sex; (with religion and caste); 45 significant patterns 
of correlation were obtained out of a total of 192 
treatments; 5 with reference to sub-scale A (Non-Violent 
Non-Cooperation), 4 with sub-scale B (Non-Violent Coopera-
tion), 2 with sub-scale C (Violent Non-Cooperation), 2 with 
sub-scale D (Violent Cooperation), 5 with R (radical-conser-
vative) scale, 3 with T (tough-tenderminded) scale, 3 with 
F (fascism) scale,.t" with su^scale 'b' (Authoritarian 
Submission), 6 with sub-scale 'c' (Authoritarian aggression), 
( VI.7 ) 
4 with sub-scale ' e ' (Supersti tmtion and Stereotypy) , 
2 v/ith sub-scale ' f (Povjer and "Toughness"), 3 vrith sub-
scale ' g ' (Destructiveness and Cynicism), 4 v;ith sub-scale 
' h ' ( P r o j e c t i v i t y ) , and 1 v;ith sub-scale ' i ' (Sex) . 
Socio-econoiaic fac tor ; (Loca l i ty ) ; 6 s ignif icant pa t t e rns 
of cofre la t ion were obtained out of a t o t a l of 32 t rea tments : 
1 v/ith reference to sub-scale «!1 (Mon-Violent Ilon-Cooperation), 
2 with sub-scale I C (Violent Ilon-Cooperation), 1 with 
sub-scale ' g ' (Destructiveness and Cynicism), and 2 v/ith 
sub-scale 'h* ( P r o j e c t i v i t y ) . 
Socio-econonic-factor ( re l ig ion and c a s t e ) : 47 s igni f icant 
pa t t e rns of cor re la t ion were obtained out of a t o t a l of 
256 t reatments : 5 with reference to sub-scale A (lion-
Violent ITon-Cooperation), 2 with sub-scale B (Non-Violent 
Cooperation), 4 v/ith sub-scale C (Violent Non-Cooperation), 
8 with sub-scale D (Violent Cooperation), 5 with R ( r a d i c a l -
conservative) sca le , 5 with T (tough-tenderminded) sca le , 
1 with sub-scaile ' a ' (Conventionalism), 4 with sub-scale ' c ' 
(Authoritarian Aggression), 3 v/ith sub-scale ' e ' (Supers t i -
t ion and Stereotypy), 5 with sub-scale ' f (Power and 
"Toughness"), and 5 with sub-scale ' h ' ( P r o j e c t i v i t y ) . 
Socio-economic factor (Income); 5 s ignif icant pa t t e rns of 
cor re la t ion were obtained out of a t o t a l of 48 t rea tments : 
1 with reference to sub-scale A (lion-Violent Ilon-Cooperation), 
( VI.8 ) 
1 with sub-scale D (Violent Cooperation), 1 v/ith R (radical-
conservative) scale, 1 with T (feough-tenderminded) scale, 
and 1 with sub-scale 'b' (Authoritarian Submission). 
10. From the above findings we may conclude that our direct 
and indirect criteria are justified in one or many factors 
with reference to the tests used in the investigation 
and striking patterns of attitude change or formation are 
visible in various factor gfoups. 
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ATTITUDE OF NON-VIOLENT NON-GO-OPERATION (GANDHIAN) 
TOWARDS DEMOCRACY 
By 
K. Ray-Chowdhury, M. Sc. (Gal); Ph. D. (London); A. B. Ps. S. 
AND 
Aqueil Ahmad, M. Sc. 
Departipetot of Psychology, Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
PART I 
Directionsi A number of Controversial statements, situa-
tions, or questions with two alternative answers or attitudes 
are given below. Indicate your personal preferences by writing 
appropriate figures in the boxes to the right of each question. 
Some of the alternatives may appear equally attractive or un-
attrative to you. Nevertheless, please attempt to choose the 
alternative that is relatively more acceptable to you. If any item 
or items seem unreal to you, try to imagine the situation and 
record your judgement or preference accordingly. For each 
question you have three points that you may distribute in any of 
the following combinations. 
If you agree with alternative (i) and disagree with ii) write 
3 in the first box and 0 in the second box, like this •• 
If you agree with (ii), disagree with (i) . write 0 in the first 
box and 3 in the second, like this : 
3 I I 0 
iO i 
i I 
If you have a slight preference for (i) over (ii), write 2 in 
the first box and 1 in the second, like this = i 1 
If you have a slight preference for (ii) over (i), write I in 
the first box and 2 in the second, like this— >--
q « e s r o I ' ' : i ; ' ; J f ™ « ; . - | i do -ot Jeave out any oi tbe 
really impossibJe to make \,a decision. 
A B C. D 
Imagine that you are a president of a ulub at Simla or at any 
other hill station. The members of your club have organized 
a beauty contest which tliey request you to open. You dislike 
the spirit of the festival. What will you do ? (i) refuse to co-
operate with the progniinc as a mark of protest; (ii) accept the 
invitation but with disapproval. a D 
There is a genuine demand on behalf of the workers of a text-
ile mill for an increase in their wages, but the management 
refuses to accept the demand. Imagiix- that you are the 
leader of the workers" union. What step? are you going to 
suggest for the workt-rs ? (i) neither dn the work nor 
accept the waiies; ;ii) stop the work an l^ threaten the 
management. n D 
Mahatma Gandhi once said, ' 'It is a ri^ ^ht rocognized from 
the time immemorial • i the subjects to refuse to assist the ruler 
who misrules'", even ii it be at great personal loss. Do you 
agree with the statement ? (i) Yes ; (ii) Xn. 
G D 
4. You are living in a village or mohalla in which you are a spiri-
tual leader and most of the population belongs to your faith, 
suppose a few families belonging to another religion come and 
settle down in the locality, and after some time, propose to 
build for them a place of worship in the mohalla. They ask 
of you for the necessary funds, would you : (i) help in the 
construction by raising the funds from your own community; 
or, (ii) try to stop the construction. n a 
When (!ommunal riit-* between Hindus and Muslims broke out 
in Calcutta in S-.i!;ember 1947, Gandhi ji fasted to bring back 
peace and "make goodness active". If a similar situation arises 
in the town in which you live, what steps would you take to 
check it ? (i) try to pacify the infuriated by persuassion j (iij 
tight with either of the communities. D n 
( 2 ) 
You are a boss. Your assistant has borrowed money from 
you and promises to pay it back after one month. You call 
on him at the scheduled time, but the man, instead of paying 
the money back, asks of you for more money because of his 
monetary difficulties. What will you do ? ( i ) show sympathy 
and arrange for extra money; (ii) come back asking him to 
arrange for the money from any other source. 
B C D 
D • 
Every nation claims her sincere desire for the maintenance of 
peace in the world. The following two ways are generally supp-
osed to be the most effective for this purpose. In your opi-
nion, which of these should India as a peace loving and demo-
iiatic country support to attain this end ? (i) complete disar-
mau)ci;t by mutual agreement of all concerned; (ii) nuclear 
armament of all the countries of the world in order to main-
tain a balance of power. • • 
You are travelling first class in a long journey. Your co-
passenger A, who belongs to your religion, fifthly abuses the 
religion of your co-passenger B. On your raising objections 
to it he says he lias Cull freedom to express his views. What will 
be your reaction ? (i) ask co-passenger A to discuss the matter 
with you and remove the misunderstanding. If any; (ii) ask 
co-passenger B to discuss the merits of his religion so that co-
passenger A listens to, but not allowed to participate in your 
mutual discussion. 
Q] Q 
10. Democracy promises social equality to all. Untouchables in 
India are sometimes not treated equal to other communities. 
How should they fight against this discrimination ? (i) they 
should stop doing menial services to the community! (ii) they 
should organize themselves to create trouble whenever oppor-
tunity comes • • 
11. Sup])ose the enforcerTient of an Education Act by the State 
Government compels your children to study courses which are 
likely to oducrite them against the traditional ideology of the 
luaioii This, you consider, is contrary to the very spirit of 
Jrniocracy. Which of these steps will yon take to protect 
V(>ur children from the harmful 1 effects of such education? 
[\) oriranize violent den', m-; latidus in urder to defy the autho-
rity of the State concenifcu to impose such an Act; (ii) stop 
your children tni; . ,.r; n-ling the school till the State changes 
US pohcv . D I—I 
12. You visit ati art stu^ii*' t'' purchase a few .yood pictures for 
your drawing ro-nu. Which of these types of pictures is likely 
id attract your attention most, one deijictins : i) the armed 
struggle between the Oppressed and the op|ire.'^sor;or, (ii) peace-
full satyagrahis.'iacing police lathi charge. 
Total 
D D 
( 3 ) 
13. In which of these two ways should India, as a peace loving 
country, react in case war breaks out between the capitalist 
and the communist countries ? (i) India should arm itself fully 
but keep aloof from the war; (ii) India should tight with eitlier 
of the power blocks. 
14. History is full of siorieH of rciiLiious p'TscvUi iini at diilVrcnt 
times in diflerc iit parts oft lie world. But tlie present day 
<iernocratic society LT'i-rautecs full frecviom if religion to all 
its citizens. If there is a di-nial of religious freedom some-
uhere today, what should the people do for it ? (i) stop fol-
lowing their religious practices; (ii) try to prove tlie worth of 
their reiigon, and t-veii die, if necessary, to show that their 
religion was not thuigerous for anybody. 
15 You are working as a Relief and Rehabilitation Officer in a 
low-lying area. One day you recieve precise information that 
a particular village will be submerged in flood waters within 
three days. You ask the villagers to move to-a safer place 
where adequate arrangements have already been made. They 
refuse to evaquate simply for sentimental reasons. What will 
you do as a true servant of the people ? (i) leave them to tteir 
fate and move yourself to a safer places (ii) make them move 
by continuous persuassions, suggestions and with all possible* 
peaceful means. 
16. Imagine that you are the president of a philosophical society. 
In the annual meeting of the society you'jfind that some of the 
members are in total disagreement with the ideas expressed 
in your presidential address. You have strong reasons to 
believe the truth of your views. What will you do in such a 
situation ? (i) warn the members that their membership of the 
society is likely to be effected in case they held views contrary 
to that of yours: (ii) ask the members to accept your resig-
nation for the cause of principle. 
17. Suppose that you a r ea minister of the Central Government. 
You visit a town to lay the foundation stone of a proposed 
National Gallery of Arts. You find on your arrival at the spot 
that lavish arrangements have been made to glorify the 
occasion. What will be your reaction ? (i) thank the local 
organizers i< i the nice arrangements as a mark of appreciation, 
(ii) request the organizers with thanks to discourage lavish-
ness in future and adopt simplicity with more of inner enthu-
siasm. 
C D A B 
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19. Imagine that you are the religious leader of your community. 
The gevernment likes to take over the control of your religious 
institutions. You consider it as a clear denial of one of the 
fundamental rights democr&cy offers to its citizens. Which of 
these would you suggest to your followers as a remedy ? (i) 
accept the government move unconditionally for fefir of perse-
cution; (ii) have a recourse t c peaceful satyagrah against the 
government move. 
20. You are an administrator in an underdeveloped area. You 
want to get a few roads constructed in the vicinity for the 
benefit of the people. You ars short of funds. How would you 
undertake the projects ? (i) by forced labour; (ii) by organizing 
a shramdan (i. e., voluntary co-operation). 
21. You are one of the senior most and renowned journalists of 
3'our country and carry much weight on others in the field. 
Suppose you come across filthy criticism in one of the popular 
journals against some institutions and individuals. You believe 
that there should be full freedom of speech and expression in 
democracy. How would you react ? (i) consider it as a right 
of the journalists to write whatever they think proper; (ii) 
consider it as a misuse of the charter of freedom of speech 
and expression but not interfere with the journalists. 
22. Suppose that you are a members of the Central Board of Film 
Censor. You, alongwith other members of the Board, are 
shown a film for awarding the Board's certificate of release. 
You adjudge the film as obcene and unworthy of release. 
The other members, for some reasons unknown to you, see 
nothing urusual in the film and are ready to award the 
certificate. How would you react 7 (i) intimate the members 
of your intentions to resign if the film is awarded the certifi-
cate of release; (ii) try to convince the members by arguments 
that your decision is just and right. 
23. You have g.ven some of your valuables for repairs at a repair 
shop. When you reach the shop to get the article back, the 
repairman wants to charge from you much more than what 
was agreed upon between you &nd him. When you ask him for 
the necessary reducation, he starts quarrelling. What action 
would you take ? (i) pay the charges as demanded and come 
back leaving the article at the shop as a protest against dis-
honesty; (ii) tactfully get away with the article without paying 
the charges. 
24. Imagine that the leader of an opposite political party with 
leftist ideology is about to visit, the city or town where you 
happen to be the leader of a similar organization. Some of the 
members of your party suggest to organize a violent demons-
tration against the proposed visit; others like to remain peace-
ful and let it pass successfully. Which of these actions would 
you prescribe ? (i) let the visit be a success as it would indir-
ectly help yonr movement against the government; (ii) organize 
violent demonstrations against the visit. 
Total 
D A B 0 
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25. You approach a government servant and request him to do for 
you something which he, as a public servant, is bound to do. 
He is ready to help you but asks for bribe. What would you do ? 
^^ i) refuse to get the work done on this condition and come back; 
(ii) request him to help you as a true servant of the people and 
leave the unwholesome practice of asking for bribes 
A B u u 
• D 
26. In a democratic society it is necessary that the members of a 
particular group stand for the ideology the group professes. If, 
on the othar hand, some of the members totally disagree with 
the basic ideology of the group, what action should the leader 
take to maintain harmony and discipline within the group ?(i) 
use r>on-violent non-co-operation technique to influence the 
dissidents; (ii) let the members follow their own ideologies. • D 
27. Suppose that you are an exponent of Indian classical music. 
You have been invited to participate in an All India Music Con-
cert to be held at Delhi. No sooner had you started your perfor-
mance, the audience showed signs of impatience, and after some 
time, they really started quarrelling among one another, say on 
inadequate sitting arrangement or the like. Repeated efforts 
on benalf of the organizers to calm down the audience prove 
futile. You find yourself in an embarrassing situation. What 
will ycu do ? (i) stop the performance and leave the stage; 
(ii) request the management to call the police. • m 
28. The pattern of our agriculture has so many times been changed 
since independence but we have not reacht-d the desirerd level of 
production. In which of these ways, you think, can OUT country 
adequately meet the present agricultural demands ? (i) adopt 
the scheme of co-operative farming run and owned entirely 
by the farmers; (ii) revive the system of landed aristocracy as 
was in vogue before independence. 
• 
D 
29. Democracy is a government for the people. In performing its 
functions, which of the following should, accordiiig to you, be 
the object of a non-violent and democratic government ? (i) to 
serve the masses through voluntary associations and to "ad-
vance the greatest good for all''; (ii) to rule the masses by 
meare of centralized power. Ql 
• 
iiO. Imagine that you are a spiritual head. If a member belonging 
to your religious sect defies the religion, what treatment 
would you prescribe for him ? (i) ask him to quit the religion; 
(ii) punish him for his sins. 
Total 
3 
31. 
( 6 ) 
Suppose there is an argument between you and your friend on 
the theory of evolution. At a point of strong disagreement 
your friend becomes violently angry and loses his temper. He 
starts abusing you. Would you : ( i ) take it smilingly and 
try to calm down your friend and continue the discussion till 
a clear understanding; (ii) abuse him in return and discontinue 
the agrument. 
B C D A 
m [H 
You are watching the annual Republic Day parade in the 
capital. Units after units showing various facets of national 
life are passing by. Which of these sections of the parade 
would you like most ? (i) the section of boy scouts singing the 
songs of love and brotherhood; (ii) the section showing natio-
nal pomp and power like the armoured vehicles or the cavalry 
in ceremonial uniform. B- ni 
Factory A and factory B are situated in the same town. 
Workers in factory A are on a non-violent strike due to a 
legitimate grievance. If the employers of both these factoriep 
combine to coerce the strikers in factory A, what should the 
workere in factory B do ? (i) perdue their employers not to 
combine with employers offactoiyA; (ii) go on strike as a 
token of sympathy with the workers of factory A. m 0 
In 1932 when terror reigned in some parts of our country, 
Mahatma Gandhi warned the then Secretary of States in 
India that if this state of affairs continued he would "fast 
unto death". If today a similar situation prevails in the 
village or town in which you are a prominent citizen on whom 
the inhabitants depend in various ways, which of the follo-
wing are you going to adopt to bring it under control ? (i) 
remain unconcerned of the situation; (ii) organize the local 
people for counter offensive. D • 
35. Which of the following methods would you prefer to cultivate 
in your religious sect ? (i) self denial, meditation and a comp-
lete withdrawl from life; (ii) self denial and meditation with a 
view to suppiessing evil and promoting goodness in the people. 
36. Racial discrimination as followed in South Africa is contrary 
to the very b^sis of democracy. Which of these, in your opi-
nion, is the best way to check this social evil ? (1) an armed 
struggle by the Natives against the Whites; (ii) non-violent 
non co-opera-Jon as was initiated by Mahatma Gandhi. 
Total" 
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You are a poet. You want to arouse public consciousness towards democ-
racy by means of your verses. Which of the following themes would you 
like to bring in your compositions for that purpose, that which— 
(a ) urpes the people to develop the spirit of passive resistance as a 
means of fight against injustice 
( b ) emphasizes selfless service to others 
( c ) arouses violent passions of nationalism 
A B C I> 
a 
m 
m 
You are a merchant. You want to protest against the imposition of cer-
tain heavy taxes in order to bring about improvement in the market con-
ditions. Would you prefer to do so by-
( a ) organizing hartals 
( b ) sending a memorandum to the government with a request to lift 
the taxes 
( c ) accepting the taxes as such but with a request to the merchants to 
raise the prices of the commodities 
m 
0 
The most appropriate action for our government to take in order to 
solve the border disputes with neighbouring countries would be— 
( a ) total withdrawl of our forces from the borders with a view to exe-
rting moral pressure on those countries 
( b ) severance of all economic and diplomatic relations till the settlement 
of the disputes 
( c ) millitary manoeuvres 
D 
D 
The most effective method to wipe off the religious conflicts which often 
threaten Indian democracy is— 
( a ) free inter-course between different religions, for example, free ex-
change of religious ideas, common participation in one another's cere-
monies, inter-caste marriages, etc. 
( b ) total seclusion of one religion from all other religions in all possible ways 
( c ) total annihiliation of all religions 
D 
D 
5. If you find one of your younger brothers or sisters involved in a disgrace-
ful act or habit, would you try to correct him or her by— 
( a ) continuous suggestions with love and affection 
( b ) letting him or her suffer the consequences and as a result learn a 
lesson 
( c ) scolding, or even by beating, if necessary 
<). Suppose you are a university lecturer in Physics or Chemistry. Once, 
while delivering your lecture you try to emphasize the truth of an est-
ablished scientific theory. Inspite of your best efforts you find that 
most of the students do not agree with what you say. Would you— 
( a ) continue to emphasize your point till the end 
( b ) mark them absent and leave the class 
( c I refuse to teach them unless and untill they accept the truth 
B 
n 
• 
• 
n 
• 
Once Mahatoa Gandhi, as leader of the Ahmadabad Textile Labour Asso-
ciation, demonstrated how the principle of arbitration worked to the 
benefit of the labour as well as the capital. If you happen to be the 
leader of a similar organization and your efforts to end a conflict between 
the labour and the management by means of arbitration have totally 
failed, would you instruct the labour— 
( a ) to work inspite of the negligence of the management 
( b ) to adopt violent means to achieve their ends 
{ c ) to resort to non-violent strike till the management accedes to their 
demands 
t 
• 
a 
8. Which of these do you think is the best and the most effective measure to 
liberate natural parts of India which are still under foreign domination— 
( a ) political sabotage of foreign government in those regions by the 
local people 
{ b ) occupation of those parts by the Indian forces 
( c ) persistent satyagrah by the local people 
D 
D 
; D 

10 
9. If the members belonging to an other faith object to your 
observing in the locality some of the religious ceremonies 
simply because they do not like to see them performed, 
would you, with a view to resolvingt he conflict, like your 
community to — 
(a) continue to perform the ceremonies even at the risk of 
breach of peace 
(bi suspend with the help of the government the objectionable 
ceremonies of both the communities 
(c) stop vour ceremonies but cut off all other inter-dependable 
relations with the members of the other community 
10. The prac:ice of untouchability often leads to severe social 
conflicts which is highly undesirable in a democractic country. 
If voTi belong to an upper caste, would you suggest as an 
effective measure to bring an end to this evil— 
(a'l compete social ostracism (i. e. exclusion from society) of 
the untouchables 
(b) to m£.ke the practice of untouchability a cognizable offence 
by law 
(c) to offer the untouchables an equal status in society 
11. In thep resent state of scientific warfare, all scientific researches 
are likely to be utilized by the respective governments in the 
manufacture of super weapons of destruction. If such a situa-
tion becomes inevitable, should all the scientists of the 
warld— 
(a) refuse to work unless they are heavily paid 
(b) stop all scientific researches which can be used in warfare 
(c) request the governments of the world not to exploit scienti-
fic researches in their struggle for power 
12. The use of imported cloth is still a craze of the upper class 
families in India. Apart from being detrimental to our econo-
my, it shows the moral weakness of our people. To check this 
tendency, would you propose— 
(a) .imposition of heavy taxes on the import of foreign cloth 
/v\ *^i„i u^.„„^^^ of foreian o.loth 
(c) popularization of iadigenous cloth 
D B 
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Mahatma Gandhi and Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose were the 
two great figh-ers for India's freedom, but with different idea-
logies. While Mahatma Gandhi gathered all the moral forces 
available, Netaji organized the Indian National Army for this 
purpose. Had you been in a position to fight for India's 
freedom at that time, would you have preferred— 
(a) to join the Indian National Army 
(b) to join hands with Mahatma Gandhi in his non-violent 
struggle for India's freedom 
(o) to act as a passive supporter of both the leaders 
D A B C 
D 
n 
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14. You hear that some of your sacred shrines have been desa-
creded by tha followers of an other faith in some other part of 
the country. Members of your faith are planning to avenge 
this insult in your town by doing the same with the sacred 
shrines of the other community. Would you— 
(a) Support your co-religionists in their plans 
'h) prevent "hem from carrying out their plans by means of 
fasting or satyagrah 
(c) keep aloof and let them do whatever they like 
0 
n 
m 
15. In connection with the treatment of the criminals in a demo-
cratic society, would you prefer— 
(a) punishi&ent as a means of cure 
(b) psychological treatment of the criminals as perverted 
human beings 
(c) to treat them as incurable creatures of the society 
D 
m 
B 
id. The aim of education in democracy is to turn the people into 
a well informed, better citizenry of the country. If, on the 
contrary, iz is used as a tool of government propaganda, 
which of these would you suggest as a means of protest 
against this ill practice of the government— 
(a) refuse to get the education unless the government changes 
its polioy 
(b) make strong and peaceful protest but not refuse the 
educational facilities offered by the government in the 
long term interest of the people 
ID 
D 
J<e) destroy all tne books carrying propaganda value'^ 
Q] 
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17. If you are refused an entry into a western style hotel, like the 
Ashoka hctel at Delhi or the Great Eastern hotel at Calcutta, 
simply because you are not wearing a night suit, would your 
natural reaction be— 
(a) to leave the place peacefully with a note of protest to the 
manager 
(b) to persuade the authorities with convincing arguments to 
let you go in 
(c) to raise a hue and cry against this discrimination and thus 
disturb the show 
ft] 
Q 
• 
18. According to Gandhian ideology, if mutual discussions fail, the 
most democratic way for removing the legitimate grievances 
between the labour and the capital is through satyagrah. The 
aim of satj'agrah in such industrial conflicts should be to — 
(a) convince the opponent through suffering and non-co-opera-
tion rather than hurt him 
(b) to arouse public consciousness for the labour while, for 
the time being, co-operating with the capital 
(c) to seek public co-operation in an effort to subdue the cap-
ital in the larger interest of both the parties 
^ 
I 
19. 
20. 
If you find that for some time in the past your faith in your 
religion has failed to inspire in you the moral values so nece-
ssary to make a good man of you and you feel quite confused 
and dissatisfied in life, would you try to regain your lost faith 
b y -
(a) having fasts regularly for self purification 
(b) giving up your faith in religion 
(c) adopting an other religion 
In case of violent social outbreaks-the communal riots and the 
like in your town—failing all possible means of persuassion, 
which of the ways would you like to act as a dutiful citizen of 
your country in order to restore peace and communal' har-
mony— 
(a) organize a volunteer force which may "recieve violent blows 
of the infuriated and thus try to save the situation"' 
(b) keep yourself aloof from the situation 
(c) organize the people iu order to_fijaI;«iue both the parties by 
physical force 
to 
n 
51 
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21. Which of these rules sl.ouJd govern the imparting oi sc:eptific 
education in a democratic country— 
(a) whoever is desirous of its study should be given full 
facilities 
(b) nobody should be allowed to recieve scientific eduentioii 
(c) scientific education should be made compulsory for all 
upto a certain level 
B C D A 
Q 
• 
Q 
22, If you visit an art exhibition^nd find in a section of the same 
a collection of pictures depicting the "vvi^ d sex life of the 
old Greeks and Romans'', would your reaction be— 
(a) to look at it disparagingly 
(b) to denounce it publicly and demand its immediate 
removal 
(c) to leave the exhibition peacefully as a mark of protest 
and record your disapproval in the visitors' book 
D 
& 
E 
23. You are a big merchant. There is inflation in the market 
and hoarding of commodities and black-marketing are pre-
valent. You can earn a lot as others are doing, through black 
marketing and other illicit means, but you know it is against 
the spirit of democracy. Will you — 
(a) run your business at a loss in order to set an examp'e of 
honesty 
(b) do as other businessmen are doing 
(c) suspend your business to put moral pressure on the pro-
fiteers and thus trj^ to bring about improvement in the 
market conditions 
a 
m 
Q 
24. Suppose that you are the chief whip of a political party le. g. 
the President of the District Congress Committee or of any other 
similar organization). You know that some of the members 
are working against the political interests of the party. Would 
you prefer— 
(a) to take no action 
(b) to expel them from the party 
(c) to tender your resignation unless the dissidents change 
their attitude 
H 
E 
S 
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cialisiT! introduced ., 
13. Conscientious objectors are traitors to their covntry and should be 
botrcatod accordingly ,,, 
1I^.» A certain airount of sex education should be given at school to 
all boys and girls ... 
5, The laws against abortion should be abolished 
can 
).Only by going back "o religion/civilization hope to survive 
Intor-castc and inter-religious Karriages should be strongly 
discouraged 
Attitude Statement ^ e ^ Your opinion 
18. - e 
18, Parsis in India are valuable, honest, and public spirited 
citizens as any other group • 
19• Major questions of national policy should be decided by reference 
to majority opinion( eg, by referendum) 
2o, There should be far more controversial knd political discussions over tl:c 
over the radio .. = .... 
21. All laws regarding alcohlic prohibition should be removed 
22. fill hum?.n beings are bom with the same potentialities 
23. Divorce laws shoiild be altered to make divorce easier 
24., Patriotianiintho modem world is a force whicn works against 
peace 
25. Modern life is too much concentrated in cities; the govormnent 
should to-ke stops to encourage a "return to tne village areas 
26. Crimes of violence should be punished by floggingd.e. by 
beating with the \.7hip or the stick 
27. ".The nationalization of great industries is li'-ely to lead to 
inefficiency, bureaucracy, and stagnation 
28. It is right and proper that religious education in schools and 
should be made compulsory 
29. Men and women have the right to find out whether they are sex-
ually suited before marriage(e.g. by companionate marriage) 
3o The principle" spare the rod and spoil the child" has much truth 
in it, and should govern our method of bringing up children 
• o o » e * « « f t « a 
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31. V/omen are not the equal of men in intelligence, organizing ability etc. 
32. Experiments on living animals should be forbidden 
33. The parsisi have too m.uch power and influence in big cities 
like Bombay, Calcutta etc. ..... 
34. Difference in pay between in--en and women doing the same work 
should be abolished ..... 
35. Birth control,except when medically indicated, should be made illegal . 
36. The death pena3$jr is barbaric, and should be abolished 
37. There will be another war in tvienty five years ..... 
38. Scientists should take no part in politics 
« • • 
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iiODIFIED FORM OF PROFISSOR EISENCK'S 
INVEiYCORI OF SOGB.L ATTITUDES 
m INDIAN SZCUATIONS 
by 
Dr. K.Ray Choudhry 
Department of Psychology, M. U,Aligarh, U.P 
Directions: 
Below are given forty statements which represents widely held opinions on 
various social questions,sleeted from speeches,books,newspap»pgrs,etc. They were 
chosen ir. such a way that most people are likely to agree with some and to 
disagree with others. After each statement , you are requested to redord your 
personal opinion regarding it. If you strongly approvejprjjtjttw* crosses after it^ 
like this: ++, If you approve on the whole, put one cross after the statement. 
If you can not decide for or against, or if you think thetquostion is wordedin 
such a way that you can not give an answer, put a zero-like this: 0. If you 
disapprove on the whole, put a minus sign. And if you strongly disapprove, put two 
minus signs,like thls; .Be sure not to omit any questions. 
Attitude Statements Your Opinion 
1, Coloured people arc innately inferior to white people 
2, -^resent laws fovour the rich as against the poor ,,.., 
3« •^^'ar is ir±ierrent in human nature 
U* ^ ho marriage bar on I.A.S (female)officers should be removed i 
5« Persons with serious hereditary defects and diseases should be 
compulsorily sterilized .<>...•...... 
6. Our treatment of the criminals is too harshj we should try to 
cure, not to punish ,.»•«»«•...• 
7. Our pro cent difficulties are due rather to m.oral than to 
economic causes 
8. In the interest of peace , we must give up part of our- national 
sovereignty ............ 
9» Observance of religiouc day in a week(juimna or sunday observan-
ce etc.) is old fashioned and should cease to govern our behaviour .• 
10. It is wrong that men should be permittefl greater sexual freedom 
than women by ifes society , 
11, Unrestricted freedom of discussion on every topic is desirable 
in the press, in literature,on the stage 
Adorno et al's F ( Fascism ) Scale in 
Indian Situation 
< 
By 
Dr. K. Ray-Chowdhury and Aqueil Ahmad 
Department of Psychology 
Muslim University 
Aligarh (India). 
Directions; This is an investigation of general public opinion concerning such 
topics as religion, sex, var, ideal society, education, nationalism, and so forth. 
The'fcllowing are statements with which some people agree and others disagree. Please 
mark each statement in the left margin, according to the amount of your agreement or 
disagreement, by uoing the following scale; 
+ 1 for slight support, agreement - 1 for slight opposition, disagreement 
+ 2 for moderate support,agreement - 2 for moderate opposition, disagreement 
+ 3 for strong support, agreement - 3 for strong opposition, disagreement 
_1. Obedience and respect for authority are the most important virtues 
children should learn. 
2. Nc weakness or difficulty can hold us back if we have- enough will power. 
U- Science lias its place, but there are m.any important things that can never 
possibly be understood by the human mind. 
6.. Human nature.being what it is, there will always be war and conflict, 
8. Every person should have complete faith in some supernatural power whose 
decisions he obeys without question, 
9« When a person has a problem or worry, it is best for him not to think 
about it, but to keep busy with more cheerful things, 
12. A person who has bad manners, habits, and breeding can hardly expect to get 
alongwith decent, people. 
13. What the youth needs most.is strict descipline, rugged determination, 
and the will to work and fight for family and country. 
16. Soi' p< oplo are bom with an urge to jump from high places, 
18. Nowadays when so many different kinds of people move around and mix 
together so 'miich, a person has to protect himself especially carefully 
against catching an infection of disease from them, 
19. An Insult to our honour should always be punshed, 
21. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up* they 
ought to get over them and. settle down. 
2^2. It is best to use some prewar authorities in Germany to keep order and 
prevent chaos ( i.e. an state of utter corifusion or disorder ). 
23. What this country needs most, more than laws ard political programmes, 
is a few courageous, tireless, devoted leaders in whom the people can 
put their faith, 
2$. Sex crimes, such as rapes and attacks on children, deserve more than 
mere imprisonm.ent; such criminals are ought to be publicly vhiped ( i.e. 
beaten with a lash ), or worse. 
26. People can be divided into two distinct classes: tb weak and the strong, 
P.T.O. 
= 2 = 
__27. There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not feel a great 
love, gratitude, and respect for his parents. 
_29. Some day it will probably be shown that astrology can explain a lot of 
things. 
_31. Nowadays more and more people are prying ( i.e. looking closely) into 
natters that should reniain personal and prii/ate 
_33. Wars and social troubles may someday be ended by an earthquake or 
flood that will destroy the whole world. 
_34. Mos":/ of our social problems would be solved if we could somehow get rid 
of the iniinoral, crooked ( i.e. wicked), and feebleminded people* 
33a The wild sex life of the old Greeks and Romans was tame ( i.e. of less 
intensity; of mild nature, or dull ) compared to some of the goings-on 
in thiE country, even in places where people might least expect it, 
__37. If people would talk less and work more, everybody would be lietter off, 
_38. Host peop]p don't realize how much our lives are controlled by plots 
hatched (. i.e. originated) in secret places, 
_39. Homosexuals are hardly better than crimnals and ought to be severely 
punish3d. 
_4.1o The businessman andthe manufacturer are much more important to society 
than the artist and the professor. 
_4.2. I'^o sane, normal, decent person could ever think of hurting a close friend 
or relative. . , 
_U3o Familiarity'breeds cbntempt. ' ' 
_4Ao Nobody ever learned anything really important except through suffering. 
NOTE - Please do not hesitate to furnish the following personal information ;-
1. Name ,'.....,. " - • • > > 
2. Sex ,. . 
Lr, Educational Standard ......... V. 
5i Province •••', 
6. Rural or Urban 
'7. Religion ., Caste, if any^ *.»..» 
8. Father or Gurdian's monthly income 
9. Posi t ion in Vs.e family 
10, Married'or Unmarried •• 
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